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ABSTRACT
Far infrared absorption spectra (20-700cm”^) have been 
recorded using either a modified Grubb-Parsons/NPL cube 
interferometer with a maximum resolution of 0 .1 cm~l, or a 
Bruker 113V FTIR interferometer with a maximum resolution 
of 0-03cm“l, with samples mounted on a wheel inside a 
liquid helium cryostat close to the bolometer. Nominally 
pure GaAs and GaP samples and GaAs containing Al, B, C and 
Si impurities, were studied. The GaAs samples had either 
been irradiated with fast neutrons or 2MeV electrons with 
a range of doses varying from the minimum required to 
produce detectable changes in the infrared spectrum 
(lO^Bcm^Z 2MeV electrons or 2xl0l^cm“^ fast neutrons), up 
to a maximum corresponding to saturation of the damage 
produced (lO^^cm"^ fast neutrons). The only GaP sample to 
be studied was nominally pure and was irradiated with a 
dose of lO^^cm'Z 2MeV electrons. All the samples were 
subsequently annealed in 30®C stages up to about 550°C at 
which temperature the recovery from the effects of the
radiation damage was essentially complete and in many 
cases free carrier absorption had returned.
The damage produced in the samples caused a relaxation of 
the selection rules, which normally forbid certain 
absorption processes, so that pronounced structure was
detected which corresponded to features in the one-phonon 
density of states of the pure crystal. On annealing the
samples, the damage and hence this structure, was 
progressively removed. In addition, in GaAs irradiated 
with fast neutrons, new lines at 45cm”^, 119cm“  ^ and
328cm~l were observed which first grew in strength with
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increasing anneal temperature and then disappeared at 
higher temperatures. These lines were present in all 
samples given a sufficiently large dose of neutrons and 
hence were attributed to in-band resonances arising from 
intrinsic defect centres. However, in GaAs irradiated with 
2MeV electrons only the feature at 45cm“l was observed, 
showing that the features at 119cm“l and 328cm“l are 
produced only by neutron irradiation. In electron 
irradiated and annealed GaP a resonant mode at 149cm~^ was 
observed together with four gap mode lines which were all 
attributed to intrinsic radiation damage centres. In order 
to identify the defect centres responsible, these results 
were compared with a) the observations of local modes in 
doped samples which had undergone similar treatment and 
for which site switching of impurity atoms was observed 
during the annealing process and b) EPR data for similar 
annealing studies on the A s q ^ antisite defect in 
irradiated GaAs.
High resolution studies of neutron irradiated GaAs doped 
with carbon showed that the previously reported C(l) lines 
at 577.5cm“^ and 606cm“^ show structure consistent with 
the centre responsible for these lines being C^s bonded to 
an interstitial As atom, surrounded by four Ga atoms.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
(
Interest in III-V compounds was initially stimulated 
by the need for a high temperature transistor material of 
superior properties to germanium and silicon. Devices 
fabricated from III-V compounds have a higher speed and 
lower power consumption than devices fabricated from 
silicon and germanium. Gallium arsenide for instance, has 
both a larger band gap energy (Eg=1.35eV) and higher 
mobility (due to a lower effective mass me*/me=0.067) than 
either of these materials and is being used increasingly 
as a specialist material for high frequency active devices 
in both analogue (microwave) and digital integrated 
circuits. Alternatively, industrial interest in GaP is due 
to its use in light emitting diodes (LED's); GaP doped 
with oxygen and nitrogen providing the optical output for 
red and green L E D ’s respectively.
The use of these materials has been restricted by the 
technical difficulties associated with growing high 
quality crystals. GaAs and GaP are grown commercially by 
the Liquid Encapsulation Czochralski (LEG) technique using 
high gas over-pressures. This will be described in Chapter 
2. Using this technique large single crystal ingots of 
GaAs are grown with a well controlled impurity content. 
However, since the growth conditions of GaP are more 
extreme (higher temperatures and pressures), the 
contamination level is much higher.
Even pure GaAs crystals will contain intrinsic defects. 
By considering the thermochemistry of GaAs and GaP, van 
Vechten (1975 and 1980) showed that in the pure crystal.
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the main defects grown into the crystal would be 
defect-clusters and antisites. Intrinsic defects in III-V 
materials are expected to be more stable than in elemental 
semi-conductors, since their mobility is dependent on a 
jump to a next-nearest-neighbour lattice site, compared 
with a nearest-neighbour jump in elemental semi­
conductors .
The technology for the fabrication of semi-conductor 
devices and integrated circuits requires the ability to 
produce p and n-type doped layers with precise and 
controlled geometry. This can be achieved by thermal 
diffusion or ion implantation. Implanted ions penetrate 
into the lattice to a depth of less than a few microns but 
with a much higher spatial resolution than can be acheived 
with diffusion techniques. It is for this reason that ion 
implantation is widely used for the fabrication of 
channels in field effect transistors (FET's). For n-type 
regions Si is commonly used, while for p-type regions Be, 
Zn or Cd are used. Ion implantation causes crystal damage, 
as will be described in section 2 . 2  and the resulting 
defects will modify the electrical properties of the 
crystal. Commercially the concentration of these defects 
is reduced by annealing the crystal to temperatures of 
between 700°C and 900°C. Hence knowledge of the thermal 
behaviour of intrinsic defects and impurities is 
important, both for determining the best growth conditions 
and for optimising the annealing conditions for the 
removal of the crystal damage produced during ion 
implantation. Although not the historical reason, it is 
now the main reason why radiation damage produced by fast
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particles and its annealing in semi-conductors is 
intensively studied.
Since the damage caused by ion implantation is less than 
a micron in depth and therefore difficult to investigate
by IR transmission spectroscopy, it is useful to simulate
the damage caused by the ions, by the use of fast neutrons 
or electrons. These particles have a much higher 
penetration depth and will thus produce defects throughout 
the bulk material without introducing impurities. The 
effects on bulk crystals of various doses of radiation and 
the subsequent annealing characteristics of the 
irradiation damaged crystals can thus be studied. If 
electron irradiation is used, there are anisotropic
effects to be considered for III-V compounds with the zinc 
blende lattice structure such as GaAs. This will be 
discussed in detail in section 2 .2 .1 .
Infrared (IR) absorption spectroscopy is a useful tool 
for studying those impurities and defects in a crystal 
which have an oscillating dipole moment associated with 
them. This technique not only gives information on the 
impurity or defect concentrations, but also on their 
lattice configurations.
Much interest has focused recently on the role of 
intrinsic defects in these materials, particularly their 
creation and their behaviour during the subsequent
annealing process. It was in irradiated GaP that such 
features were first observed using IR spectroscopy. GaP 
offers a richer abundance of spectroscopic features since, 
unlike GaAs, it has a gap in the one-phonon density of 
states so that gap modes can be observed. The
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spectroscopic studies of GaP are performed not only for 
clues to the behaviour of intrinsic defects in GaAs, but
also for study in their own right.
To interpret the information obtained from IR
spectroscopy it is necessary to consider the theory of 
lattice dynamics. The case of a simple diatomic linear 
chain is considered in Chapter 2 to illustrate the
principles of photon-phonon interactions. This is then 
expanded to a three dimensional model for which the theory 
becomes more complicated and which is developed in terms 
of a many parameter Rigid Ion Model (RIM). The effect of 
defects in the lattice is then discussed and the lattice 
vibrations are calculated for a simple one dimensional 
model. It is shown that for a three dimensional crystal 
lattice, either Green's functions or molecular models can 
be used to calculate the local vibrational mode (LVM) 
frequencies of the impurities. This chapter also includes 
a discussion of the effects of radiation damage by 
neutrons and electrons and the subsequent thermal 
annealing of this damage.
In Chapter 3 a review is given of work done so far in 
characterising impurities and defects using LVM 
spectroscopy.
Another technique that has given a wealth of information 
on defects in elemental semi-conductors is Electron 
Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR). This technique will detect 
an impurity or defect centre only if it is paramagnetic. 
The difficulties associated with using this technique for 
III-V compound semi-conductors are discussed and a review 
of defects observed in GaAs and GaP by this technique
12.
included in section 3.2.
The [R measurements were performed using the technique of 
Fourier Transform Spectroscopy (FTS). In the first part of 
Chapter 4, a review of the theory of Fourier Transform 
Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy and a description and 
comparison of the instruments used for the measurements in 
this work is given. The second part describes the samples 
used and their treatment prior to the IR measurements.
In Chapter 5, IR spectra are presented for the purest 
GaAs and GaP samples available to us, for use as reference 
samples. The nominally pure GaAs sample is then compared 
with spectra for neutron irradiated GaAs samples. The dose 
dépendance of the induced one-phonon density of states and 
its annealing is * reported for GaAs samples containing 
several combinations of dopants (A1 +-B, C + Si, Si + B 
and intrinsic). Two intrinsic resonant features in the 
acoustic mode region at 45cm“^ and 119cm“l and a new 
feature above the Reststrahlen band at 328cm~^ are 
observed in samples irradiated to a threshold neutron 
dose. The dose dependence and thermal annealing behaviour 
of these defects are then reported. Similar studies on the 
FIR region for electron irradiated intrinsic GaAs are also 
shown and it is observed that in addition to the induced 
one-phonon absorption, the only intrinsic feature observed 
is at 45cm“l.
The corresponding induced one-phonon annealing behaviour 
in electron irradiated nominally pure GaP is reported and 
compared. After irradiation, in addition to the one-phonon 
absorption, an induced resonant mode at 149cm“  ^ and four 
gap mode features are observed. The annealing behaviour of
13 .
all the features is then shown.
In order to identify these defects in both materials, the 
data for the FIR intrinsic modes is compared to EPR data 
on antisites, as well as the annealing behaviour of 
impurity induced LVM's.
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CHAPTER 2
THE THEORY OF IR ABSORPTION AND RADIATION DAMAGE
2.1 THE THEORY OF LATTICE VIBRATIONS
There are three central ideas that underly theories of 
lattice vibrations. The first is the adiabatic 
approximation, in which it is assumed that the electrons 
move so much more rapidly than the heavy atomic nuclei 
that they provide a unique potential energy for each 
geometry of the nucleus and that the electrons' detailed 
dynamics can be ignored.
A second approximation which is referred to as the dipole 
approximation, assumes in calculating the longer range 
Coulombic interactions between a polarised or distorted 
lattice, that multipole expansions may be limited to the 
dipole level.
The third approximation is the harmonic approximation in 
which the potential term in the Hamiltonian contains only 
quadratic terms of the displacement from equilibrium to 
describe lattice vibrations. This can usefully give an 
approximation to the modes of vibration of real crystals. 
However, it does not explain two and three-phonon 
processes which are due to the anharmonic properties of 
the crystal lattice.
In the following section the harmonic theory for a one 
dimensional diatomic linear chain is considered. This is 
then applied to the case when the wavevector k has values 
in three dimensions.
In section 2.1.4. the effect of including the higher 
order terms in the potential expansion of the Hamiltonian
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to explain multi-phonon processes in crystals is 
cons idered.
Modifications of the theory due to the presence of 
defects in the crystal are then discussed which shows that 
each impurity or defect centre can be considered 
individually either by a Green's function method or by a 
molecular model method.
2.1.1 VIBRATIONS OF A ONE DIMENSIONAL DIATOMIC LATTICE
The model used by Born and von Karman (1912) is one of a 
chain of n atoms, with alternate masses m and M, separated 
by a distance a, with force constants ji, as shown in 
figure 2.1a. Circular boundary conditions are used such 
that the n^^ atom of mass m is linked to the 1 ^^ atom of 
mass M-
The equations of motion are given by
mun,i = M[un , 2  + ^n- 1 , 2  ~ Zu^^i] ...2 .1 .
Mun,2 = M[un,l + Un+1,1 ~ 2un,2] ...2.2.
where u = atomic displacement from equilibrium lattice 
position (the subscripts identifying the unit cell and 
atom type respectively) and M » m.
Trying solutions of the form
^n,l == A exp i(wt+ka) ...2.3.
^n,2 = B exp i(wt+ka) ...2.4.
where k is the reciprocal lattice vector and
k = 2ji . . .2.5.
X
Substituting these into equations 2.1 and 2.2 gives
-mcj^A = ^B(eika 4 g-ika^ _ 2/iA ...2.6.
-Mcj^b = #A(eika 4  g-ika^ _ 2/iB ...2.7.
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o o-
n+1,1 n+1,2
Figure 2.1a Diatomic linear chain of alternate masses m 
and M and force constant fi.
E.M. Radiation
O ptic branch
M > m
Acoustic branch
nk0
Figure 2.1b Diagram showing the dispersion curves for a 
diatomic linear chain, with masses m and M, force constant 
fi and an atomic separation a.
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Rearranging these give
A( 2 yLt-mcü^ ) = 2 mB cos(ka) ...2 .8 .
B(2/i-Mcj^) = 2i±A cos(ka) ...2.9.
Solving to eliminate A and B
( 2 //.-mcj2  ) ( 2 m~Mcj^ ) = 4//.^  cos^(ka) ...2 .1 0 .
Hence the lattice phonon frequencies are given by
...2.11.= Jlf- +
1 ± 1  + 1
2 4 sin^(ka)
.M m. .M m. Mm
This has two solutions:
For small k when sin(ka) -» ka -* 0  the roots are
w =
Im
+ i r
m J  .
^ / 2 ...2 .1 2 .
and
CJ. -= 2/1 
. Mm .
^ / 2 - 0 ...2.13.
For k = the roots are
CJ = ■ 2/1 1 
. m
V 2 ...2.14.
and
CJ = ■ 2/1  ^
. M
V 2 ...2.15.
The roots of equation 2.11 are plotted in figure 2.1b. 
This gives the dispersion curve for the linear chain 
model. If m = M, equations 2.14 and 2.15 are equal and 
hence there is no gap at k = between the two branches.
The branch that is non zero when k  ^ 0 is termed the optic 
branch, although an oscillating dipole moment is not 
necessarily implied by this name, even though the atoms of 
the unit cell vibrate in antiphase. For small k, in the 
acoustic branch, the atoms of the unit cell move in phase.
Equation 2.11 gives a function with a periodicity of 
2^/^. All values of w for negative k are equal to those
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for positive k, the only difference being directional. 
Also, there is no physical significance to be attached to 
values of k for which k > /a.) - k is therefore only
plotted from 0  to ^/a- 
The wavelength of IR radiation is very much greater than 
the interatomic spacings, hence k[R « 0. For coupling to 
occur between photons and phonons, there must be a first 
order oscillating dipole moment present and the law of 
conservation of energy (Ticj) and momentum (Tik) and hence 
conservation of wavevector k must be obeyed. Therefore, 
the coupling can only take place where the dispersion 
curves intersect (see figure 2.1b). For a purely harmonic 
linear chain absorption by the optic phonons near k = 0  is 
the only allowed process.
2.1.2 VIBRATION OF A THREE DIMENSIONAL DIATOMIC CRYSTAL 
LATTICE
In describing the linear diatomic chain, only 
longitudinal displacements of the atoms were considered. 
However the angular frequency w is a multi-valued function 
of the wavevector k in a three dimensional crystal. For 
I kI = ^/a a surface in k space is formed which is termed 
the first Brillioun zone. This is the repeatable unit that 
contains the entire phonon spectrum. For a diatomic three 
dimensional crystal, it can be shown that there are six 
branches to the dispersion curve; two transverse acoustic 
(TA), one longitudinal acoustic (LA) , two transverse optic 
(TO), and one longitudinal optic (LO). Waves travelling in 
a high symmetry direction of the crystal are either purely 
tcansvere or purely longitudinal. Hence the dispersion
19.
curves are plotted for lines of high symmetry. For certain 
directions of high symmetry, the two transverse branches 
may be degenerate.
The dispersion curves calculated for GaAs and GaP by 
Patel (1982) and Patel et al (1984) using an 11 parameter 
Rigid Ion Model (RIM) are shown in figure 2.2 and 2.3.
The density of states for diatomic crystals, which will 
be discussed fully in the next section, shows that there 
is a large number of vibrational states between a^ rid
which results in a large absorption in the IR. This 
region is termed the Reststrahlen region. At these 
frequencies there is strong coupling between the optic 
phonons and IR photons. This is the only absorption that
is present in a • purely harmonic crystal lattice: the
acoustic phonon to IR photon coupling being forbidden by 
the momentum selection rules. However the Reststrahlen 
region is broadened and multi-phonon transitions may occur 
due to anharmonic effects.
2.1.3 THE DENSITY OF VIBRATIONAL STATES 
Since the number of unit cells in the crystal is large 
(n-oo) , the spacing of the normal mode frequencies is
sufficiently small for w to be regarded as continuous 
function of k. It is useful to know the frequency 
distribution of the normal modes for the calculation of 
vibrational and thermal properties of the lattice. This is 
represented by the density of states function g(w).
g(w)dw is defined as the number of normal modes with 
frequencies in the range w to cj+dcj.
For the one dimensional linear chain the total density of
20.
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Figure 2.2 Phonon dispersion curves in GaAs. Solid line - 
11—parameter RIM from Patel et al (1984).
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Figure 2.3 Phonon dispersion curves in GaP. Solid line - 
11-parameter RIM from Patel (1982).
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states satisfies the condition
(jjm
Jg(cj)dcj = Nr ...2.15.
0
where = the maximum lattice frequency 
N = the number of unit cells
r = the number of atoms in the unit cell
The density of states g(w) is plotted in figure 2.4 for a 
one dimensional linear chain. Singularities occur at
and CJ2  where g(w) and *^^/dq -* 0  on the dispersion
curves, i.e. when Ikl = ^/a*
For the three dimensional lattice
Jg(cj)dcj = 3Nr ...2.17.
D
and the density of states for each branch j is given by 
g j ( w )  =  rr ^ ________ . . . 2 . 1 8 .
877^  J J  I g r a d j ç  I
where Qa = the volume of the unit cell 
dS = elemental surface area
When gradk wj is zero, there are discontinuities in the 
density of states called critical points or van Hove 
singularities (van Hove 1953). These critical points 
correspond to the angular frequencies for which the group 
velocity of the phonons vanishes in some direction and are 
a direct result of the periodicity of the lattice (high 
symmetry). For zinc blende structures, high symmetry 
positions are F , the centre of the Brillioun zone and L 
and X, on the Brillioun zone surface at the centres of two 
faces. The coordinates of these points are (000), 
(^V2 '^/2 '^/2 ) (1 0 0 ) respectively.
Figure 2.5 and 2.6 show the one phonon density of states
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gw,w
O)
Figure 2.4 The density of states for a one dimensional
diatomic lattice where ,,„_f2 A l V 2
iM
and W 2 = 2   
m
and
Ci^L is the maximum lattice frequency.
24-
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Figure 2.5 Calculated one phonon density of states 
function for GaAs (from Patel et al 1984).
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Figure 2.6 Calculated one phonon density of states 
function for GaP (from Patel 1982).
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calculated by Patel (1982) and Patel et al (1984) for GaAs 
and GaP using an 11 parameter rigid ion model (RIM), the 
details of which are given by Kune (1973 and 1974). For 
GaP, unlike GaAs, there is a gap between the acoustic and 
optic modes of the one phonon density of states, due to 
the mass difference between the two types of atoms being 
larger. This means that vibrational modes of impurity 
atoms which occur in this region will not propagate in the
lattice. These modes are called gap modes or
quasi-localised modes and will be discussed in section
2.1.7.
2.1.4 MULTI-PHONON PROCESSES
If the behaviour' of the lattice were truly harmonic the 
frequencies of the vibrations would be sharp features and 
the modes would be undamped. However, perturbation of the 
lattice phonons by the higher order terms of the potential 
term of the Hamiltonian causes them to have a discrete
lifetime, due to the opening up of channels for the decay 
of the phonons.
The second order terms of the Hamiltonian involve two 
phonons and IR absorption by two phonons processes can 
occur in an anharmonic lattice, as long as energy and the 
wavevector are conserved, even in homopolar crystals where 
there is no one-phonon oscillating dipole moment. There 
are two types of two-phonon combination bands, summation 
and difference bands, each having a different temperature 
dependence. Bose-Einstein statistics give the phonon 
occupation number as
<n> = exp hw - 1
- 1
...2.19
kT
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for a phonon of angular frequency w at a temperature T, 
where k is the Boltzmann constant.
For summation bands involving two phonons of energy E\ 
and E 2 r with occupation numbers n^ and n 2  respectively, 
the temperature dependence of the net absorption is given 
by
1 + ni + n2 ...2.20.
Hence, even at low temperatures, the summation bands 
contribute to the IR absorption spectrum.
Whereas for difference bands the temperature dependence 
is
n2 - n% ...2.21.
Hence these bands are very sensitive to temperature 
changes and the difference bands can be reduced to near 
zero for low temperatures. Johnson in 1959 first showed 
that two-phonon bands were temperature dependent in 
silicon. The calculated temperature dependence of the 
absorption by two-phonon combination bands in GaP is shown 
in figure 2.7. The density of states of the two-phonon 
summation bands in GaAs and GaP is shown in figure 2.8 and
2.9 and they are responsible for the IR absorption beyond 
the Reststrahlen region that can make measurements of 
LVM's difficult.
Three-phonon bands occur, which involve the higher order 
terms in the Hamiltonian, but these are much weaker and 
may be ignored for our purposes.
2.1.5 DEFECTS IN THE PURE LATTICE 
The crystal lattice of GaAs (and GaP) has the zinc blende 
structure illustrated in figure 2.10. Each Ga atom is 
tetrahedrally bonded to four As atoms and each As atom is
28.
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Figure 2.7 The calculated temperature dependence of the 
two-phonon absorption in GaP, normalised to unity at 30ÜK 
(from Zhang 1981b).
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Figure 2.10 The zinc blende crystal structure of GaAs and 
GaP.
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similarly bonded to four Ga atoms.
As mentioned earlier, crystal are not grown in which all 
atoms are located on their correct lattice positions. 
Defects in which atoms occupy incorrect lattice positions 
are termed intrinsic defects and for an elemental 
semi-conductor there are only three simple types of stable 
intrinsic point defects possible, a vacancy and two types 
of interstitial (one with tetrahedral and one with 
trigonal symmetry).
For a diatomic lattice, such as GaAs, there are two 
vacancies possible and (The notation used is the
type of defect with the lattice site as a sub-script). 
Antisite defects are also possible and in GaAs are Ga^g 
and AsQa- There is more than one type of interstitial in 
GaAs since the Ga atoms and As atoms each lie on a fee 
sublattice, there are two more sublattices of vacant 
interstitial sites. One of these has tetrahedrally 
arranged Ga atoms for nearest neighbours, and the other 
has nearest neighbour As atoms in the same arrangement. 
This leads to four possible tetrahedral interstitial 
configurations i.e. a Gaj with either Ga or As nearest 
neighbours and a similar configuration for an As^, as well 
as two possible stable interstitial configurations with 
trigonal symmetry.
Any of these point defects may form pairs or even 
clusters with other defects. The detailed thermo­
chemistry of the crystal lattice must be studied to 
predict the most energetically favourable configuration.
Van Vechten (1975 and 1980) considered this problem 
theoretically and predicted that in the melt, simple point
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defects are present but, as the crystal cools they diffuse 
along electrochemical gradients to form neutral complexes 
which have the lowest binding energy. The most likely 
defects in GaP are [Vp'<'-Gap2--Vp+] , and [Vga^-^Ga^'^-^Ga" 1 
and simple antisites formed by the migration and 
annihilation of vacancies with nearest neighbours. Indeed 
using Electron Microscopy, van de Sande and Peters (1974) 
have observed cylindrical shaped defects in LEG grown 
GaAs, of the correct size and orientation to be identified 
with the [VGa~“AsGa^^“VGa~] complex. The concentration of 
these defects was estimated to be «lO^^cm"^.
As yet, in as-grown crystals no intrinsic point defects, 
or complexes have been positively assigned by IR 
spectroscopy but the EPR technique has been used with some 
degree of success to identify some of these defects. The 
work done on these defect is reviewed in section 3.2.
If a crystal is grown such that there are a large number 
of defects, then these defects cause the crystal to be 
strained, with a consequent loss of symmetry of the 
crystal lattice, which causes the relaxation of the 
momentum selection rules. The result is absorption by 
normally forbidden one and multiple-phonon bands.
The concentration of defects and hence strain in a 
crystal can be increased by irradiation (see section 2 .2 ), 
causing a gradual increase in the degree of selection rule 
relaxation and hence an increase in the normally forbidden 
one-phonon absorption.
2.1.6 IMPURITIES IN THE LATTICE
When an impurity atom I is introduced into a diatomic
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lattice, it may occupy one of many sites. It may replace a 
host lattice atom to become a substitutional defect (in 
GaAs there are two species Iq ^ a.nd I As) it may occupy
an interstitial site of which there are three stable 
configurations, two of which have tetrahedral symmetry and 
the other, trigonal symmetry.
Isoelectronic impurities such as A1 in GaAs or N in GaP 
would be expected to occupy Ga and P sites respectively 
and should not produce free carriers.
Substitutional impurities which have a greater number of 
valence electrons than the atom they replace are donors, 
whereas if they have less they are acceptors. Impurities 
that can occupy either lattice sites are termed
amphoteric. The Si impurity in GaAs is one example, being 
capable of occupying either the As or the Ga site. 
However, the concentration of Sig^ is much greater than 
SiAsf hence the addition of Si to a GaAs crystal makes it 
n-type.
As a general rule, interstitial impurities will act as 
donors if their outer shell is less than half full, 
whereas they will act as acceptors if their outer shell is 
more than half full.
2.1.7 EFFECTS OF IMPURITIES AND DEFECTS ON LATTICE
VIBRATIONS
When impurities are present the translational symmetry of
the crystal is lost and the selection rules are relaxed.
Normally forbidden IR absorption at single phonon 
frequencies can then occur. The simplest impurity defect 
is the substitutional impurity (a special case of which is
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the antisite defect). These defects have tetrahedral 
symmetry and can modify the crystals normal modes of 
vibration.
These impurities can give rise to modes of vibration that 
lie within the band of frequencies of the perfect lattice 
and hence decay into the continuum of the band modes, or 
if the vibrational frequency happens to fall on a region 
where the one-phonon density of states of the pure lattice 
is small, the amplitude of vibration can be large, leading 
to an in-band resonance which is often termed simply a 
resonant mode.
Alternatively, certain new modes may occur either at a 
frequency greater than the maximum lattice frequency 
(localised modes) or between the optic and acoustic mode 
bands (gap modes). Both these modes are spatially 
localised around the defect, and in the Einstein 
oscillator limit only the defect atom moves.
The localised vibration of a substitutional defect in a 
linear chain has been investigated by many authors. A 
review of these theories has been given by Maradudin et al 
(1953) and more recently by Barker and Sievers (1975). 
Therefore only an outline of the theory is given here.
Consider a diatomic linear chain of n atoms with a mass 
defect € defined by equation 2 .2 2 , as shown in figure 
2.11. The impurity atom of mass M' replaces either m or M 
where M » m. The force constants remain unchanged in this 
isotopic impurity model.
Let M ' = ( l - e ) M  ...2.22.
where 0  < e < 1  
a n d  0  < M ' < M
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Figure 2.11 Diatomic linear chain with isotopic impurities 
a) M' replacing m and b) M' replacing M.
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and cüi^  = 2^ ...2.23.
M
Cü2 ^ = 2ji . . .2.24.
m
The solution for the equations of motion is
(ij2 = 2wq2 + (l-c2)w22 ± [4ewq4 + ( 1 - . . . 2 . 2 5 .
2 (1 — )
Figure 2.12a shows the two solutions for this equation. 
The higher frequency solution gives the high frequency 
local modes which rise from the optic band. The lower 
frequency solution gives the gap mode frequencies which 
rise from the acoustic band.
when M'=(l-€)m ...2.26.
let cjj[^  = 2ji ...2.27.
m
and CJ2 ^ = 2ji ...2.28.
M
This gives the solutions shown in figure 2.12b where the 
local modes rise and the gap mode falls from the optic 
band.
Using this simple linear chain model the eigen-vectors 
for these IR active modes are shown in figure 2.13a and 
2.13b.
Bjork (1957) expanded the isotopic mass defect theory to 
include force constant changes for a diatomic linear 
chain. This author showed that for a certain combination 
of defect mass and force constants, two frequencies can 
emerge from the top of the optic band while for others, as 
many as three can lie in the forbidden gap.
Impurity resonant modes in the in-band frequency region 
can occur, due to the mass and force constant defects. The 
first theory to combine these parameters was by Genzel et
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frequencies of the localised modes in a linear chain when
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Figure 2.13 The eigenvector for an infrared active 
impurity mode in a linear chain for a) local modes, b) gap 
modes and c) resonant modes.
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al (1965). The amplitude of the impurity ions and its 
neighbours for a low frequency resonance in a simple 
diatomic linear chain model are shown in figure 2.13c. 
Most of the ions move in phase, but the impurity ion is 
out of phase, giving rise to an oscillating dipole moment. 
The resonant modes have been observed due to many 
impurities in silicon and diamond (Angress et al 1968) and 
their frequencies are less sensitive to changes in the 
mass defect than the frequencies of local or gap modes.
For three dimensional lattice models the behaviour of the 
impurities has been described both by a Green's function 
technique and by a molecular model. Gaur et al (1971) used 
Green's functions to obtain the substitutional isotopic 
mass defect parameter plots for GaAs and GaP shown in 
figure 2.14.
Dawber and Elliott (1963a and 1963b) derived an equation 
relating the strength of a local mode line to the defect 
concentration D. The impurity local mode absorption was 
given by
a = 2n2p%2 ...2.29.
ncM
where D = the number of impurity atoms,
n = the refractive index,
M = the mass of the impurity atom
c ■= the velocity of light.
T? in the origional theory was the static charge on the 
defect. However, neutral impurity atoms give rise to local 
modes and Newman and Willis (1965) showed that the neutral 
carbon impurity in silicon gave rise to a resonance. Hence 
Leigh and Szigeti (1967a, 1967b, and 1967c) redefined t) as
the apparent charge
41.
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T) = ^  ...2.30.
dx
where /i is the induced dipole moment due to displacement 
X . 7) is not readily obtained theoretically, hence other 
techniques are used to calibrate absolute concentrations.
Using a molecular model, Thomas and Hopfield (1966) gave 
an estimation of the sustitutional impurity vibrational 
frequency as
= k
1 1 
mi <^rrinn
. . .2.31.
where k = a force constant
mi = substitutional impurity mass 
mnn ^ mass of nearest neighbour 
a = a. parameter indicating the degree of 
localisation of the mode.
So far only substitutional impurities have been
considered. Barker and Sievers (1975) have shown that in a
diatomic linear chain, vacancies and interstitials may 
give rise to one-phonon vibrational modes. However there 
is no general model to encompass all of these defects 
since their vibrational modes are highly dependent on 
their local environment. Calculations can only be made 
individually using careful modelling.
More than one type of impurity may be present in the
crystal lattice in significant concentrations. Hence 
Elliott and Pfeuty (1967) extended Dawber and Elliotts' 
local mode calculations to consider the modes impurities 
paired together. The theory for this will not be discussed 
since this work is not concerned with def ect-impur ity
pairs.
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2.1.8 THE WIDTHS OF ABSORPTION LINES DUE TO LOCALISED 
VIBRATIONAL MODES
In section 2.1.7 the theory of Dawber and Elliott showed 
the line strength of the local mode absorption could be 
correlated with the impurity concentration. This 
quantitative analysis is more difficult for the resonant 
modes since there are anharmonic effects which cause the 
modulation of the potential by other lattice modes and 
hence line broadening. The theory of Dawber and Elliott 
was an over simplification, since the local modes are 
broadened due to several effects.
The line width is finite due to the anharmonic damping in 
the crystal. The degree of anharmonicity is temperature 
dependent: the line width being larger at a higher
temperature. However this effect can be ignored if all
measurements are made at a low temperature. (Anharmonicity 
also causes the activation of higher LVM harmonics and a 
LVM frequency shift with temperature.)
If the local mode frequency falls within the normal
two-phonon lattice modes, in a similar way to the way 
resonant modes are affected by the one-phonon lattice
modes, the line width may be broadened due to channels 
being opened up for the decay of the localised phonons 
into the lattice phonon continuum.
If the lattice is uniaxially strained, the force 
constants along some of the symmetry directions will be
perturbed and hence the defect symmetry will be lowered. 
This will mean that the degeneracy of the modes will be 
split and fine structure may be observed on the IR local 
mode spectrum, if high resolution spectroscopy is used.
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Another factor that may lower the defect symmetry and 
cause the appearance of fine structure on a simple 
substitutional defect is isotopic broadening. In GaAs for 
instance, Ga has two isotopes Ga&9 and Ga^l, which have 
50% and 40% natural abundances respectively. Hence defects 
in GaAs or GaP on an As or P site respectively have a 
different combinations of nearest-neighbour-masses. This 
effect may also cause line broadening by a different mass 
combination of next-nearest-neighbours for impurities on 
the Ga lattice site.
2 ^ . ^  DEFECT SYMMETRY
The most important symmetry group in III-V compounds is 
T(3 , since it is appropriate to both isolated 
substitutional defect sites and two of the three 
interstitial defect sites (the third interstitial site 
having trigonal symmetry). A defect belonging to this 
symmetry group has triply degenerate fundamental 
vibrations and hence only one fundamental IR local mode 
frequency is expected.
However, due to the anharmonicity of the lattice, 
transitions can occur involving the second and third 
excited states of the localised oscillators. This gives 
rise to absorption at twice and three times the 
fundamental mode frequency respectively. These transitions 
are not considered since they mainly occur at a higher 
frequency than studied in this work.
Uniaxial strain, isotope effects and defect pairing can 
lower the symmetry of a defect. Defect complexes will have 
a much lower symmetry group than point defects since the
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number of degrees of freedom is reduced.
It can be seen therefore that observations of IR local 
modes can give information on the symmetry of defects.
2.1.10 INFRARED ABSORPTION DUE TO FREE CARRIERS
When a crystal is n or p-type, there are an excess of 
electrons or holes respectively. These free charge 
carriers, both electrons and holes, can undergo 
transitions within a band because of thermal motion and 
structural defects with which they interact. If the photon 
energy is small in comparison with the energy of the 
carriers (hcj/Ef«l) the classical Drude theory is valid and 
the absorption coefficient due to free carriers is given 
by
a . , gNe^ ...2 .32.
c mgwZ
where N = carrier density, itiq = optical mass, 
g = reciprocal collision time, and e = electronic charge.
The optical mass is given by
1 1
  = < ____ > . . .2.33.
*^ o Hin
averaged over the conduction states, where m^* = the
effective mass of the electron.
Equation 2.32 gives the relationship a ^ X^, however
experimentally it is found that a = X& where 1.5 < b < 3.5 
when carrier scattering by acoustic phonons and ionised 
impurities is taken into account. The theory for this, for 
GaAs, is given by Kleinert and Giehler (1986).
In a strongly n or p-type crystal the free carrier 
concentration is high and this absorption will dominate 
the whole FIR spectral region, masking any lattice
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absorption.
To minimise the presence of free carriers in the crystal 
the melt may be doped with a second compensating impurity. 
This means that crystals must be specially grown which is 
not always possible. In addition, more than one impurity 
may complicate the results i.e. the impurities may form 
pairs or complexes. Therefore to reduce the free carrier 
concentration in n or p-type materials, electron or hole 
traps are introduced by either diffusion of ions such as 
copper or lithium into the crystal, or by fast particle 
irradiation. The former introduces deep impurity levels 
and the latter Grimshaw showed (1954), introduces deep 
intrinsic defect levels into the band gap. Both of these 
methods cause the fermi level to move towards the centre 
of the gap, reducing the carrier mobility.
The problem with the diffusion method is that impurities 
are introduced into the lattice causing impurity complexes 
(for GaAs see Hayes (1965), Lorimor and Spitzer (1966 and 
1967), Spitzer and Allred (1968a and 1968b), Thompson and 
Newman (1972) and for GaP see Morrison and Newman 
(1974a)).
The problem with the irradiation method is twofold. 
Firstly it will not be possible to measure a strongly n or 
p-type unirradiated sample i.e. a sample with no 
irradiation induced defects due to free carrier 
absorption. Secondly when the samples are annealed to high 
temperatures, which for GaAs typically means temperatures 
in the range 550-700*0, the defect traps become mobile and 
annihilate causing the return of the free carriers.
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2.2 RADIATION DAMAGE AND ANNEALING IN III-V COMPOUNDS
When energetic particles are incident on a crystal 
lattice they will collide with the atoms and if their 
kinetic energy is larger than the binding energy of the 
atom, the atom is displaced from its equilibrium lattice 
position (termed a displacement spike). For a head on 
collision, where maximum energy is transfered, the minimum 
energy needed to displace the atom is termed the threshold 
displacement energy. For GaAs the value of this, 
calculated by van Vechten (1980), is 12.4eV for Ga atoms 
and 17.6eV for As atoms. This is to be compared with the 
measured experimental value for a Ga displacement which is 
found to be within ±leV of 17eV by Gr imshaw (1953 and 
1964), Grimshaw and Banbury (1964), Pegler (1966) and 
Loferski et al (1968). If this displaced atom, termed a 
primary knock-on (pko) atom, has the minimum kinetic 
energy, a Frenkel pair is produced. For larger values of 
kinetic energy the pko atom will have sufficient energy to 
migrate and even cause secondary displaced atoms. For this 
to occur the minimum transfered energy must be at least 
twice the threshold displacement energy. If the energy of 
the incident particle is less than the threshold energy, 
then the atom will not be displaced but ionisation will 
occur or a thermal spike will be produced. For a thermal 
spike, Diennes and Vineyard (1957) gave the temperature 
rise t at a distance r^ as
re = 2(Dt)^/Z ...2.34.
where D = the thermal diffusion coefficient.
Typically the temperature may rise to lO^K for 10“^^ 
seconds. The jump frequency of the interstitial is several
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orders of magnitude lower than this, hence the duration of 
this temperature rise is insufficient to allow annealing 
of Frenkel pairs.
There is a finite probability that in a diatomic lattice 
an interstitial atom of one species will annihilate with 
the vacancy of another so forming an antisite defect. This 
probability will obviously increase if the concentration 
of interstitials and vacancies is increased by 
irradiation.
From this it can be seen that irradiation can increase 
the concentration of three intrinsic point defects, 
vacancies, interstitials and antisites. It can also cause 
the production of anti-structures i.e. a pair of 
antisites, due to the increased concentrations of 
antisites and hence increased likelyhood of coulombic 
interactions. These anti-structures have a lower enthalpy 
of formation than individual antisites (AHf [Asq.^] + A Hf
[Gaj\g] = 0.7eV whereas A H f  [As^a-Ga^sl = 0.41eV (from van 
Vechten 1975)). The [Pca-Gap] pair in GaP are predicted by 
van Vechten (1975) to have a dipole moment, producing 
three local phonon modes, one 24cm“l above the optic 
modes, and two modes in the gap region. Features have been 
observed but never firmly assigned.
The concentration of intrinsic defects increases with 
radiation dose until saturation is reached, at which point 
athermal annealing can occur. This process involves the 
annihilation of defects, typically a vacancy and an 
interstitial, due to their close proximity. The process is 
shown in figure 2.15. Normally an activation energy AE is 
required for migration, however as the
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Figure 2.15 The energy of an interstitial vacancy pair as 
a function of separation.
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vacancy-interstitial separation decreases the energy 
barrier is reduced, until it is energetically favourable 
for annihilation.
If the crystal contains impurities then the irradiation 
may cause the formation of defect-impurity complexes. 
These defect and defect-impurity complexes are usually 
trapped due to their low mobility at low temperatures. 
However, since the irradiations for this work were 
performed at room temperature, some of the primordial 
damage may have annealed out due to some defects becoming 
mobile at low temperatures.
It is useful to know at what temperature defects become 
mobile i.e. when the the thermal vibrational energy is 
greater than the ' localised binding energy. This can be 
studied by isochronal annealing which is described in 
section 2.2.3.
2.2.1 ELECTRON IRRADIATION 
The mass of the electron is small compared to the lattice 
atoms, hence, for an electron of a few MeV the pko would 
have an energy of ~300eV. This would have a range of 
l-lO^m and would only create a thermal spike. Hence 
irradiation by electrons causes the production of 
vacancy-interstitial (Frenkel) pairs, which have a more 
uniform distribution over the crystal lattice than damage 
caused by neutron irradiation. The vacancy-interstitial 
spacing of these pairs depends on the energy of the 
incident electron (Diennes and Vineyard 1957). If the 
energy is sufficiently large, then the pair will disociate 
to give two independent defects.
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Eisen (1971) showed that the type of defects produced by 
the irradiation is directionally dependent. Figure 2.16 
shows irradiations on the Ga (111) face would tend to 
displace Ga atoms preferentially since there is a space 
behind the Ga atom. Similarly on the As (111) face 
irradiations would tend to displace As atoms into the 
space behind their lattice positions. For work in this 
thesis, this effect cancelled out because the samples had 
to be irradiated on both sides, due to the low penetration 
depth of electrons in GaAs (the range R«0. 7mm for 2MeV 
electrons), to try to produce homogeneous damage across 
the sample thickness. However, this process does not 
produce completely uniform damage. The dose profile across 
the sample thickness would consist of two exponentials 
with origins at each face. (see figure 2.17). This non 
uniformity however does not have a great effect since the 
dose variation across the sample is typically a few 
percent.
2.2.2 NEUTRON IRRADIATION
Irradiation of GaAs or GaP by thermal neutrons causes the 
transmutation of the elements if the neutron is captured 
by the host lattice nuclei. The following decay reactions 
occur if capture occurs:
fi~
^^Ga(n, 7 ) ^^Ga ^^Ge T^ = 2 . 1 1  mins
>0 "
^^Ga(n, 7 ) -* ^^Ga -» ^^Ge Tji = 14.1 hrs
0~
^^A 3 (n,7 ) - 76^3 -» 76ge T^ = 26.4 hrs
3 ip(n,7 ) ^^P Th = 14.5 days
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F iqure 2. 16 A schematic diagram showing As displacements 
for electron irradiations a) along the As [111] direction 
and b) along the Ga [111] direction (from Eisen 1971).
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Figure 2.17 The electron irradiation dose dependence as a 
function of sample thickness t for samples irradiated on 
both sides. The dashed line is the dose distribution for 
irradiations on each side and the solid line is the total 
dose distibution.
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where Th = the half life of the reaction.
To minimise this effect, it is important that the samples 
are shielded from thermal neutrons when irradiated. 
However, even a low thermal neutron flux on GaP will cause 
the production of a significant quantity of long life 32p. 
It is for this reason that no neutron irradiation work on 
this material was performed.
Irradiation of a crystal by fast neutrons causes clusters 
of damage. This is due to the large mass of the neutron 
compared to the electron. The pko has sufficient energy to 
cause secondary displacements. In the model proposed by 
Brinkman (1954), an incident neutron with an energy of 
2MeV will cause a cascade of «10,000 atoms/pko. This is 
illustrated in figure 2.18. This would recrystallise from 
the outside trapping defects in an area of « 1 0 /z.m in 
diameter. Two damage areas described as the core and tail 
regions would be formed. In the cores large clusters of 
defects are expected, whereas in the tails the material is 
expected to be crystalline with simpler defects. Evidence 
for this model comes from electron microscopy done by 
Bertolotti et al (1967). They observed disordered regions 
>10#m in diameter in GaAs after room temperature 
irradiations with 14MeV neutrons. This larger scale damage 
means that the damage anisotropy observed in the electron 
irradiated samples does not occur in neutron irradiated 
samples.
Although the areas of damage created by neutrons are 
large compared with those due to electron, even at high 
doses of > 1 0 ^^n®cm~^ when tail regions of individual 
damage areas overlap. X-ray crystallography shows the
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F iqure 2.18 Diagram showing the multiple displacements 
caused by a neutron incident on a lattice (from Brinkman 
1954).
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lattice is still effectively crystalline.
Any intrinsic damage features that are common to both 
electron and neutron irradiated samples would tend to 
suggest that the defects in the neutron irradiated samples 
must be contained in the tail regions or surrounding 
crystal matrix, since their structure is unlikely to be 
complex.
2.2.3 THERMAL ANNEALING
When the temperature of a crystal is increased to a point 
where the thermal vibrational energy is greater than the 
binding energy of a defect, the defect becomes mobile and 
can diffuse through the crystal. The diffusion coefficient 
D of this defect is dependent on its concentration C and 
activation energy E^r such that for a first order reaction
Em 
kT
where k = the Boltzmann constant 
T = temperature 
A = a constant
If there is a high concentration of mobile defects in the 
lattice then it is probable that they will meet and 
annihilate, reducing their concentration and the lattice 
strain. This probability is increased if their mobility, 
i.e. the lattice temperature, or defect concentration is 
increased.
Also the Fermi level has an effect on defect mobility due 
to the defect's charge state. This is illustrated by the 
mobility variations of the vacancy in silicon (Watkins et 
al 1979) . The Fermi level is moved nearer the band edges
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D = AC exp ...2.35.
by annealing.
There are two types of annealing processes
a)Isothermal
The temperature is held constant and the defect 
concentration measured as a function of time. This gives 
information on the activation energy and reaction rate 
order of the defect. However, to comprehensively cover a 
range of doses and anneal temperatures would demand a 
large number of samples. These were not available for this 
work; hence isochronal anneals were performed.
b)Isochronal
This type of annealing experiment will only give the 
temperature at which the defects become mobile. For the 
work in this thesis, anneals on the samples were performed 
for 2 0  mins at temperatures increasing in steps of about 
30*C.
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CHAPTER 3
REVIEW OF IR SPECTROSCOPY AND EPR MEASUREMENTS ON
GaAs AND GaiP
Observations of induced impurity vibrational absorption 
were made as long ago as 1934 in natural diamonds by 
Robertson et al, but the detailed nature of such 
absorption was only understood following the theoretical 
treatments by Szigeti (1963) and Dawber and Elliott (1963a 
and 1963b).
In this chapter we will review selected IR work performed 
to characterise impurities and defects in GaAs and GaP. 
The modification of the spectra when the samples are 
subjected to neutron and electron irradiation is also 
considered. A section is included in which EPR work is 
reviewed with a view to a) aiding the identification of 
intrinsic crystal defects and b) obtaining information on 
the defect mobilities. The relatively greater interest in 
GaAs by the semi-conductor industry has meant that much 
more work has been done on characterising defects in this 
material than in GaP.
3. 1 DEFECTS AND IMPURITIES OBSERVED IN GaAs AND GaP BY IR 
SPECTROSCOPY
In this section we will concentrate on the major 
impurities which occur in these materials as a consequence 
of either contamination, or deliberate doping during 
growth. Table 3.1 shows the calibration values obtained by 
workers for the LVM line strengths of the impurities 
reviewed in this work.
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Impur ity 
centre
Concentration of 
impurity 
corresponding to 
a line strength ah 
of lcm~^
Reference
SiGa 5xl0^^cm“^
Laithwaite and 
Newman (1976) and 
Woodhead et al 
(1985)SiAs
7xl0l&cm"3
BGa SxlO^^cm"^
Newman (1972) and 
Brozel et al (1978)
Ba s CB(2)] 3X 1 0 cm" 3 Brozel et al (1978)
Ea s 8±2xl0l5cm"3 Brozel et al (1986)
AlGa 3xl0l&cm"3 Brozel et al (1978)
Table 3.1 Calibration of the LVM line strength in GaAs 
with the impurity concentration for the impurities 
reviewed in this work.
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3.1.1 SILICON DEFECTS
Silicon is used as a dopant in GaAs to produce n-type 
regions in field effect transistors and solid state lasers 
and it is sometimes a residual impurity in semi-insulating 
GaAs substrates. The electrical effect of this impurity 
depends on its location in the host lattice. A great deal 
of work has been done on GaAs doped with Si, due not just 
to its technological importance, but because of its 
amphoteric nature. It is this behaviour that enables us to 
study of both substitutional lattice sites.
Si, when present in high concentrations, may substitute 
on either lattice site and act as a shallow acceptor or 
donor (Dean and Henry 1958 and White et al 1973). When Si 
is added to the melt as a dopant (GaAsrSi), it will 
preferentially locate on the Ga lattice site during 
crystallisation, making the crystal n-type with [Si]«ng 
(where n^^free carrier concentration).
Early IR work was complicated by the use of crystals 
compensated by ionic diffusion with elements such as Li, 
Zn and Cu. Si was first observed in GaAs using IR
spectroscopy by Lorimor and Spitzer (1965). Hayes (1965) 
had earlier characterised the LVM's due to Li and this 
enabled Lorimor and Spitzer to interpret the complex 
spectra and observe a LVM due to Si occupying an As
lattice site when [Si]>lO^^cm"^. This interpretation was
confirmed by a saturation of the free carriers at
ne«5xlol8cm"3 as the crystal Si content was increased 
(Siga and Si^s are formed in equal concentrations when 
[Si] reaches this level). Both the Sig^ and Si^s LVM's
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were identified at 384cm“^ and 399cm“  ^ respectively, as 
well as some Si complexes which will be considered later. 
Later work was simplified when compensation by electron 
irradiation was used. The first work on this was by 
Spitzer et al (1969b), who confirmed the earlier LVM 
identification of Sig^ and Si^s*
Only the corresponding Sig& defect has been observed in 
GaP at 464cm~l (Spitzer et al 1969a). They did not expect 
Sip to be observed because it would be very near the 
Reststrahlen region due to the mass defect (e) being close 
to zero. This conclusion cannot be regarded as definative 
since there could be a substantial changes in local force 
constants.
There is a complication in the Si LVM spectrum due to 
naturally occuring Si being composed of three isotopes, 
28si (92.2%), 29gi (4.7%) and ^^Si (3.1%). From the theory 
(equation 2.31), each mass should give rise to a localised 
mode of a different frequency. The lower abundance 
isotopes however, were not accurately observed until 1971 
in GaP and 1972 in GaAs by Thompson and Newman. They 
observed the three lines with the integrated peak 
absorption ratios equal to the isotopic natural abundance 
ratios. In theory the lower concentration Si^s defect 
should also have three isotopic local modes but these are 
in practice small and fall beneath other neighbouring 
lines, making their detection difficult.
Siga has T^ symmetry and its nearest-neighbours are the 
single isotope P or As atoms, therefore the Siga LVM has 
no fine structure and is triply degenerate. However, Si^s 
has Ga nearest-neighbours and Ga has two isotopes ^^Ga
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(60.4%) and ^^Ga (39.6%). Therefore the symmetry of the
impurity site is lowered and a combination of lines can 
occur due to perturbation of the lattice by the different 
mass nearest-neighbours which remove the degeneracy and 
give the Si^s LVM fine structure. A simple calculation of 
the fine structure splitting can be obtained using 
equation 2.31 and a more detailed theory is given by Leigh 
and Newman (1982). The fine structure causes the Si^s line 
width to be larger than Sig^ if measured at low resolution 
(Laithwaite and Newman 1977). The detail of the fine
structure was first observed for the Si^s LVM in GaAs by 
Theis et al (1982) using high resolution (0.06cm"l) 
spectroscopy.
In addition to the Sig& LVM a broad Sig^ gap mode has 
also been observed in GaP by Gledhill et al (1981a), just 
rising out of the LA cut-off at 253cm"l. This feature is 
broadened because it lies on the edge of the one-phonon 
absorption, allowing the decay of the gap mode phonon into 
the intrinsic lattice modes.
Large concentrations of Si or other impurities in the 
crystal mean that Si complexes are possible. Although some 
of the LVM's for these complexes were first observed in Li
and Cu diffused GaAs by Lorimor and Spitzer (1966), they
were not positively identified until Spitzer and Allred 
(1968b) extended the work and assigned several LVM's to 
the complexes [Siga-Cuga], [Siga-Liga] and [Siga-SiAsl* 
The frequencies of vibration of the Si donor-acceptor pair 
[Siga~SiAs] and the next-nearest-neighbour impurity pair 
were then estimated from the theory of Elliott and Pfeuty 
(1967) and figures 3.1 and 3.2 show the models given.
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FIGURE 3.1 Model for [SiGa'Si^sl pair defect. Displacement 
vectors for the localised modes of the defects are shown. 
Modes 2 and 3 are doubly degenerate (from Spitzer and 
Allred 1968b).
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FIGURE 3.2 model for undistorted [Sica-Li^a]'
[SiQa“CuGa] and [Sica-Zn^a] pairs showing the approximate 
relative positions of the nearest neighbour impurities on 
the Ga sublattice in GaAs (from Spitzer and Allred 1958b).
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Spitzer and Allred (1958b) at first assigned three lines 
at 359cm“ ,^ 393cm“l and 454cm“^ to the donor-acceptor
pair. Subsequently Leung et al (1974) confirmed the 
assignment of the lines at 393cm“l and 454cm~^ to the pair 
defect but the identity of the origin of the 359cm~^ line 
was unknown.
In the work by Spitzer and Allred (1958b) the Si 
donor-acceptor pair only appeared when the Si 
concentration was high. This was supported by a) photo­
luminescence work by Queisser (1955), who suggested that 
excess Si would be primarily in the form of [Sioa-Si^g] 
and b) electrical measurements by Kolm et al (1957) who 
first suggested the presence of this defect in GaAs. This 
complex has C 3 V ' symmetry and hence has four modes of 
vibration, two being degenerate and one giving rise to no 
dipole moment: the introduction of a nearest-neighbour
impurity or defect to the Siga producing a splitting of 
the triply degenerate single impurity vibration into a 
singlet and a doublet.
The Si donor-acceptor pairs in GaP have been observed by 
Morrison and Newman (1974b), with LVM's at 455.7cm~l and 
495.4cm"l. These workers have also identified a complex 
involving carbon in GaP, giving LVM's at 450.7cm” ,^ 
485.8cm"l, 551.3cm"l and 590.7cm”^. They gave the
structure of the complex as [Siga^Cp], which has the same 
symmetry and hence vibrational modes as the Si donor- 
acceptor pair. The associated structures in GaAs have not 
been reported and this may be due to the low solubility of 
carbon in GaAs and hence the low G^g levels.
Thompson and Newman (1972) reported a Si-B complex that
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they thought to be [BQa'Si/s^g] in samples with a high Si 
and B concentration giving rise to LVM's at 349cm“ ,^ 
570.9cm~J-, 595cm“l, 651cm“l and 584.8cm~l. Morrison et al
(1974) later showed that the complex was [B^g-SiQa] with 
C3V symmetry.
There are several second-nearest-neighbour impurity pairs 
such as [ ^ 8 3  i^j^-Cuga] (Spitzer and Allred
1968b) and [^^Si^a'^ngal (Allred et al 1968), which are 
usually present as a consequence of impurity diffused 
compensation. The introduction of a second-nearest- 
neighbour impurity or defect completely lifts the 
degeneracy of the single impurity vibration. For these 
pairs three predominant Si^a modes would be expected, 
corresponding to Si^a with Cg symmetry (principle rotation 
axis is Cl) and similarly three modes would be expected
for Licar Cuga or Znga (see figure 3.2).
In GaAs a line at 367cm“^ was first thought to be one of 
the lines from the [Sica-Si^g] pair (Spitzer and Allred 
1968b, Spitzer et al 1969b and Thompson and Newman 1972). 
Later Brozel et al (1979) observed it in heavily doped Si 
and showed that it did not correlate to the LVM at 393cm~l 
from the [Siga^SiAs] complex. The defect giving rise to 
this LVM was labelled [Si-Y] and its strength was found to 
be reduced by heavy electron irradiation by a factor of 
four while subsequent annealing at about 200®C reversed
this process. However lower doses of electrons did not
produce this effect and hence it appeared that internal 
heating or ionisation effects were important for the
production of this defect. It was noted that the anneal 
temperature of recovery of this defect corresponded to the
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temperature at which the B(l) centre was annihilated, the 
details of which will be discussed in the next section.
Another unknown Si related defect complex giving a broad 
line at 369cm“  ^ with Aa=3cm'i, was observed by Spitzer et 
al (1969b), Thompson and Newman (1972) and Leung et al 
(1974) in electron irradiated material. This line was 
shown to be unaffected by an increasing low dose of 
electron irradiation (Thompson et al 1973). At higher
doses of electrons and in neutron irradiated material (for 
doses >10^^n°cm“2) this defect exhibited the same
behaviour as [Si-Y] (Brozel et al 1979). However it was 
shown that the lines at 367cm“^ and 369cm“  ^ were not 
correlated in strength and were hence not derived from the 
same defect. Thompson et al (1973) suggested that this 
[Si-X] defect was a grown in Si defect complex and they 
proposed it could be [SiQa-^Ga]*
When a Si doped GaAs crystal is irradiated with fast
neutrons, the LVM of Sig^ broadens (Laithwaite and Newman
1977). This increase in the line width, from 1.4cm“  ^ to 
4.4cm~l after 1.8x10^^ n°cm“2^ is a result of the lattice 
strain caused by the disordered regions associated with 
the primary collisions. This effect recovers during 
annealing from 250°C to 500°C. Gledhill et al (1977) also 
observed a shift in the Sig^ LVM frequency of 1.2cm“l to a 
lower frequency. A similar line-broadening effect has also 
been observed for oxygen impurities in Si irradiated with 
fast neutrons (Totterdell and Newman 1975). Electron 
irradiation of GaAs has not been observed to produce the 
same effect presumably because the damage is less 
extensive and therefore expected to produce less strain.
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The first report of site-switching by Si in GaAs was by 
Spitzer and Allred (1968a). Their work showed that Si 
could be made to switch from predominantly Ga sites to 
predominantly As sites during Li diffusion. This effect 
could be reversed during a 700®C anneal when Li 
out-diffuses. The mechanism for this was thought to 
involve arsenic vacancies. Longini and Green (1956) have 
explained this effect, showing from thermodynamical 
arguments that the ratio [SiQ^]/ [^iAs] should vary with 
the Fermi level. The addition of a donor to an n-type 
crystal that has reached free carrier saturation causes 
self compensation i.e. amphoteric impurities switch sites. 
This effect has also been observed for GaAs doubly doped 
with Si and Te (Allred et al 1968). The interpretation of 
the Li diffusion data by Spitzer and Allred has been 
supported by work done by Queisser (1966) on 
photoluminescence changes induced by high temperatures 
(1050°C) heat treatment of Si doped GaAs. He expained his 
results in terms of Si redistribution on the two types of 
lattice sites via an As vacancy mechanism.
The first observation of a reduction of Si^g with neutron 
and electron radiation dose and its recovery at a 
250°C-300°C anneal stage was by Laithwaite and Newman 
(1977). It was thought this was due to site-switching. 
Later work by Maguire et al (1986) showed that on 
annealing silicon doped GaAs, irradiated with fast 
neutrons, to about 400°C the concentration of [Si^sl 
increased, whilst the concentration of [Sig^] decreased. 
The [Siga] then recovered and [Si^g] decreased at an 
anneal temperature of about 600°C (see figure 3.3). Their
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data gave definative evidence for the site-switching of 
silicon at anneal temperatures of about 500°C. This 
process only occurs in heavily irradiated material. These 
authors proposed a model of vacancy migration involving 
second-nearest-neighbour jumps to account for the mobility 
of the vacancies. At 400®C, when an As vacancy is in the 
proximity of Siga defect, the process was thought to be 
Siga + Vas SiAs + Vga 
and at 600 °C when a mobile Vga is adjacent to a SiAs 
defect
S i A s  V g a  S i g a  + Vas 
The Va s become mobile at a lower temperature than the 
Vga-
3.1.2 BORON DEFECTS 
The origin of the boron impurity in GaAs and GaP is the 
boric oxide encapsulant. It will only be present in 
significant concentrations if Si or A1 is used as a 
dopant. The boron concentration is therefore dependent on
the Si or Al concentrations. The chemical equation for
this reduction reaction is given in section 4.4. The 
solubility of boron in GaAs is in excess of 5xl0^^cm“  ^
(Brozel et al 1978) which means that strong boron LVM's
are possible.
Boron is isovalent with Ga and is hence expected to
dissolve on Ga lattice sites. It has two naturally 
occuring isotopes ^^B (80.22%) and (19.78%), which
means that there should be two isotopic LVM's with a 
frequency ratio of tj[ ^ ^Bg^]/(^ [ ^ ^Bga]=l. 044 .
The two boron LVM's were first observed in GaP by Spitzer
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et al (1969a) at 569cm“^ and 592cm“  ^ and they were 
assigned to a.nd respectively. The Tj symmetry
of the boron impurity site in GaP was later confirmed by 
Hon et al (1970) using Raman scattering experiments. The 
associated boron LVM's in GaAs have been observed by 
Newman et al (1972) at 517cm“^ and 540cm“l for llpga and 
l^Bga respectively. In work by Brozel et al (1978) on 
GaAs, the limit of detectivity of the Bg^ was given as 
10l7cm"3, which is rather high due to the strong
underlying two-phonon lattice absorption which opens up 
channels for the decay of the LVM and hence increases the 
line width.
A resonant mode in GaAs due to boron (Bg^) at 125cm“^ has 
been reported by Laithwaite et al (1977) and Angress et al 
(1980) with a width of 3cm~l. The boron resonant mode in 
GaP was later observed by Gledhill et al (1980, 1981a and
1981b) at 158cm"i. Boron is a light atom and is therefore
expected to give rise to a resonant mode from theory
(Barker and Sievers 1975). However no other light atoms
have been observed to give rise to a resonant mode. It has 
been deduced therefore, that the bond bending force 
constant that is unimportant for determining the LVM 
frequency, is important for calculation of the resonant 
mode frequency (Gledhill et al 1980 and 1981a) . For the 
boron impurity this force constant is larger than for 
other impurities, causing the resonant mode to fall in the 
minimum of the one-phonon density of states. The resonant 
modes for other impurities may lie in the TA one-phonon 
lattice continuum and may hence be damped by phonon decay. 
The boron resonant mode is not split into its isotopic
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constituents due to the low sensitivity of resonant modes 
to mass changes.
In GaP, two additional gap modes were observed by Hayes 
et al (1969) at 284.2cm”^ and 293.8cm“^ and were assigned 
to and ^^Bga respectively. Also weak lines at
849cm“^ and 882cm"l were interpreted as combinations of 
gap and local modes. However, Thompson and Newman (1971) 
showed that the calculated isotopic splitting for the gap 
modes is small (1.3cm“ )^ and hence the line at 284cm~l was 
a combination of both of the Bga isotope gap modes. The 
line at 293.8cm~^ was unassigned but was thought to be a 
damage feature induced by the electron irradiation used 
for free carrier compensation (see section 3.1.6). 
Gledhill et al (1981b) reported that, at a resolution of 
0.5cm“l, the boron gap mode at 284cm“l was not split, but 
an asymmetry was observed suggesting that the lines had a 
width A of 2cm“l and a separation of 1.5cm“^.
Morrison et al (1972) showed that the lines at 849cm“  ^
and 882cm~l, with relative line strengths of 4:1, 
increased with electron irradiation dose with an 
associated decrease in Bg^ line strength which is shown in 
figure 3.4. Hence these high frequency lines were 
attributed to a boron atom in an interstitial 
configuration and not a combination of gap and local 
modes. This new defect, which was thought to include a Bj, 
was later labelled the B(l) centre.
Analagous B(l) lines were observed in electron irradiated 
GaAs with the same line strength ratio at 796cm“l and 
763cm~l by Thompson and Newman (1972). These lines were 
shown to reduce after annealing to 290*C with an
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FIGURE 3.4 Variation in the peak absorption coefficients 
of the and l^B(l) features as a function of electron
dose for a p-type GaP sample (from Morrison et al 1972).
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associated increase in the Boa LVM. Only half of the boron 
lost from the sites returned during annealing. The
fate of the remainder was unknown. Thompson et al (1973) 
also reported these lines were induced by fast neutron 
irradiation and were 5-10 times stronger for numerically 
equivalent doses.
Brozel and Newman (1978) reported other absorption lines 
in GaAs arising from the B(l) centres. Lines were seen at 
669cm“^ and 641cm“^ due to l^B(l) and l^B(l) respectively 
and a further l^B(l) line was seen at 371cm~^. The lOB(l) 
line associated with the same mode as the third H b ( 1 ) 
line was not observed, presumably because it was masked by 
the large absorption line from ^Bsîq^ at 384cm~l. No 
analogous lower frequency lines have yet been observed in 
GaP. This may be because they coincide with strong 
intrinsic lattice absorption.
In addition to the B(l) LVM's, a gap mode in GaP due to 
the B(l) complex has been reported by Gledhill et al 
(1981a) at 304cm-l.
Brozel and Newman (1978) were able to deduce from the 
three different local modes that the symmetry was lower 
than axial and had C2v symmetry. They proposed a model in 
which an interstitial atom X is trapped by Bq .^ to form a 
[Bga-X] complex (see figure 3.5). The identity of X at 
this point could have been either of the intrinsic atoms 
or even possibly Si since all of the crystals studied 
contained Si. Later Woodhead and Newman (1981) were able 
to eliminate Si as a possibility when they studied 
crystals with a low Si concentration.
It was thought for some time that the interstitial atom X
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FIGURE 3.5 A model for the B(l) centre in GaP. The atom 
labelled X is a trapped As interstitial (from Brozel and 
Newman 1978).
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might be Ga (Thompson et al 1973 and Brozel et al 1978). 
The true identity of this atom was not revealed until 
Newman and Woodhead (1984) showed, using high resolution 
spectroscopy, that there was no isotopic splitting that 
would be expected for a Ga^ and the atom X was likely 
therefore to be the As^. This means that irradiation 
causes the ejection of As atoms into an interstitial site 
which are then mobile at room temperature.
A correlation was found by Ozbay et al (1982) between the 
annealing characteristics of the B(l) centre and an 
irradiation damage defect EL2.
There is considerable evidence from DLTS (Pons and 
Bourgoin 1981, Watkins 1982, Pons 1983 and Loualiche et al 
1984), that the annealing of the EL2 centre involves a 
Va s - More recently the EL2 centre has been identified with 
an antisite complex such as [Asg^'^Si] or [Asga-Vag] 
(Kuszko et al 1986, Stievenard et al 1986, Meyer et al 
1986, Figielski 1985, Baraf and Schluter 1985 and 
Mochizuki and Ikoma 1986). There is also evidence from 
positron annihilation studies that the V^g becomes mobile 
at 300°C (Stucky et al 1986) and investigations of As+ 
implanted GaAs show that As^ change their sites at anneal 
temperatures of 200-250°C (Nishizawa et al 1986a and 
1986b). Hence the correlation between the annealing of the 
B(l) and EL2 centres suggests that the V^g, created by the 
irradiation, becomes mobile at 250°C and annihilates the 
As i associated with the B(l) complex.
Another boron complex was first reported by Thompson et 
al (1973) in GaP labelled B(2). They observed two lines at 
625cm“^ and 652cm~^ after irradiation and annealing, again
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with the frequency and line strength ratios close to that 
of substitutional boron. Associated lines in GaAs were 
also observed at 601.4cm“^ and 627cm“l. Also Morrison et 
al (1974) reported B(2) to be present in unirradiated 
non-stoichiometric crystals of GaAs. The observation of 
only one line per boron isotope suggested that the boron 
impurity occupied a site with Tj symmetry. Morrison et al 
(1974) suggested B(2) was B^s in GaAs and Bp in GaP since 
the LVM's for 1^B(2) and H b (2) formed an
almost linear sequence with (l-e2 )l/ 2  where e=the mass 
defect, obeying the relationship w=(l-€ 2 )l/2 . A similar 
relationship was also shown for GaP.
Work by Woodhead et al (1983) confirmed that B(2) was B^g 
in GaAs and they attributed the acceptor level at 0.2eV 
above the valence band to this defect. The model these 
authors gave to try to explain the complex behaviour of 
boron was that the B^g antisite defect was present in 
p-type GaAs grown from a Ga rich melt before irradiation 
but gives rise to no LVM until the Fermi level had risen 
to the B^g acceptor level, following irradiation. As a 
result of the fermi level shift the B^gO defect, which 
from calculations, would give rise to LVM's at 523cm“l and 
547cm“^ (from the theory by Grimm 1975), would become 
B^g", which has LVM's at 601cm“  ^ and 528cm~l. The B^g^ 
would not easily be observed due to strong two-phonon 
intrinsic lattice absorption.
Newman and Woodhead (1984) showed that the boron impurity 
antisite defects are readily produced in significant 
concentrations in non-stoichiometric crystals grown from 
Ga rich melts. It was proposed that irradiation caused the
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destruction of B(2) due to mobile As i being captured by 
the defect and a replacement reaction occuring.
High resolution spectroscopy by Moore et al (1984) and by 
Gledhill et al (1984) revealed the Ga isotopic 
nearest-neighbour fine splitting, which showed B(2) is B^g 
by analogy to the Si^g and C^g LVM's (see figure 3.9).
The most comprehensive work on the boron impurity in GaAs 
was done by Maguire et al (1985), initially on p-type 
material, but later on n-type Si doped material (Maguire 
et al 1986). The Bj\g was not present in as-grown material 
and did not appear during electron irradiation. On 
annealing to about 250®C the concentration of these 
defects increased and at «700®C the B^g was removed (see 
f igure 3.6). '
After neutron irradiation however, B/s^ g was present and 
its concentration increased with dose (see figure 3.7). 
This implies that these defects are located in the 
disordered regions of the crystal caused by the neutron 
displacing a large number of lattice atoms, which is 
followed by a rapid recrystallisation of that volume. In 
this volume a large number of intrinsic defects would be 
expected and hence the existence of the boron antisite 
would be credible. On annealing, the concentration of 
these defects showed a similar behaviour to the electron 
irradiated material (see figure 3.8). Comparable results 
were also obtained for the behaviour of boron in GaP.
The increase of the [B^g] on annealing to 250°C suggests 
that the V^g responsible for the destruction of B(l) 
becomes mobile and causes the boron to switch lattice 
sites (Maguire et al 1986). The return of the Bq ^
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l^C^g LVM's, due to the different combinations of ^^Ga and 
7lGa nearest-neighbours (from Gledhill et al 1984).
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Bo. B ( l ) B (2) B (3) B (4) B (5 ) B(6) B (7) B(8) B(9) B (10)
Mode "B 517 763 601 756 655 650 664 638 577 620 609
1 '"B 541 796 628 787 684 679 695 668 648.5 635.5
M ode "B 641 660
2 “’B 669
Mode "B 371
3 10b 387
TABLE 3.2 LVM frequencies of various irradiation induced 
boron centres (from Maguire et al 1985).
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concentration and the loss of the at the later anneal
stages suggest that the is involved-
Hence the mechanism proposed by these authors for the 
boron site-switching is the same as that for silicon. The 
reason for the lower temperature reaction of the boron 
impurity was given as an enhancement of the
single-diffus ion-jump of the boron compared to silicon.
Many more complicated complexes involving boron have been 
observed in irradiated GaAs. Brozel and Newman (1978) and 
Newman and Woodhead (1984) first observed new defects 
involving boron in neutron irradiated Si doped GaAs. Two
lines at 756cm“^ and 787cm“  ^ were attributed to a centre 
labelled B(3). These centres anneal at 150°C. In later
work on A1 doped" GaAs by Maguire et al (1985) the B(3)
complex was not observed. It was therefore thought to 
involve a silicon impurity.
Maguire et al (1985) have also observed a series of boron
related defects which they labelled B(4)-B(10) (see table
3.2). There were detailed stages during the annealing of 
the B(l) and B^s defects that were noted and ascribed to 
the creation or annihilation of these other boron 
complexes.
Boron can also form impurity complexes with many other 
impurities. A list of these has been given by Morrison et 
al (1974a and 1974b).
3.1.3 CARBON DEFECTS 
Carbon is a common contaminant in GaAs and GaP but only
at low levels since the solubility of carbon is low (for
GaAs «lol^cm"^). Carbon causes the electron mobility in
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the crystal to be low (Goldstein 1950 and Bortfield et al 
1972) and it is for this reason that it is of great 
interest to the semi-conductor industry.
Spitzer et al (1969a) observed a line in GaP at 527cm“  ^
which they ascribed to carbon. Hayes et al (1970) showed 
that this assignment had been wrong by preparing a sample 
with in. This gave a line at 606cm“l and the
isotopic analogue at 564cm“l. This work was complimented 
by work on GaAs by Newman et al (1972). They used and
obtained lines at 582.4cm~l and 561.2cm"^ which they 
attributed to and respectively, since a) the
site has Tj symmetry, which was deduced from observations 
that there was only one line for each isotope and b) 
carbon is known to be an acceptor with a ground state 
26meV above the valence band, from electrical measurements 
on GaAs by Bortfield et al (1972) and photoluminescence 
work by White et al (1973) and Ashen et al (1975). It has 
been shown that carbon is also an acceptor in GaP from 
luminescence work by Dean and Henry (1968).
The fact that the LVM frequency of carbon is larger than 
that of boron (which is a lighter atom) has been explained 
by a larger force constant between the impurity and 
nearest-neighbours.
Theis et al (1982) first observed the isotopic 
nearest-neighbour splitting of the C^g LVM in GaAs using 
high resolution (0.06cm~l) spectroscopy and hence 
confirmed the line at 582cm~l was likely to be C^g (see 
figure 3.9). Leigh and Newman (1982) found that the 
magnitude of the splitting was less than would be expected 
from calculations. This was explained by suggesting that
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there is a stiffening of the bond bending force constants. 
(Angress et al (1980) also used this argument to explain 
why only boron gave rise to a resonant mode).
Shanabrook et al (1984) have attributed the line 
broadening to the binding of a hole to a percentage of the 
carbon acceptors causing a change of charge state of these 
impurities. The magnitude of the effect of the charge 
state of the impurity vibrational frequency is in conflict 
with the work on the boron impurity by Woodhead et al 
(1983) .
A reduction of the C^g line after irradiation was first 
observed by Morrison et al (1972) in p-type GaP. Thompson 
et al (1973) studied this effect more comprehensively in 
GaP and they found that the LVM decreased in strength
with electron irradiation dose. Simultaneously two lines 
at 599cmrl and 642cm~^ labelled C(l) lines, grew with 
radiation dose. This process was reversed with isochronal 
anneals and the Cp had completely recovered by 160°C (see 
figure 3.10). This temperature is lower than the similar 
complexes B(l), P(l) and N(l). Analogous lines in GaAs at 
577cm“^ and 506cm~^ were observed after electron 
irradiation. After neutron irradiation to a much lower 
dose than for electrons, these lines were much stronger. 
Since only two lines were observed for the C(l) complex it 
was deduced that it had axial symmetry involving only one 
carbon atom. They suggested that the complex may be due to 
the Cp trapping a mobile interstitial. The identity of the 
interstitial was determined by Newman and Woodhead (1984) 
who compared the C(l) production with the B(l) in GaP and 
showed that they were produced at the same critical
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FIGURE 3.10 Variation in the peak absorption coefficients 
of the and (599cm“^) bands, as a function of
electron dose and anneal temperature for a polycrystalline 
p-type GaP:C sample (from Morrison et al 1973).
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electron irradiation dose and the C(l) must therefore
involve the trapping of a Pj. The C(l) complex cannot be a 
simple [Cp-Pi] because the frequencies of this complex are 
not very different from that of Cp (c.f. the frequencies 
of the B(l) lines compared to the LVM's). The C(l)
complex also anneals at a lower temperature than the B(l) 
defect. These effects were explained by suggesting that 
the bonding structures must be different, although no 
model was given for the structure.
So far, although an irradiation induced impurity-defect
complex C(l) and an impurity pair with Si [Siga-Cp] 
(Morrison and Newman 1974b) have been identified involving 
carbon, there is no evidence that carbon can switch sites 
and occupy a Ga ' lattice site in a manner analogous to 
silicon and boron.
3.1.4 ALUMINIUM DEFECTS
The 2^A1 atom, which has 100% natural abundance, is 
expected to occupy the Ga lattice site in GaAs and GaP, 
since it is isovalent with Ga. There is therefore only one 
LVM expected for Al.
The Al LVM has been reported in GaAs at 352cm“  ^ by 
Lorimor et al (1956) and Thompson and Newman (1972) and in 
GaP at 443cm~l by Spitzer et al (1969a and 1969b).
Hon et al (1970) confirmed that the Al impurity site had 
Tj symmetry from Raman scattering experiments on GaP. No 
LVM isotopic fine structure is expected since the Alga
impurity atom has single isotope As atoms as
nearest-neighbours.
Alga has a lower LVM frequency than Siga in both GaP and
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GaAs, although Si has a greater mass. This can only be 
explained by Alg^ having weaker force constants between it 
and its nearest-neighbours.
No Alga mode has been observed in GaP and this has
been explained as being due to the Alga mode being unable 
to rise out of the acoustic mode continuum. If a 
comparison is made between the LVM frequencies of Alga and 
Siga and the close proximity of the Siga Gap mode to the 
LA cut off (Gledhill et al 1981a) is considered, then it 
can be seen intuitively that the Alga gap mode should have 
a lower frequency than the Siga Gap mode meaning that the 
Alga gap mode will fall in the lattice mode continuum and 
will hence be heavily damped.
Lorimor et al (1966) have observed the overtone of the 
Alga LVM at 722cm“^ in GaAs but otherwise no other LVM due 
to Al has been observed. Thompson and Newman (1972) showed 
that in GaAs : S i the Al does not form complexes with Si 
unlike carbon and boron.
There is no evidence for the irradiation induced impurity 
defect that occurs with the other impurities C, B and N 
(for the reported N(l) defect formation see Morrison and 
Newman (1973)) and the Al atom has not been observed to
switch sites from Alga to Al^g, in analogy to B and Si,
under any conditions.
The Al defect LVM is hence a simple one and the reasons 
why it is different to other impurities are not clear. It 
has been suggested by Morrison and Newman (1973) that the 
reason why Al does not form impurity-defect complexes 
after irradiation, may be due to its larger covalent
radius compared to B, C and N, suggesting that the elastic
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strain fields may be important in impurity-defect complex 
formation.
As a result, Al is an ideal probe for investigating LVM 
line width increase during irradiation, since it has not 
been observed to form complexes or undergo site-switching, 
suggesting that the concentration of Alga does not change.
3.1.5 RADIATION DAMAGE INDUCED ONE-PHONON DENSITY OF 
STATES ABSORPTION
Both electron and neutron irradiations cause the 
displacement of atoms and hence lattice strain. However, 
since neutrons cause more displacements per incident 
particle, for numerically equivalent doses, it is expected 
that neutron irradiation will cause more lattice strain 
and hence more absorption in the IR due to the induced 
one-phonon transitions.
The effect of radiation damage on the relaxation of the 
lattice selection rules was first observed in 1958, when 
Spitzer and Fan first noted a feature at a wavelength of 
20.5#m, in neutron irradiated silicon. They assigned this 
feature to induced optical one-phonon modes. Fan and 
Ramdas (1959) confirmed these results and showed that the 
feature was reduced by annealing above 140°C, when the 
lattice strain is reduced. Later work by Balkanski and 
Nazarewicz (1952) showed features that were assigned to 
excitation of the fundamental modes TO, LO and LA. Induced 
fundamental modes have also been observed in diamond by 
Smith et al (1962) and more recently the induced acoustic 
one-phonon modes have been observed in GaAs and GaP by 
Gledhill et al in 1977 and in 1981(a) respectively.
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The work by Gledhill et al (1977) on GaAs showed that the 
induced one-phonon absorption increased linearly with dose 
until saturation set in at «lO^^n^^cm"^. The shape of the 
absorption agreed well with the calculated density of 
states and a minimum at 117cm~l was found to agree with 
the theory from Dolling and Cowley (1955). The induced 
one-phonon density of states is therefore a good measure 
of the strain in the crystal, although the crystals still 
remain crystalline as measured by X-ray crystallography. 
However, the induced absorption corresponds to the 
one-phonon density of states of the perturbed crystal, 
which will be broadened in comparison with the calculated 
values which apply to the unperturbed crystal (see figure 
2.5). An extreme case of lattice perturbation is an 
amorphous sample; the calculated density of states of 
which is shown in figure 3.11.
This assignment of the FIR absorption to the activation 
of previously forbidden intrinsic lattice modes by 
irradiation damage has been supported by Raman scattering 
work on GaAs by Berg et al (1985). These authors observed 
Raman intensities that they ascribed to scattering by the 
LA and TA phonons after electron and neutron irradiation. 
Also a new feature was observed that they ascribed to the 
vibrational mode of an intrinsic defect which will be 
discussed in the next section.
No results on the effects of radiation damage on 
two-phonon modes have been reported.
3.1.6 INTRINSIC DEFECTS
Van Vechten (197 5) has predicted that many grown-in
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Figure 3.11 The density of vibrational states for 
amorphous GaAs (from Smith et al 1971).
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intrinsic defects will be stable in III-V materials. Some 
of these defects may have a dipole moment so that IR
absorption can occur. For example van Vechten predicted 
that the anti-structure pair [Rça-Gap] in GaP would 
produce three local modes.
Local and gap modes attributed to intrinsic defects have 
been observed in GaP. Hayes et al (1969) first observed 
gap mode lines at 293.8cm“^ and 298cm“l, which were later 
shown by Thompson and Newman (1971) to be intrinsic in
nature. These latter authors also reported two localised 
intrinsic features at 419cm“^ and 424cm~l induced in 
electron irradiated GaP and noted that the gap mode line 
at 298cm“l was a weak feature. At this time these lines 
were labelled P(l) lines, since it was thought that the 
defect responsible might involve a P atom.
Later work by Thompson et al (1973) on these lines 
confirmed that they were intrinsic in nature. Considering 
that these lines annealed at 260°C, which is a similar
temperature to the B(l) defect, these authors put forward 
[P^-Gai] as a model for the structure of the defect giving 
rise to the two modes of vibration. Gledhill et al (1981a) 
observed an additional line at 430.5cm~l and showed that 
all the lines grew linearly with electron irradiation
dose.
Woodhead and Newman (1982) showed that the 419cm~^ and 
424cm~l lines arose from one centre since their line 
strengths were correlated, whereas the line at 4 3 0 c m w a s  
four times weaker and did not correlate to the others. 
They proposed that the lines at 419cm“l and 424cm“l were 
not due to two distinct modes of vibration of one defect
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centre as proposed by Thompson et al (1973) but were a 
result of single vibrational modes involving two different 
isotopes of Ga and the lines were hence labelled Ga(l) 
lines. The identification of this defect was considered 
and the conclusions were that it was not a primary defect 
resulting from the displacement of a lattice atom, but 
must be the result of the trapping of a mobile Ga 
interstitial. The possible defects are Gap or the 
di-interstitial [Pi~Gaj_] proposed by Thompson et al 
(1973) .
There have been no associated lines observed or expected 
in GaAs, since neither the Gai or the As^ would be 
expected to give rise to a LVM.
Gledhill et al (1983) first noted in GaAs that after a 
high irradiation dose of neutrons and after annealing to 
330°C sharp new absorption features appear in the FIR 
one-phonon region at 45cm“^ and 119cm“l. However no 
comment was made on their origin.
The only report of an intrinsic defect vibrational mode 
in GaAs is from Raman scattering work by Berg et al 
(1985) . These authors observed a vibrational mode with a 
Raman shift of 227cm“^ which lies on the LA lattice mode. 
This feature annealed between 220°C and 320°C and was 
ascribed to a V^s defect. Later however, this feature was 
thought likely to be due to an antisite defect from 
theoretical work by Scheffler and Scherz (1986).
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3.2 INTRINSIC DEFECTS IN GaAs AND GaP OBSERVED BY EPR 
MEASUREMENTS
The EPR technique has been used for some years on 
elemental semi-conductors such as silicon, as a means of 
identifying crystal defects (Watkins 1975). This technique 
was not used for some time on III-V materials due to the 
difficulty in measuring these materials. This difficulty 
arises due to the large line widths caused by the large 
nuclear moments of nearly all III-V nuclei and the 
covalency of the material which guarantees that the wave 
function of any defect will be spread over at least a 
couple of neighbouring shells of host atoms.
The first EPR work reported on III-V materials was by 
Kaufmann et al (1976). They reported the identification of 
a Poa^^ antisite defect [P-P4 ] in LEG grown GaP. This was 
the first direct identification of an antisite defect in a 
compound semi-conductor.
A corresponding antisite Asga^f in GaAs was later 
observed by Wagner et al (1980) in as-grown material at 
low concentrations («IQl^cm"^) and by Kennedy et al (1981) 
in electron irradiated material at higher concentrations.
For GaAs the higher nuclear spin of the As (1=3/2) would 
lead to strong hyperfine lines. These lines are not 
resolved because all the isotopes possess the same nuclear 
spin ( 1  = 3/2) and the line widths are large compared with 
the super-hyperfine splitting. Therefore, the
identification of the Asga antisite has relied on a 
comparison of the central hyperfine parameter with that of 
Pq ^4+ in GaP, where the strength of the hyperfine 
interaction is much less. The assignment of the antisite
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to the [AS-AS4 ] antisite and not [As-Asg] or [As-As}] must 
therefore be regarded as tentative.
ODENDOR measurements by Meyer et al (1985) on GaAs have 
indicated the existence of more than one type of As q ^
antisite defect. Although complexes may be present, they 
cannot be resolved by EPR due to the large line widths of 
the signals. In GaP however, they can be resolved and an 
antisite with three neighbours [P-P3 ] and one neighbour
[P-Pj^] have been identified [Kaufmann et al (1976), 
Kennedy and Wilsey (1978a, 1978b and 1981), Goswami et al
(1981), and Beall et al (1984b)]. The latter authors 
proposed that the [P-P3 ] antisite complex could be 
[Vp-P(ja] or [Vp-Pga-Gai]'
Since the early- identification of the antisite defect, 
there have been many EPR studies of the Asga antisite in 
GaAs. The Asga antisite has been observed in plastically 
deformed material (Wosinski 1980 and Weber et al 1982), as 
well as in electron and neutron irradiated material 
(Worner et al 1982) with a higher concentration than in 
the as-grown material. The latter author showed that the 
antisite defect concentration could reach lQl^cm~3 after 
neutron irradiations.
Kennedy et al (1981) first proposed a mechanism for
antisite production in p-type GaAs. They proposed that
mobile Asj, generated by the irradiation, were selectively 
trapped by Vga defects which were also produced by the 
irradiation. However, this mechanism does not explain the 
saturation of [Asga] after a certain dose of irradiation.
From work by Goswami et al (1981) and Beall et al (1984a) 
a model was proposed for the linear production until
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saturation, of the antisite defect with irradiation dose. 
Refering to theoretical predictions by van Vechten (1980), 
they proposed that the main concentration of grown-in 
defects would be in the form of complexes and that 
subsequent irradiations would cause mobile Ga^ to 
annihilate with these complexes, such as [Vga~AsQa~^Ga] of 
[Vga-Asga]t forming a much larger concentration of the 
antisite defect than in the as-grown material. This would 
explain why, after a certain irradiation dose, the Asg^ 
concentration saturates: the Asga concentration can only
reach the concentration of the defect complex. This model 
was supported by comparison to the doses necessary to 
produce the B(l) centre. The B(l) centre is produced by 
trapping mobile As^. The Asga antisite appears at a lower 
dose (see figure 3.12) and has thus been attributed to the 
Gai capture by grown in defect complexes.
However, more recent work by Beall et al (1985a) on 
n-type material has questioned this interpretation. An 
interesting result was obtained for the dose dependence of 
the Asga antisite (see figure 3.13). They interpreted the 
results as a change in charge state caused by the Fermi 
level shift, of Asga complexes which then become 
paramagnetic, as well as the linear formation of the Asga 
antisite, from the model proposed by Kennedy et al (1981). 
In p-type and intrinsic material the dose dependence was 
linear, as previously reported by the latter author. The 
uncertainty of the model arises since the EPR signal from 
the antisite and antisite complexes are indistinguishable 
in GaAs. The reduction of the antisite signal after a 
certain dose was ascribed to two possible effects a) a
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FIGURE 3.12 The generation of Asga antisite defects and 
B(l) complexes in n-type GaAs as a function of the dose of 
2MeV electron irradiation. The crosses refer to [AsQal 
determined by EPR measurements and the open circles refer 
to B(l) defects in the same sample determined by IR 
measurements. The arrows show the relevent vertical scale 
for the curve concerned (from Beall et al 1984a).
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paramagnetic Asg* antisite defects in GaAs for a) an 
n-type Bridgman sample with [ne]=5 xlQl 7 cm' 3  (o), b) 
undoped LEG crystal grown under Ga rich conditions (Q) and 
c) undoped LEG crystal grown from a near stoichiometric 
melt (+) (from Beall et al 1985a).
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change of charge state causing the loss of the centres 
paramagnetism, or b) the defects are destroyed by capture 
of vacancies or interstitials caused by the irradiation.
Beall et al (1984b) has also observed a complex dose 
dependence behaviour of the antisites [P-Pil and
[P-P3 ] (see figure 3.14). As the dose is increased the 
[P-P3 ] centres are destroyed and [P-Pi] centres are 
formed. This they proposed may coincide with Ga(l) defect 
production, which has been ascribed to a Gaj mobility 
increase (Woodhead and Newman 1982). Mobile Pi could not 
be involved because B(l) is only produced at higher 
electron doses.
Another model was proposed by Bardeleben and Bourgoin 
(198 5) in which' a mobile As i caused by irradiation 
underwent a replacement reaction with an impurity on a Ga 
lattice site. This model was shown to be incorrect by 
Beall et al (1985b) who showed that no impurity LVM 
correlated to the EPR signal for the Asg^ antisite. They 
also noted that the As i could not be involved since the 
AsQa antisite is produced at a lower electron irradiation 
dose than the B(l) centre.
The first annealing studies on the Asga antisite were 
performed by Maguire et al (1985) in conjunction with LVM 
studies on boron and silicon site switching. They found 
that the antisite concentrations peaked at «450°C and had 
been annealed out by 550°C (see figure 3.15). It was not 
clear whether the new defects produced at this temperature 
were simple antisites or antisite complexes.
Beall et al (1986) showed that the [Asgal saturated at a 
concentration of =3xlol9cm-3, after a dose of lo2 0 n°cm - 2
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FIGURE 3.14 The production and destruction of the EPR 
spectrum [P-P3 ] in n-type GaP (O) following 2MeV electron 
irradiation, together with the growth of th [P-Pi] 
spectrum (D ) • Also shown are the growth of lines for the 
Ga(l) centre (X) and the B(l) centre (0 ) in the same 
sample measured by IR spectroscopy (from Beall et al 
1984b).
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(see figure 3.15). This implied that these defects are 
situated in the core and tail damage regions of the 
crystal which begin to overlap at these doses.
Other defects have been detected by EPR. Kennedy and 
Wilsey (1978a, 1978b and 1981) have observed a signal that 
they interpreted as the V^a defect in GaP after electron 
irradiation. This defect annealed at 300°C.
A LiOrentzian singlet superimposed on the A sq .^ quadruplet 
was observed by Goltzene et al (1984a) to be introduced at 
the same rate as the antisite by neutron irradiation in 
GaAs. They suggested that this singlet corresponded to the 
cationic vacancy Annealing work showed that the
singlet annealed at 300-400*0 whereas the antisite defect 
annealed at 500-500*0. This singlet has also been observed 
in strained material by Benakki et al (1986) with the same 
anneal temperature.
Further annealing studies on this singlet were performed 
by Maguire et al (1986) and Beall et al (1986) and its 
strength was shown to be constant until it annealed at 
«450*0 (see figure 3.15). The singlet signal decreased as 
the [Bag] decreased hence the interpretation of the 
singlet being due to the defect was made. This
interpretation was supported by positron-lifetime studies 
performed by Dlubek et al (1987), in which vacancies, 
interpreted as defects in the Ga sublattice, annealed at 
500*0.
Beall et al (1986) suggested that the V^a defects were 
situated in the core regions of the neutron damage areas 
since they do not exhibit a saturation dose dependence 
(see figure 3.16).
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Further work by Goltzene et al (1983, 1984b and 1985)
indicated that the singlet and the antisite defects may 
be associated and that irradiations induce a whole family 
of complexes of the [AsQa'^Ga] type.
Recently this singlet has been thought to be due to 
aggregates of arsenic antisites (Kaczmarek 1986 and Beall 
et al 1986). Hence the assignment of the singlet as a 
vacancy must be regarded as tentative.
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CHAPTER 4 
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES
4.1 INTRODUCTION TO FT SPECTROSCOPY
The first interferometer to be applied to any form of 
spectral analysis was the two beam instrument, used by 
Michelson in 1882 to detect splittings of many apparently 
simple spectral lines in the visible region of the 
spectrum.
Although the possibilities of the application of the 
technique to the Far Infrared (FIR) had been recognised 
for some time, it was not until the late 50's early 50's 
that the extreme technical difficulties encountered in 
working in this- region were overcome. Progress was 
achieved initially due to developments in FIR sources and 
detectors, such as the pneumatic Golay cell detector and 
highly sensitive bolometers and secondly due to the advent 
of micro-computers to perform cost effective Fourier 
Transforms (FT), which were made more efficient by the use 
of the algorithm of Cooley and Tukey (1955). This upsurge 
in computer capability together with the realisation of 
the multiplex and throughput advantages by Fellgett (1958) 
and Jacquinot (1954) respectively, ensured that FTIR 
spectroscopy superseded FIR grating spectroscopy. Today 
there are many commercial high resolution FTIR instruments 
available, one of which the Bruker 113V spectrometer, was 
used for much of the work presented in this thesis.
The Michelson interferometer is shown schematically in 
figure 4.1. After collimation the input beam is divided by 
a beam splitter, which for the FIR region is usually mylar
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Figure 4.1 Schematic diagram of a Power Fourier Transform
spectrometer.
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or a wire grid. The two coherent beams thus created, are 
reflected off plane mirrors and M 2 , to be recombined at 
the beamsplitter and will thus in general have travelled 
different optical path lengths. After recombination, a 
percentage of the original beam will be returned to the 
input port. This percentage will vary between 0 and 50% 
and is dependent on the reflection and transmission 
coefficients of the beamsplitter. Both the reflection and 
transmission coefficients will vary with wavelength, as 
will be explained in section 4.3.2. This energy loss to 
the input port is an inherent inefficiency of the 
Michelson interferometer. A detector placed at the output 
port will therefore detect interference between the two 
beams, which will be a function of the position of the 
mirror M % . The signal thus recorded by the detector is 
known as an interferogram (IFG) and the signal intensity 
is a function of the optical path difference (o.p.d). The 
IFG is sampled and digitised using an analogue to digital 
converter (ADC) and recorded by a micro-computer. To 
obtain the output spectrum the IFG must be analysed for 
harmonic components (i.e. Fourier Transformed).
In order to digitise the IFG it must be sampled at known 
mirror displacements. Traditionally the mirror was 
displaced using a micrometer driven by a stepper-motor. 
The motor was stepped through an accurate angle which is 
transmitted to the micrometer so that it moved the mirror 
a known discrete distance. To avoid the problems 
associated with dc drift of the signal from the detector 
and to work within the optimum frequency response of the 
detector, the radiation is modulated. Optical modulation
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also has the advantage that a phase sensitive detector 
(p.s.d.) can be used to obtain the IFG, with the result 
that only noise with the same frequency as the modulation 
frequency will remain in the IFG. There are two methods of 
modulating the optical beam. The source can either be 
mechanically chopped, which is termed amplitude 
modulation, or the non-scanning mirror M 2  can be 
oscillated along the optical axis, which is termed phase 
modulation, since the path difference and hence the phase 
difference is varied between the two arms of the 
interferometer. Phase modulation has the advantage that it 
will only modulate the coherent part of the radiation, 
whereas amplitude modulation will modulate the total beam 
intensity.
Any system which relies on a mechanical screw device to 
change the path difference is inaccurate, since equal 
increments in angle do not always correspond to equal 
increments in path, due to inaccuracies in the machined 
screw thread and mounting. These errors will be periodic 
in the pitch of the screw and will lead to spurious errors 
in the spectrum known as "ghost" features (van de Steeg et 
al 1980) e.g. a screw of pitch 0.5mm gives "ghost" 
features at the true feature frequency i»±10cm~^. In order 
to eliminate this problem, a laser sampling system was 
developed. Using this technique the moving mirror 
displacement is measured by the use of the interference 
fringes from a laser beam of stable known wavelength X. 
The beam is either used as a source in a subsidiary 
interferometer, where the scanning arm holds the moving 
mirrors of both the subsidiary laser and IR
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interferometers back to back, ensuring the mirror 
displacement (but not necessarily the o.p.d.) in both 
interferometers is equal. Alternatively, the laser beam is 
directed down the same optical path as the IR radiation. 
In both cases an interference pattern is produced by the 
laser as the mirror is displaced, the intensity of which 
is a cosine function, as a function of mirror 
displacement. This function has a maximum when the o.p.d. 
has a value of nX (where n = an interger). X is stable 
and accurately known and therefore the mirror displacement 
can be measured by counting the laser fringes as the 
mirror Mi is scanned. The former subsidiary interferometer 
system was found to be problematic in that any 
differential thermal expansion experienced by the two arms 
of the interferometer is not reflected in the subsidiary 
interferometer. Therefore the optical path differences in 
both interferometers need not be equal. In the case of the 
system using an internal laser beam this effect is 
automatically compensated for, since both the laser and IR 
beams travel the same optical path. Hence this was the 
system adopted for the instrument modified by the author.
To make the best use of this rapid scan system it was 
found that the mirror should be moved continuously and 
smoothly. The micrometer was ruled out for this, since 
even for expensive precision micrometers, smooth angular 
velocity of the motor would seldom give constant linear 
velocity of the mirror, due to the screw error. The two 
principle methods of providing this accurate mirror 
movement are by either mounting the moving mirror on 
bearings, or an optical bench system. Air bearings are
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used in the Bruker 113V FTIR spectrometer but these are a 
problem when a high vacuum is required. An optical bench 
system used previously by Zhang (1981a), which consisted 
of a motor driven wheel translating angular motion to 
linear motion to drive an optical bench in a PTFE "V" 
block, was considered but rejected in favour of the most 
accurate system, developed originally for work in the 
visible region of the spectrum (where linear tolerances 
are more critical) by Burton (1984). This is described in 
section 4.3.4.
The scanning speed can be varied and the speed chosen to 
match the modulation frequency of the detector. The noise 
will generally fall off as ^/frequency so the higher the 
modulation frequency the lower the noise. Also the faster 
the scanning, the greater the number of runs that can be 
coaveraged in a given time. Hence, a high frequency 
response detector is prefered for this technique. The 
coaveraging is performed by the micro-computer using 
coincidence of maxima to centre each scan.
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4.2 THE THEORY OF FT SPECTOSCOPY 
The theory is well documented in books such as Chantry 
(1971), Bell (1972), and Chamberlain (1979) and therefore 
in this section only a summary will be given.
4.2.1 THE BASIC INTEGRAL FOR POWER FT SPECTROSCOPY 
The IFG is formed by the recombination of two beams which 
under ideal conditions have the same amplitude. The total 
output amplitude B(i») (which will be less than 50% of the 
total input amplitude due to the inherent inefficiency of 
the Michelson interferometer) will contain the spectral 
power distribution of the source and other instrument 
functions such as the beamsplitter. The amplitudes of the
two can be wr itten
a(i>) = B(i>) exp{-i27r-ud) ...4.1.
b(i>) = B{v) exp{-i277-u (d±x) } ...4.2.
where v - frequency in wavenumbers (cm )^
d = optical path to stationary mirror in cm 
X = optical path difference between the two 
beams in cm.
The IFG is then given by
-foo
I(x) = |B('u)exp{ i27T-ux}d'u ...4.3.
— oo
I(x) and B(-ü) in equation 4.3 are FT "pairs and hence 
the equation can be inverted using the FT integral theorem 
to obtain the Fourier components of the IFG
4-00
...4.4.B(i>) = |l (x)exp{-i277-ux}dx
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Equation 4.4 therefore gives an expression for the power 
spectrum.
4.2.2 APODISATION 
To obtain the power spectrum B(%), equation 4.4 shows 
that the IFG must be evaluated from + 0 0 to However, in
practice sampling is only done over a finite length, from 
+L to -L. Hence equation 4.4 becomes
+L
B'(-u) = |l (x) exp{-i27?-ux}dx ...4.5.
-L
If a monochromatic source, mathematically represented by 
a delta function of frequency Vq , was used then the 
spectrum would be given by
B's(i>) = Bo 6 (%-%o) ...4.6.
It can be shown that the FT of the finitely sampled IFG 
gives
B'm(%) ” B q 2L sinc{2n(%-%o)L} ...4.7.
Hence the input spectrum B'g(i>) is convoluted with the 
Instrument Line Shape (ILS) Function given by
W(z) = 2L sine z ...4.8.
where z = 2tt{v -Vo )B> ...4.9.
This function W(z) is plotted against z in figure 4.2 and
shows that sharp features on the power spectrum will have 
side lobes with a reduced intensity that can appear as 
spurious features in a spectrum.
These are reduced by convoluting the IFG with an 
apodising function. The function used for this work was a
triangular function
f(x) = 1 - I X I ...4.10.
L
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Figure 4.2 The instrument lineshape function due to 
truncation of the interferogram. The dashed line shows the 
ILS function W(z) = 2L sine z . The solid line shows the 
apodised ILS function W ( z )  = L sinc^ (^/2)-
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Although there are many possible alternative apodising 
functions, this is the simplest and leads to acceptable 
results in this work.
Convoluting this function with the sampled IFG and 
Fourier Transforming gives
B'(z) = BqL sinc 2 (Z/2 ) ...4.11.
The apodised ILS function is plotted in figure 4.2 and 
shows the side lobes are greatly reduced. However there is 
some loss of resolution as will be discussed in the next 
section.
4.2.3 RESOLUTION
The resolution of a Michelson interferometer is 
determined by the scan length.
If the IFG is only sampled from +L to -L and a 
monochromatic source used, from equation 4.7, the sine 
function has zeros when
2n(%-%o)L= ±17 ...4.12.
Therefore, using the Rayleigh criterion, the resolution 
is given by
At; = 1  . . . 4 .13 .
However, when apodisation is used the function has zeros 
when
2tt {v-Vçf)\-= ±2t7 ...4.14.
and the resolution is given by
Av = ^  ...4.15.
L
Hence although it reduces the side lobes, apodisation 
also reduces the resolution by a factor of 2. The 
resolution in cm'l is given by the inverse of the scan 
length in cm.
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However, this resolution can be reduced by the geometric 
optics of the system. Usually the main limitation is the
source aperture.
For an extended source, rays from points off the optical 
axis at the source, contribute to the IFG, causing a 
difference in the IFG which depends on both wavenumber and 
solid angle subtended by the source. The chromatic 
resolving power R is defined as
R = _u ...4.16.
Av
The throughput advantage expresses
Av ~ vCl ...4.17.
2tt
and R = 2ji ...4.18.
O
where Q = the solid angle subtended by the source
For a circular source of diameter h at the focus of 
collimating optics with focal length F , the angle 9 
between the optical axis and off axis rays is given by
tanG = h ...4.19.
2F
For small angles
n = 27t(1— COS0) ...4.20.
and tanô -* 9
Using equations 4.18, 4.19,and 4.20 and expanding the
cosine gives the resolving power
R ” 8p2 ...4.21.
~h^
using equations 4.16 and 4.17 gives the resolution limit
Av = h^v ...4.22 -
8p2
Table 4.1 shows the resolution limit of the source 
apertures used in the instrument modified by the author,
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diameter (mm) resolution limit (cm ^)
1 0 0 . 2
7.5 0 . 1
5 0.05
2.5 0 . 0 1
TABT.R 4.1 Shows the effect of the source aperture diameter 
on the maximum resolution attainable by the instrument at 
the lOGOcm'l frequency region, using a collimating mirror 
with a fixed focal length of 25cm,.
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with the focus F fixed at 25cm.
Typical values used for work in this thesis were h = 1cm 
and F = 25cm. Therefore at 1000cm“l, Av = 0.2cm~l.
If higher resolution is required the source aperture size 
must be reduced.
The maximum resolution of the instrument is limited by 
the length of travel available to the scanning mirror. 
This is 10cm, which gives an optical path difference (2L) 
of 2 0 cm and hence, for double sided interferograms, a 
maximum resolution of O.lcm'l.
The coherence length of the laser beam used for sampling 
must also be considered, for if this is less than L, the 
sampling is lost. For the laser used in the instrument, 
the coherence length is of the order of Im and hence this 
is no problem.
4.2.4 SAMPLING
To enable computation of the IFG to take place the 
analogue signal from the detector must be digitised, i.e. 
sampled at discrete points and converted to binary.
This sampling can be mathematically described by a shah 
function, ^(^/aô)^ which is a series of delta functions 
with a separation of A ô . This is convoluted with the IFG 
such that the sampled IFG, Ig(x), is related to the
unsampled IFG, Iu(x), by
Ig(x) = ...4.23.
where A 6  = sampling point separation
It can be shown that the FT of a shah function gives a 
shah function, with a frequency separation of
A v • = 1 ...4.24.
AÔ
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Then the FT of a sampled IFG will give multiple spectra 
with a periodicity of Ai> ' .
The region 0 to Av ' is known as the first aliasing zone 
because energy not contained in this region is folded back 
onto the true spectrum of the first aliasing zone. Hence 
it is important when setting up the spectral throughput of 
an instrument, to ensure that energy reaching the ADC is 
confined to this first zone.
Nyquist's sampling theorem states that the signal must be 
sampled at twice the highest frequency to prevent aliasing 
and since the optical path difference is twice the mirror 
displacement, the aliasing frequency is given by
A v ' = 1 . . .4.25.
4x
The sampling step commonly used in this work is every 
laser interference fringe (which will be explained in 
section 4.3.4), or a mirror displacement of 2531.2nm, 
which gives an aliasing zone upper limit of Av' = 988cm~l. 
Hence the spectral region 0-988cm“  ^ can be studied.
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4.3 THE INSTRUMENT 
Two instruments were used for the work in this thesis. 
One was an Grubb-Parsons/NPL modular IR interferometer, 
developed for power spectroscopy using the modifications 
introduced by Mas 1 in (1985). The other was the Bruker 113V 
FTIR spectrometer fitted with the HD-3 bolometer, giving a 
maximum resolution of 0.03cm~l.
The former instrument was highly modified by the author 
specifically for the study of the FIR and it will be 
described in some detail in the following sections.
The instrument is composed of the interferometer, as 
shown schematically in figure 4.3, together with ancillary 
equipment. Consider the ancillary equipment first.
The interferometer must be evacuated to remove water 
vapour (and trace cabon dioxide) since these molecules 
produce strong absorption bands over much of the spectral 
region of interest. For room temperature measurements, a 
rotary pump is used to obtain a vacuum of 10“^ Torr, which 
removes sufficient gas to reduce the absorption to an 
acceptable level. For measurements on samples at liquid 
nitrogen temperature, however, over the measuring time, 
there is still sufficient water vapour present to cause a 
small build up of ice on the sample, resulting in 
absorption. To avoid this either a) the samples can be 
held in a separate evacuated chamber (10“  ^ Torr) with IR 
windows or b) the whole instrument is evacuated to 1 0   ^
Torr. The disadvantage with the first method is that 
additional IR windows are necessary to hold the vacuum. 
Hence the method adopted to obtain a vacuum of 10  ^ Torr 
throughout the instrument involved using a large capacity
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CB
OS
BS
Figure 4.3 Schematic diagram of the interferometer.
Key: CB hydraulic control box, and V 2  scan speed
control valves, P hydraulic piston, OS reference 
opto-switch, L sampling laser. Si IR source, D laser 
fringe detector, H holder for filter or polariser,
S 2  sample, Mq off-axis parabolic collimating mirror, 
Ml moving mirror, M 2  reference mirror, M 3 reflection 
or transmission mode selection mirror, M 4  inter­
changeable collimating output mirror.
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Figure 4.4 The various output optic available for the 
instrument, a) using a Golay cell detector, b) using a 
liquid nitrogen cooled MCT detector, or c) using a Ge 
bolometer.
Key: G Golay cell detector, F IR filter, MCT detector, 
L. light pipe, W bolometer window, B Ge bolometer.
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F iqure 4.5 The modified Grubb-Parsons/NPL modular IR 
interferometer.
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diffusion pump coupled via a large diameter stainless 
steel port.
The laser fringe sampling system, which is explained in 
section 4.3.5, is much more sensitive to vibrations than 
the IR system since much shorter wavelengths are involved, 
therefore the optics must be isolated from all vibrations. 
This is done using a) an Ealing optics anti-vibration 
table, b) careful damping of vacuum pumps using stainless 
steel bellows in the vacuum line and c) minimising the 
amount of and damping the electrical cabling to the table 
top.
Figure 4.3 is a diagram of the interferometer with no 
output optics. Three types can be used with three 
different detectors, as shown in figure 4.4. These 
detectors are discussed in section 4.3.10.
The photograph in figure 4.5 shows the instrument 
complete with ancillary equipment.
The next 11 sections describe the instrument in detail 
and the last section will compare it with the commercial 
Bruker 113V spectrometer.
4.3.1 THE SOURCE
One of the difficulties in performing measurements in the 
FIR is the lack of powerful sources. The source of energy 
in this region is from black body radiation, the theory of 
which is given fully in Chantry (1984 Chapter 2) . The 
energy per unit area per wavenumber is given by
S n v ^  hi|____
° c2 exp[^]-l •••4.26.
where T = source temperature in K, h - Planck constant,
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k Boltzmann constant, c = velocity of light.
Wien's displacement law gives the value of v^ax in cm~l 
as
T^max = 1.96 IT ...4.27.
Figure 4.6 shows the energy radiated from a globar at
1500K. However, the source used in this instrument is a 
high pressure mercury lamp (Philips HPK-125W). The 
radiation emission spectrum from a mercury lamp is 
complex: composed of Bremsstrahlen radiation, black body
radiation from the quartz envelope at «700°C and high 
frequency optical radiation from electronic transitions in 
the mercury vapour. In practice a mercury lamp gives a 
higher output below 2 0 0 cm“l than black body sources such 
as a globar due to the Bremsstrahlen radiation.
Surrounding this lamp is a stainless steel radiation 
shield into which circular apertures of different
diameters can be screwed giving the resultant radiation 
source a selection of possible dimensions. The lamp
housing is water cooled to prevent overheating and to 
improve the thermal stability of the arc and hence the
stability of the radiation output. It also cools the 
radiation shield to reduce its radiant output so that the 
source diameter is limited to the aperture size and there 
is no limiting effect on the resolution (this effect has 
been discussed in section 4.2.3).
Figure 4.3 shows the radiation source is incident on a 
collimating off axis parabolic mirror Mo producing a 
parallel beam incident on the beamsplitter.
4.3.2 THE BEAMSPLITTER
Ideally, for electromagnetic radiation incident at 45 ,
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Figure 4.6 Radiant power function for a black body source 
at a temperature of ISOOK.
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the beamsplitter should be 50% reflective and 50% 
transmissive, over the whole spectral range if there is no 
absorption. If the proportion of the incident radiation 
transmitted is T and the reflected proportion is R, the 
beam incident on the beamsplitter will be divided into 
four, with relative intensities TR, RT, R^ and . r 2 and 
are returned to the source, while 2TR goes to the 
output port and constitutes the IFG. In the ideal case if 
there were no absorption then T = R = 0.5 and 50% (2TR) of 
the incident intensity would contribute to the IFG.
This simplistic view does not take into account 
polarisation effects and multiple reflections within the 
beamsplitter; minima occur due to multiple reflections.
when m = 1,2,3...
mX = 2d[n2 - I/ 2 ] ...4.28.
where d = beamsplitter thickness, 
and n = refractive index.
The beamsplitters commonly used in the FIR are made of 
mylar, since it has a high refractive index (n = 1.7).
Figure 4.7 shows the idealised efficiency of some commonly 
used thicknesses of mylar and table 4.2 shows the region 
usefully available for spectroscopy in the first 
beamsplitter envelope (m = 0 to m = 1) . This spectroscopic 
region might be reduced by mylar absorption bands which 
will reduce the throughput energy at certain wavelengths.
To cover a wide spectral region the beamsplitter must be 
changed. This is the one disadvantage of mylar compared 
with wire grids, which is another type of beamsplitter 
material commonly used. Wire grids have a higher 
efficiency over a wider region in the FIR but are not
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F iqure 4.7 Efficiency of an idealised mylar beamsplitter 
in an interferometer, ignoring any spectral variations in 
absorption coefficient.
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Thickness (#m) Spectral Region (cm 1)
25 15 - 110
12. 5 30 - 220
6.25 50 - 450
3 .25 100 - 900
2.5 1 0 0  - 1 1 0 0
TABLE 4.2 The spectral region available for spectroscopic 
measurements for the common mylar beamsplitter thicknesses 
assuming the ideal case of no absorption.
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suitable for use in this instrument, since a beamsplitter 
is needed which is also good for the laser beam which lies 
on the same optical axis as the IR beam. Other crystalline 
beamsplitters used in the IR such as KBr, are not suitable 
for use in the FIR due to Reststrahlen absorption in this 
region.
4.3.3 THE OUTPUT OPTICS
The parallel output beam must be condensed in order that 
it falls on the window of the detector. Figure 4.4 shows
that for the Golay and MCT detectors a Pfund system is
used. Notice that focussing mirrors are used in preference 
to lenses since the lenses available in this region are 
composed of thick white polythene which causes a large
loss of signal intensity and chromatic aberrations and are 
thus inefficient.
For the bolometer a light pipe connects the detector to 
the sample chamber and the mirror M 4  is changed to a 
shorter focal length mirror so that the beam is
transmitted down the pipe to the detector window.
4.3.4 CONTROL OF THE MOVING MIRROR
The moving mirror is held on roller bearings giving a 
maximum mirror travel of 10cm. The system designed by 
Burton and Parker (1984) is used in which the mirror is 
driven by a hydraulic piston coupled through the vacuum by 
a I/4 " steel rod in a Wilson seal. The mirror is driven by 
the hydraulic piston in the inward stroke and by return 
springs on the outward stroke.
A directional control box will switch the control valves
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when a TTL pulse from the computer initiates the sequence 
shown in figure 4.8.
There are four scan states: l.stop, ready to scan in
reverse, 2.scan in reverse, 3.stop, ready to scan forward, 
4 .scan forward.
As a convention to standardise, the data is taken in the 
reverse scan direction. Hence the first state represents 
the start position. Here the moving mirror is positioned 
the correct distance from the zero path position which is 
marked by an opto-switch mounted on a micro-positioning 
table and the data acquisition program is started. In 
state 2  data is being taken using laser sampling and the 
mirror position is known due to laser fringe counting. At 
the end of the scan the mirror is returned rapidly (state 
3) to the opto-switch position which gives the stop pulse.
The scan speed can be controlled by valves and V 2 , as 
shown in figure 4.3 and a mirror velocity of up to 
Icm/second is attainable.
4.3.5 LASER SAMPLING OF THE INTERFERQGRAM
If a laser beam, mathematically described by a function 
Bq 6 (i>— Uq) is input into the interferometer then the output 
is given by
I(x ) = B ) cos2 j'277-x j ...4.29.
Since X is constant and accurately known, the laser 
fringes will give an accurate measure of the o.p.d. The 
wavelength of a HeNe laser is 632.8nm which gives a fringe 
separation of 316.4nm as a function of mirror 
displacement- Hence when every 8 -^h fringe is taken, thi 
corresponds to a mirror displacement of 2531.2nm.
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Figure 4.8 The scan direction control output pulse 
sequence from the Tuscan micro-computer and its effect on 
the scan direction.
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The laser beam enters the interferometer via a port in 
the IR collimating optics and is detected using a 
photodiode, situated just before the sample chamber 
focussing mirror in the collimated region of the beam in 
order to minimise the IR beam energy loss. It has been 
indicated already that this method of using the same 
optical path for the laser beam as opposed to using a 
subsidiary interferometer has the advantage that any 
differential thermal expansion between the two arms is 
automatically compensated for. However, it has the 
disadvantage that a small area of the IR beam is lost due 
to the photodiode being placed on the optical axis to 
detect the laser fringes. The output of the photodiode is 
typically 60mV and hence must be amplified and converted 
to TTL pulses for triggering the ADC. The circuit for this 
has been described by Maslin (1985).
In order to reduce computing time it is not necessary to 
take data at every laser fringe since this gives an 
aliasing frequency of 8000cm“ .^ We are only interested in 
frequencies lower than 1 0 0 0 cm"!, which means that sampling 
need only be done every 8 ^^!^ laser fringe and therefore the 
computer need only handle an of the data. The
fringes are input into an electronic counter which divides 
by 8 . However there is no optical reference start position 
and this leads to an error which is described in the next 
section.
4.3.6 THE SAMPLING ERROR
To improve the signal to noise, the IFG's are co-added. 
If data is not taken every laser fringe but every n^ -^
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fringe (which leads to an n^ -^  fringe sampling comb 
function) then a phase error between each IFG can be 
introduced of 0 to n fringes. The laser fringes are fixed 
in space with respect to the IR IFG but because these are 
divided by n electronically with no reference start 
position, this n^ -!^  fringe comb is arbitrarily matched to 
the laser fringe comb. Hence when IFG's are coadded by 
coincidence of maxima, IFG's with a phase error of ± ^ / 2  
are co-added.
Consider an IFG I(x) shifted to I(x+ô), the FT becomes
+ 0 0
FT[I(x+ 6 )] = I (x+ô) exp(-i277'Dx)dx ...4.30.
+ 0 0
FT[I(x+ 6 )] = j*i (x+ô) exp{-i277i» (X+Ô) }d(x+ô) ...4.31.
— 00
FT[I(x+ 6 )] = exp ( i277i>ô)B (v ) ...4.32.
Hence the spectrum is multiplied by a shift error 
function
F(v) = exp(i2#%6) ...4.33.
The error function introduced by sampling every n^h 
fringe is given by
+"/2
¥{v)n = Eexp[ i277i> (^/2) (^/2) 1 ...4.34.
~^/2 
m = 2  to n
where m = an integer, and F(i>)=l for n=l 
Consider the simplest case where n=2 then
2F(i») = exp(i2#v^/2)+exp(-i2#u^/2) ...4.35.
and F(-u) = cos / 2 ) ...4.36.
This is zero when = ^^/2 ...4.37.
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= ^/2X ...4.38.
If a statistically high number of IFG's are co-added, 
when every n^h laser fringe is sampled the error function 
becomes a series of cosines the highest frequency of which 
is given by
F'(v) = cos[n77v(^/2) ] ...4.39.
which is zero when Vq = 1 /nX \ ...4.40.
For n = 8 , Vq = 1975cm"! and the frequency dependence of
this function is illustrated in figure 4 .9 .
However the alaising zone is at Av' = 9 8 8 c m " !  and at this 
frequency F'(%)=0.71. This is the worst case, but 
statistically improbable. The most likely distribution is 
when all values of m are equally likely and hence the
error becomes the average of the sum of the cosines. For 
n = 8 , therefore F(-u) = 0.85 at the aliasing zone.
This means that there is a loss of power over the 
spectrum. Figure 4.10 shows the experimental results 
obtained when the number of fringes n is increased. The 
power is normalised to unity with respect to data sampled 
at single fringe intervals. If a statistically high number 
of runs are co-added for the sample and the background
scans, then this error will ratio out when the absorption 
coefficient is computed.
A more accurate method of sampling is to take every
fringe and place it in an array in the computer enabling
the maxima to be found accurately. The computer would then 
divide by n , centering the data at zero path difference 
position, before coaveraging the runs in another array.
This way the storage on disc of superfluous data is 
avoided and there is no loss of energy at the higher
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Figure 4.9 The calculated worst case (n=8 ) sampling error 
function.
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Figure 4.10 Experimental measurement of the sampling error 
function, normalised to unity with respect to single laser 
fringe sampling.
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frequencies. However for this, the computer must have 
sufficient memory available for collection of n times the 
cunount of data required.
4.3.7 THE SAMPLE CHAMBER 
The configuration of the sample chamber enables samples 
to be measured either in transmission or reflection by 
simply rotating the mirror M 3 and the sample holder.
The samples are held at the focus of the IR radiation on 
a cold finger coupled to a liquid nitrogen cryostat, 
enabling the sample temperature to be either 300K or 80K. 
Three samples (or two samples and an open aperture for a 
reference background) can be mounted on the sample holder, 
the photograph of" which is shown in figure 4.11. This 
enables three samples to be measured rapidly, without the 
need to return to atmospheric pressure, by rotating the 
holder through 120*. The holder is sufficiently large and 
the beam focus sufficiently small to prevent any scattered 
radiation reaching the detector. Different size samples 
can be measured by changing the sample disc aperture size, 
on which the sample is mounted.
Since the vacuum in the instrument is better than 10  ^
Torr there is no need for a separate evacuated sample 
chamber with associated windows.
If it is wished to measure samples by transmission at 
liquid helium temperature then these can be mounted 
directly on the sample wheel inside the liquid helium 
cryostat next to the bolometer. Twelve samples can be 
mounted on the wheel to be measured in succession without 
opening the cryostat.
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Figure 4.11 Cryostat sample holder, showing the three 
apertures available for samples.
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The sample chamber also has a holder situated near the 
focus of the IR beam, in which either a polariser or an 
optical filter can be mounted.
4.3.8 FACTORS AFFECTING THE SPECTRAL REGION DETECTED
To select the spectral region detected there are several 
factors that can be adjusted. The source is fixed in this 
instrument although the Bruker 113V spectrometer has two 
interchangeable sources, a globar, and a mercury lamp. As 
explained in section 4.3.1 the source best suited to 
measurements below 200cm“i is the mercury lamp. The 
beamsplitter thickness must be chosen to give a high 
efficiency over the spectral range to be studied. These 
two contributing functions have already been discussed.
The detector will inherently filter the spectrum due to 
its response to E.M. frequencies and modulation 
frequencies, this will be described in section 4.3.10. The 
signal reaching the ADC can be filtered either 
electronically or optically.
4.3.9 SIGNAL. FILTERING
Two types of signal filtering can be used 
1 .Optical
In order to a) select the spectral region of interest, 
b) ensure the detector does not get overloaded by high 
intensity, high frequency radiation and c) the sampled 
energy lies entirely within the aliasing zone; the IR beam 
must be optically filtered by a low pass filter. Ideally 
the filter would have a sharp cut-off frequency, however, 
in practice some of the signal is lost over the whole
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spectrum.
The most commonly used high frequency filter is black 
polythene. This filters by two processes, a) absorption by 
the molecular bonds, and b) scattering due to the black 
pigment mixed with the white polythene. White polythene 
has absorption bands over some regions of the FIR and the 
carbon pigment in black polythene causes the scattering of 
the shorter wavelengths, as shown in figure 4 .1 2 .
Figure 4.4 shows that these filters can be placed in 
front of the detector for the Golay and MCT detectors or 
when the bolometer is used they are placed in front of the 
sample (see figure 4.3).
2 .Electronic
The signal from the detector can be filtered using RC 
circuits, such that a spectral region can be selected 
using high and low pass filters. These filters never have 
a sharp cut-on however and some signal will be lost.
A detector being modulated at a frequency will give an 
electronic signal frequency which will depend on that 
modulation frequency. Hence removal of some electronic 
signal frequencies will correspond to removal of spectral 
frequencies.
The detector must have a high speed response since 
filtering at a few Hertz is very difficult. This is the 
reason no electonic filtering is used when the Golay cell 
detector is used.
4.3.10 DETECTORS AND DETECTOR SCAN SPEED RESPONSE
Detectors require the detected radiation to be modulated. 
The optimum modulation frequency is characteristic of a
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detector. The principle of the rapid scan technique is 
that the scanning arm of the interferometer is moved 
rapidly, causing modulation of all spectral frequencies. 
The shorter wavelength components will be modulated at a 
higher frequency. It can be seen that if high scan speeds 
are used then the modulation frequency of the radiation is 
increased. If the detector has a fixed frequency response 
then if the scan speed is increased the band pass of the 
detector will move to lower spectral freqencies, if the 
scan speed is reduced the detector will respond to higher 
frequencies. This means that for a given scan speed of the 
interferometer arm, the frequency band pass of the 
detector causes a region of the electromagnetic spectrum 
to be selected.
The modulation and scan speed (expressed in laser 
fringes/second) are related by
Fi = . . .4.41.
where F % = laser fringe frequency 
= laser wavelength 
fjn = modulation frequency of the detector 
n = IR spectral frequency detected 
Figure 4.14 shows the modulation frequency band pass of 
the two main detectors used in this work, and how this can
be used to select the spectral region detected, by varying
the scan speed.
The main detectors used in this work were 1) the Golay 
pneumatic cell with a diamond window and 2 ) the helium
cooled Ge bolometer; chosen because they cover the
spectral region of interest, 2 0 cm ^ to 1 0 0 0 cm
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4.3.10a The Golay Detector
The spectral response of the detector depends on the 
window material in the nose. To cover the spectral region 
from 20-1000cm"l the diamond window was used. The 
modulation frequency response of the Golay is slow as can 
be seen in figure 4.13a). It is therefore unsuited for the 
technique of rapid scan, but because it is a convenient 
room temperature detector it is used in some cases where a 
lower signal to noise is adequate. Since the modulation 
response of the Golay is centred at about 3Hz using figure 
4.14 it can be seen that the scan speed necessary to 
measure the FIR is about 600 laser fringes/second or 
0. 2mm/second. This is very slow and does not utilise the 
fast conversion time of the ADC.
4.3.10b The Bolometer Detector
The bolometer window material selected for much of this 
work was TPX (the absorption spectrum of which is shown in 
figure 4.15) although KRS5 and white polythene were 
available.
The HD-3 bolometer with a germanium element works at 
liquid helium temperature of 4.2K, or 1.5K if pumped to
3.6 Torr. The signal to noise is much higher for this 
detector than the Golay cell for small signals. This is 
due to the higher inherent noise level in the Golay of 
«‘lOrnV- When the He is pumped the temperature falls below 
the X point at 2.17K at which point it becomes 
super-fluid. At 1. 5K the noise is approximately 10 times 
less than at 4 K . However, the pumping procedure necessary 
to obtain this temperature is complicated and time
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consuming and also the helium will last about 5 hours less 
than when it is not pumped (lOhrs instead of 15hrs).
The bolometer has a much higher frequency response than 
the Golay, as shown in figure 4.13c, enabling higher scan 
speeds to be used (see figure 4.14).
4.3.10c The MCT Detector
Another detector that has been used is the photo- 
conductive mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) detector. This 
has a very high frequency response (see figure 4.13b), 
suiting rapid scan, but its spectral response is zero 
below «500cm“l (see figure 4.16).
4^3^11 COMPUTERISED DATA ACQUISITION
The computer used for data acquisition with this 
instrument was the Tuscan 64k micro-computer with a Z 8 G 
CPU, interfaced to a 12 bit ADC with a O-IOV dynamic 
range. This system was originally designed by Mok et al 
(1982) for use with a phase modulation instrument. The 
only hardware modification made to the circuit for use in 
a rapid scan mode was the addition of a sample and hold 
circuit to the ADC to enable high frequency signals to be 
sampled accurately.
The program for data acquisition was written in Pascal 
with machine code sub-routines. The data acquisition speed 
is not therefore limited by the software as it was in the 
original system of Mok et al, but is limited by the ADC 
clock speed of 40kHz to =T 8 kHz (the ADC conversion time is 
25/£s ) .
The most severe limitation of this machine is its memory.
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With only 64k RAM this limits the number of IFG points 
that can be collected to 4096. Over the aliasing zone 
0 - 1 0 0 0 cm~^ this gives a maximum resolution of Icm'l.
A much more powerful computer is currently being 
interfaced and tested that will not limit the resolution 
in this manner.
4.3.12 A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE GRUBB-PARSONS/NPL 
INSTRUMENT AND THE BRUKER 113V
As mentioned above, the main limitation of the modified 
Grubb-Parsons/NPL instrument is its resolution. The Bruker 
however has a resolution of 0.03cm~^. It also has the 
advantage of being fully automated, enabling the alignment 
of the instrument to be changed from the keyboard. It is 
for the increased resolution that the Bruker has been used 
for many of the measurements in this work.
The main problem with the Bruker instrument however, is 
the relatively poor vacuum obtained inside the instrument. 
High resolution spectroscopy reveals the water vapour 
absorption lines and their size is dependent on the 
quality of the vacuum obtained. The low vacuum also 
necessitates the use of windows around the cryostat, when 
measurements are being made at liquid nitrogen 
temperature.
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4.4 SAMPLE GROWTH AND TREATMENT
4.4.1 CRYSTAL GROWTH 
The compounds gallium arsenide and gallium phosphide are 
synthesised from their elements by heating them in a 
silica or graphite tube in a furnace. This process 
produces polycrystalline material with either silicon or 
carbon impurities in low concentrations. Carbon will have 
a lower concentration since its solubility is low.
To produce single crystals, a crystal pulling technique 
first used by Czochralski in 1917, and later modified by 
Metz et al in 1961, the Liquid Encapsulation Czochralski 
(LEC) technique, is commercially used. The material is 
placed in a crucible in a high temperature furnace, with a 
gas over-pressure and with boric oxide encapsulating the 
melt to prevent the loss of vapour. A seed crystal is then 
dipped into the melt and slowly drawn out and rotated. 
This technique was first successfully applied to the 
growth of GaP by Bass and Oliver (1968) and GaAs by Mullin 
et al (1965).
Crystals grown in this way have inherent impurities, 
which can vary in concentration down the grown boule. The 
growth of GaP by this technique is more difficult than 
GaAs due to the higher melting point of GaP (1465*C) 
compared to GaAs (1238*C) and the higher over-pressure of 
gas needed (35atm.) compared to GaAs (0.9 atm). GaP grown 
by this technique is more likely to contain impurities 
than GaAs as a result of chemical reactions with the 
crucible material, the boric oxide and any gaseous
impurities in the system.
The crucible that contains the melt is commonly made of
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silica which introduces silicon into the melt by reactions 
that can be summarised as
4Ga + Si0 2  -* Si + 2 Ga 2 0  
the gallium suboxide Ga 2 0  vapour being released (from 
Cochran and Foster 1962).
This Si contaminant causes the reduction of some of the 
boric oxide. Hence boron is another common contaminant 
produced by the reaction
3Si + 2 B 2 O 3  - 3S102 + 4B 
During the growth of GaAs any oxygen released during the 
decomposition of B 2 O 3  has not been found to be
incorporated to any great extent into the growing crystal.
To prevent silicon contamination a pyrolytic boron 
nitride crucible may be used.
The GaAs samples used in the work reported in this thesis
were A452, A326, A949, CTl, GA557 and GA308.
Samples labelled A452 were grown by the Horizontal 
Bridgman Technique in a graphite boat with no dopant and 
hence have a low free carrier concentration and were the 
purest GaAs crystals available. This sample was used as a 
pure unirradiated reference sample.
Samples labelled A326 were grown in a boron nitride
crucible by the LEC technique with no dopant. The 
impurities present were B and C in low concentrations and
hence the samples had a low free carrier concentration
(found by Hall measurements).
LEC grown samples labelled CTl, were grown in a similar 
crucible but were doped with aluminium. Hence the main
impurities present were B, A1 (since Al reduces the B 2 O 3
in the same way as Si), and some C. The crystal was p-type
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with a free carrier concentration of iol5_iol6cm-3.
Samples labeled A949 were also grown by the LEC technique 
in a boron nitride crucible but doped with Si. Hence the 
main impurities present were Si, B, and some C. The free 
carrier concentration was 5xlol7cm"3.
A higher Si doped sample GA557 with n=1.9xlOl8cm-3, was 
grown by the Horizontal Bridgman Technique and hence 
contained no boron, but it contained Al and C in low 
concentrations.
Polycrystalline carbon doped samples labelled GA308 were 
grown by the Horizontal Bridgman Technique in a graphite 
boat in which BaCOg was added to the charge. These samples 
were inadvertently contaminated with silicon probably as a 
result of a gas phase reaction involving silicon monoxide 
generated by the reaction of the silica tube with the 
graphite boat. This material has been used previously for 
IR work by Brozel et al (1978) and they found that, 
although polycrystalline, it was of large grain size (3mm 
linear dimensions). GA308 is n-type with ne=8xl0l&cm"3. 
Since this material was grown by the Bridgman technique 
and not the LEC technique, there is no boron present.
The GaP sample used for this work was nominally undoped 
and supplied by MCP electronics. It was the purest crystal 
available to us and had a low free carrier concentration. 
The as-grown crystal was labelled RHBNC.2 and the electron 
irradiated sample was labelled RHBNC.l.
4.4.2 PREPARATION FOR IR MEASUREMENTS
The as-grown material must be prepared for study by FTFIR 
spectroscopy. This entails the cutting and polishing of
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the samples. The material is cut using a diamond saw, 
ground using fine grade carborundum powder and polished 
using a fine grade alumina powder on a sevyt cloth. 
Typically the samples are 5mm x 4mm x 1.5mm but this 
var ies.
When the samples are measured in transmission it is
possible to get interference fringes in the spectra due to 
multiple reflections between the parallel faces of the 
sample. The fringe spacing in cm~^ is given by
= 1 . ..4.42.
2nd
where n = refractive index of the sample,
and d = sample thickness in cm.
If (the resolution) then these fringes will be
resolved. For GaP n = 3.02 and for GaAs n = 3.3, hence for 
samples 1.5mm thick %m=0.7cm"l. However, some samples of 
GaP were measured that were only 0.3mm thick. These gave 
i>jn«4cm~l.
It is therefore necessary, for high resolution work, to 
wedge even thick samples with an angle of 1  or 2  degrees 
between the faces. This is done by grinding and polishing 
one face. The only disadvantage with this is that it 
reduces the accuracy with which d is known.
From Lambert's law the measured intensity is therefore
d
m = loj
max
exp(-ad)ôd ...4.43.
^min
whereas it is assumed in the calculations of the 
absorption coefficient a that
I = I oexp(-o!<d> ) ...4.44.
where <d> = average thickness of the sample.
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This gives an error in the absorption coefficient that is 
larger for thinner samples. This error is tolerated since 
this is the only experimental way of preventing multiple 
interference.
For neutron irradiation measurements on GaAs three pieces 
of each of A326, A949 and CTl were cut, polished and
irradiated with different doses of neutrons. Table 4.3 
shows the samples used and doses received. In addition, 
three pieces of sample GA308 were cut, polished and 
irradiated with different doses and the samples used are 
tabulated in table 4.4. Only one GA557 sample, irradiated 
to a dose of 6 xl 0 ^^n*^cm"^, was used.
For electron irradiation measurements on GaAs a series of 
samples from A326 and one sample from CTl were cut, 
polished and irradiated. The dose series is shown in table 
4.5.
For electron irradiation measurements on GaP two pieces 
of the sample were cut. One was irradiated to 10l^e“cm“^ , 
while the other was left unirradiated as a reference. The 
dose given to these samples is shown in table 4.6.
4.4.3 IRRADIATIONS TO REMOVE FREE CARRIERS
n or p-type samples that were not used for irradiation 
studies had to be compensated. This was performed at 
Reading University using 2MeV electrons from a Van de 
Graaff accelerator, by the same procedure that was used to 
produce irradiation damage by electrons. This is described 
in the next section. Generally the doses needed to 
compensate for the free carriers were a lot smaller than 
doses needed for the study of radiation damage.
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1.28 7.62 10.3
Material
A326 A326/1 A326/3 A326/5
A949 A949/1 A949/5A949/3
CTl CTl/Z CTl/1 CTl/3 CTl/5
TABLE 4 .3 Shows the labels given to the A326, A949 and CTl 
materials after a range of neutron irradiation doses.
Material
0.23 0.765 8 . 2
GA308 RDG3 57 RDG3 58 RDG360
TABr.F. 4.4 Shows the range of doses of neutrons given to 
the carbon doped GA3Ü8 material and the labels used to 
identify these samples.
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CTl
Zero
A326/G A326/F A326/E A326/D A326/C A326/B
10
A326/A
CTl/Y
TABLE 4.5 Shows the range of doses of electrons given to 
the A326 material and the labels used to identify the 
samples. Only one high dose CTl sample was used.
Material '
Zero 1 0
GaP pure RHBNC.2 RHBNC.1
TABLE 4 . 6  Shows the electron dose given to the two GaP 
samples used for this work-
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4.4.4 IRRADIATIONS TO PRODUCE DAMAGE
The samples used for this work were irradiated either 
with neutrons or electrons to study radiation damage.
The neutron irradiations were carried out at the Harwell 
reactor at AWRE (Aldermaston). The samples were placed in 
aluminium cans in the reactor through which there was 
circulation of the reactor coolant at 40°C. The dose of 
thermal neutrons was minimised by locating the cans in a 
region of the reactor that was shielded with cadmium.
The electron irradiations were carried out at Reading 
University using a Van de Graaff generator. The samples 
were mounted on a water cooled block 5cm from an aluminium 
foil window at the end of the accelerator tube. Good 
thermal contact between the samples and the block was 
ensured by using an indium-gallium alloy which is liquid 
at room temperature. A good flow of air as an additional 
cooling system was provided by a fan. The irradiations 
were carried out using 2MeV electrons with a total beam 
current of SOfiA. The sample beam current was calibrated 
over a central 1 cm diameter focusing area, over which the 
beam is nominally uniform, by using a Faraday cup with a 
1cm aperture. The sample dose current was found to be 
23.5mA. The area of the electron beam limits the size of 
samples. However for IR work this size is more than 
sufficient. The range of electrons in the samples is about 
0.7mm. Therefore samples were irradiated on both sides to 
ensure an even distribution of the high energy 
interactions throughout the sample thickness, and the 
total dose for both sides quoted as the sample dose.
As explained in Chapter 2, features produced by
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irradiation damage are dependent on sample orientation. 
For the electron irradiated samples the directional effect 
is cancelled out since most of the samples used were 
irradiated on both sides. For neutron irradiated samples 
this orientation effect is negligible since neutron damage 
is less directionally dependent.
4.4.5 ANNEALING OF SAMPLES TO REMOVE THE EFFECT OF 
RADIATION DAMAGE
On heating irradiation damaged crystals, defects become 
mobile and can annihilate or form clusters. The 
measurement of the temperature at which this occurs for 
various features can give information as to the nature of 
the defects.
The anneals performed on these samples were isochronal. 
The samples were placed in silica tubes in an open furnace 
at temperatures up to 600®C, for 20 minute periods. They 
were then removed and allowed to cool to room temperature 
in air. This procedure is satisfactory for GaAs up to 
550°C only. Above that temperature As is lost from the 
crystal, introducing Ga rich intrinsic defects (Harris et 
al 1969). If high temperature anneals are required the 
samples could be sealed in an evacuated silica ampoule. 
The As lost from the crystal builds up a vapour pressure 
until equilibrium is reached preventing the loss of more 
As. Ideally more stringent methods for preventing As loss 
should have been used, but these were not available to 
us.
4.4.6 FIR MEASUREMENTS
For measurement of the samples in the FIR they were
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mounted on a sample wheel in the cryostat in front of the 
bolometer or on a sample holder in the instrument 
dependent on the measuring temperature required.
The sample temperature is held at either liquid nitrogen 
(80K) or liquid helium temperature (4K) in order that
complicating features arising from multi-phonon absorption 
due to the anharmonicity of the lattice is reduced.
We require the absorption coefficient a of the sample
which can be obtained by measuring the intensity of the 
radiation with the sample in the beam (I) and without 
do)-
Hence from Lambert's law
I = loexp(-ûfd) ...4.45.
and taking reflection into account
I = (l-R)exp(-ad) ...4.46.
where d = sample thickness in cm, and R the reflectivity 
is given by
R = (n-l)Z-k2 ...4.47.
(n+1 )2 -k2
where n = the refractive index, and k = the extinction 
coefficient
It is assumed in this work that the extinction 
coefficient is constant and small, and the refractive 
index is constant over the measured region of the spectra. 
Then
R n - 1
n+ 1
...4.48.
This is not true near the Reststrahlen region and care 
must be taken in assuming the accuracy of the absorption
coefficient in this region.
Absorption in the crystal is due to both lattice phonon
absorption and impurity and defect absorption. Hence if
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the absorption ojp of the purest undamaged crystal
available is compared to the absorption «g of the impure 
and/or damaged crystal, the absorption due to the 
impurities and damage can be found for sharp features 
from
Os-Gp = «i ...4.49.
The integrated absorption ajA of a defect vibrational 
mode is given by the peak absorption oti times the width at
half maximum height A. The measurement of this gives a
measurement of the defect concentration. In Chapter 2 it 
was shown that the theories of Dawber and Elliot and
Szigeti related the strength of a local mode line to the 
defect concentration D by
a = ...4.50.
ncM
where c = velocity of light, i) = apparent charge, d = 
defect concentration, n = refractive index and M = mass of 
impurity atom.
However a non-linearity of the relationship was found by 
Woodhead (1982) when the concentration of the impurity is 
large (or the sample thickness is large) i.e. when the 
measured transmission at that frequency falls below 15%. 
This author found that the error introduced by the 
approximation in equation 4.48 was only of the order of 
1 0 % and hence scattered light reaching the detector was 
the explanation put forward for this discrepancy.
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CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Frequencies of spectral features arising from lattice 
vibrations, or from defects within the lattice, vary 
slightly with the temperature of the sample. All the 
measurements presented here were made with the samples 
mounted on a wheel inside the liquid helium cooled 
cryostat, close to the bolometer, for which the sample 
temperature would be close to 20K.
5. 1 THE IR ABSORPTION SPECTRUM OF PURE GaAs AND PURE GaP
All GaAs and GaP samples contain impurities. In the 
absence of a pure (unirradiated) reference sample, we 
selected the purest material available to us, sample A452 
for GaAs and RHBNC2 for GaP and performed extensive 
measurements on these samples. The absorption spectra for 
these samples were then used as reference spectra for 
samples which had been irradiated and/or contained 
impur ities.
The spectral region 20-700cm"l for the A452 GaAs sample 
is shown in figure 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3. This region includes
the one-phonon and two-phonon absorption by this sample. 
These measurements are the culmination of many hours of 
measurements and hence have an extremely high signal to 
noise ratio. Because of this, it can be seen by examining 
the LVM at 502cm"l that a very low concentration of carbon 
can be detected. This line is hardly visible in figure 5.3 
and hence this spectral region is expanded in figure 5.4. 
The Cas line has a strength of only 0 .042±0.005cm  ^ which 
corresponds to [Cas 1 = 3 .Oxiol^cm'^ (using the calibration
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from Brozel et al 1986), but even at this low 
concentration the isotope induced splitting can clearly be 
seen, indicating the quality of the spectroscopy.
Similarly the absorption spectrum for the GaP material 
RHNBC2 is shown in figure 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7. It can be seen 
from these spectra that this sample contains more 
impurities and at a higher concentration than the 
nominally pure GaAs sample. Table 5.1 shows the gap mode 
frequencies of the impurities present and their line 
strengths and table 5.2 shows the LVM frequencies of the 
impurities present and their line strengths. There are 
many unidentified lines in the spectrum of this material 
but it is outside the scope of this thesis to speculate 
further on the origin of these line. However, the 
concentration of these impurities is low and it is not 
expected that they will be involved in the production of 
irradiation induced defects, the results for which will be 
given in the work to follow.
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Figure 5.1 The absorption spectrum of the nominally pure
GaAs A452 sample in the 20-250cm“l region.
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Figure 5.2 The absorption spectrum of the nominally pure
GaAs A452 sample in the 320-510cm“^ region.
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Figure 5.3 The absorption spectrum of the nominally pure
GaAs A452 sample in the 510-700cm~^ region.
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Figure 5.4 Expanded region of the nominally pure GaAs 
spectrum, showing the C^g impurity LVM with splitting due 
to the different nearest-neighbour mass combinations. The 
instrumental resolution was O.lcm'^.
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Figure 5.5 The absorption spectrum of the nominally pure
GaP sample in the 20-310cm“l region.
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Figure 5.6 The absorption spectrum of the nominally pure
GaP sample in the 400-550cm“l region.
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Figure 5.7 The absorption spectrum of the nominally pure
GaP sample in the 550-700cm~^ region.
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Frequency
cm“l
Line Strength
Impur ity
256.7 0.15
262.4 0.02
264 0.05
283
284.5 0.31
Table 5.1 The gap mode impurities present in the nominally 
pure GaP sample and their line strengths.
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Impur ity 
?
Frequency
cm"!
Line Strength 
O'A cm" 2
423 0.23
ZSsiGa 465 0 . 2 2
496 0.84
? 515.9 0.38
569.9 1.3
l°BGa 592.8 0.27
1 2 cp 606 0.31
1 1 b( 2 ) 651.7 0.55
? 655.3 0.23
7 658.1 0.07
Table 5.2 The LVM frequencies of the impurities present in 
the nominally pure GaP sample and their line strengths.
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5 • 2 INTRINSIC FEATURES IN GaAs INDUCED BY NEUTRON
IRRADIATION
To investigate the origin of a previously observed but 
unpublished irradiation damage induced feature at 119cm~l 
in GaAs (Gledhill et al 1983), a series of materials A326, 
A949, CTl and GA308 were studied. From each of these 
materials, a series of samples were cut and irradiated 
with different doses of fast neutrons. The samples used
have been given in table 4.3 and 4.4. In addition a sample
GA557, that had been irradiated to 5xlol^nOcm“^ more than 
1 0  years ago, was measured.
The one-phonon spectral region for the samples from the 
nominally pure material, after different doses of 
irradiation (A326/1, A325/3 and A326/5), is shown in
figure 5.8. These samples were found to absorb IR via the 
normally forbidden one-phonon transitions and hence have a 
spectral absorption similar in structure to the one-phonon
density of states. The Al, Si and C doped samples showed
this structure and the strength of this, measured at
lOOcmrl, versus dose is plotted for all samples in figure 
5.9. The damage shows a saturation effect at high neutron 
doses. The carbon doped polycrystalline sample GA308 
however exhibited stronger absorption, which is shown in 
this figure by a dashed line. This increase in one-phonon 
absorption is due to the larger disorder present in this 
material, since it is not a single crystal.
On annealing, the induced one-phonon structure is reduced
linearly over the temperature range 150°C to 530°C, at
which point free carriers may return. The series of 
absorption curves for the nominally pure material A326 are
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shown in figures 5.10, 5.11 and 5.12 and the strength of
the one-phonon structure, measured at 1 0 Qcm"l, as a 
function of anneal temperature is shown in figure 5.13. At 
high anneal temperatures, when it is thought the strain in 
the lattice is reduced, the resonant mode of was
observed in the boron doped samples A949 and CTl, at 
125cm-i-
In addition to the reduction of the one-phonon 
absorption, there was a growth of two new sharp features 
at 45cm“^ and 119cm"l in all these samples as they were 
annealed. These features a) do not appear to be due to the 
same centres because they peak at different anneal 
temperatures and b) must be intrinsic since figure 5.14 
shows that the strength of the line at 119cm~l is 
independent of impurity levels and is present in the 
nominally pure sample. At higher anneal temperatures these 
features are reduced in strength and finally removed. The 
dependence on annealing temperature of the strength of the 
features at 45cm“^ and 119cm“^ is shown in figure 5.15 and 
5.16 respectively: the strengths were determined after the 
underlying lattice absorption had been subtracted. This 
process is inherently arbitrary, since the one-phonon 
absorption curves for the strained crystal which are 
required as a reference are not available.
The feature at 45cm“^ has been observed in samples which 
had received irradiation doses as low as 5xl0^^n°cm“^ 
(sample CTl/Z). The detection limit for this feature in 
this region of the absorption spectrum is 0 .5 cm~ 2 . a dose 
dependence curve for the strength of the feature at 45cm  ^
has been plotted in figure 5.17. The strength (aA) of the
17 5.
feature shown is taken at the 300*G anneal stage for all 
samples. One of the data points on the curve has an arrow 
associated with it, indicating a lower dose, because this 
sample (GA557) had been irradiated 10-15 years 
previously. It has been observed, by comparing recent 
measurements on this sample with original measurements, 
that the one-phonon absorption was reduced, implying that 
self annealing had occurred.
The half width A of the 45cm”  ^ feature varies from 
l.lcmrl at a low dose to 2.3cm”l at a high dose. This 
feature is quite sharp in view of the strength of the 
underlying density of states.
The lowest dose of radiation for which the feature at 
119cm"i has been observed, (in samples A326/1, A949/1 and
CTl/1) is a dose of 1.28xl0l®n®cm“^ . It appears therefore
that this feature has a higher dose threshold than the 
feature at 45cm"l. The strength of this feature versus 
dose is plotted in figure 5.18, the line strength being 
taken at the 3 50°C anneal stage. The half width A of this 
line was about 2 cm“ .^
New structure has also been observed on the high 
frequency side of the Reststrahlen band at 328cm~l in all 
these neutron irradiated samples. It is a broad band with 
A~5cm~l situated on a region of high lattice absorption
making its observation very difficult. Figure 5.19 shows 
the feature at its maximum size together with the 
underlying lattice absorption (as determined from sample 
A452) . In view of the difficulties in measuring this
feature, only the presence and relative strength of this 
line is given for the samples measured in this work, in
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tables 5.3 to 5.7. The maximum observed strength of this 
feature is estimated to be 15-20cm“^. Within these 
limitations the strength of this structure appears to be 
constant until it anneals out between 400°C and 500°C.
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Figure 5.8 The induced one-phonon absorption for the three 
undoped samples A326/1, A325/3 and A326/5 after fast
neutron irradiation. The numbers indicate the dose 
received in units of 10l^n°cm“-^. The instrumental 
resolution was lcm“^.
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Figure 5.9 The strength of the induced one-phonon
absorption, measured at 1 0 0 cm“^, versus fast neutron
irradiation dose. It is assumed that the absorption at
this frequency is proportional to the total damage in the
sample (for an expaination of the dashed line, see text).
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F iqure 5.10 The induced one-phonon absorption in sample 
A326/1, which has had a dose of 1 .28xl0l®n®cm“2^ showing 
the effect of anneal temperature on this structure. The 
numbers indicate the anneal temperature in °C. The 
instrumental resolution was lcm“l.
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F iqure 5.11 The induced one-phonon absorption in sample 
A326/3, which has had a dose of 7 .62xl0l^nOcm“2 , showing 
the effect of anneal temperature on this structure. The 
numbers indicate the anneal temperature in °C. The
instrumental resolution was 1 cm-1
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F iqure 5. 12 The induced one-phonon absorption in sample 
A325/5, which has had a dose of 1 0 .3 xl 0 lSnOcm“ 2  ^ showing 
the effect of anneal temperature on this structure. The 
numbers indicate the anneal temperature in °C. The 
instrumental resolution was lcm“^.
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Figure 5.13 The unannealed fraction of fast neutron 
irradiation induced damage, as measured by the strength of 
the absorption at 100cm"!, remaining in the GaAs samples 
after three different irradiation doses.
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F iqure '5.14 The absorption coefficient of fast neutron 
irradiated and annealed GaAs, showing that the feature at 
119cm~l is independent of impurities. The resonance at
125cm~l is also present in the boron doped samples. The 
instrumental resolution was lcm“ .^
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Figure 5.15 The strength of the resonant mode feature at 
119cm“  ^ versus anneal temperature for three fast neutron 
irradiation doses.
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Figure 5.16 The strength of the feature at 45cm  ^ versus 
anneal temperature for three fast neutron irradiation 
doses.
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Figure 5.17 The strength of the feature at 45cm"^, 
measured at an anneal stage of 300°C, versus fast neutron 
irradiation dose. The data point with an arrow associated 
with it was obtained from an old sample GA557 that was 
suspected to have undergone self-annealing.
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Figure 5.18 The strength of the feature at 119cm~l, 
measured at an anneal stage of 350*C, versus fast neutron 
irradiation dose. The data point with an arrow associated 
with it was obtained from an old sample G-A557 that was 
suspected to have undergone self-annealing.
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Figure 5.19 The top line shows the feature at 328cm“l, in 
sample A326/3, at its maximum (Icm'l resolution), after a 
fast neutron irradiation dose of 7.52xl0l^n®cm“^ and an 
anneal stage of 330°C. The bottom line shows the lattice 
absorption in a pure unirradiated reference sample (A452) 
measured with a resolution of 0 .1 cm“ .^
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Temp. °C A949/1 A949/3 A949/5
0 small - -
250 - - large
310 - - -
330 small large -
350 - medium medium
370 large medium medium
400 small med ium small
430 small no no
460 no no no
500 no no no
530 no no no
560 no no no
Table 5 .3 Data available for the feature at 3 28cm ^ in the 
fast neutron irradiated A949 material. The line 
indicates data not available at these anneal temperatures.
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Temp. °C CTl/Z CTl/1 CTl/3 CTl/5
0 no - - -
250 no - ? -
310 no - large large
330 - ? large -
350 no ? large large
370 - ? medium medium
400 no ? medium medium
430 - small small small
460 no 7 - -
500 no ? no no
530 - 7 no no
560 no ? no no
Table 5.4 Data available for the feature at 328cm ^ in the 
fast neutron irradiated CTl material. The line - indicates 
data not available at these anneal temperatures and the ? 
indicates that the spectrum was to noisy to be able to 
maice a sensible assessment of the size or the existence of 
this feature.
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Temp. ° C A326/1 A326/3 A326/5
0 - - large
250 - ? large
310 - - -
330 small large -
350 small large medium
370 small medium medium
400 small ? -
430 small small small
460 no no no
500 no no no
530 no no no
Table 5.5 Data available for the feature at 328cm~l in the 
fast neutron iradiated A326 material. The line - indicates 
data not available at these anneal temperatures and the ? 
indicates that the spectrum was to noisy to be able to 
make a sensible assessment of the size or the existence of 
this feature.
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Temp. °C RDG3 57 RDG3 58 RDG360
no largeno
100 largeno no
150 small largeno
200 smallno
250 small largeno
275 no
300 smallno
350 small largeno
375 medium
400 medium
425 small medium
small450
475 no
500 no
550 no
Table 5 .6 Data available for the feature at 328cm~l in the 
fast neutron irradiated GA308 material. The line - 
indicates data not available at these anneal temperatures 
and the ? indicates that the spectrum was to noisy to be 
able to make a sensible assessment of the size or the 
existence of this feature.
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Temp. ®C GA557
0 large
2 0 0 large
250 large
300 large
350 medium
400 med ium
450 small
' 500 no
550 ?
Table 5.7 Data available for the feature at 328cm“  ^ in the 
fast neutron irradiated GA557 material. Free carriers 
returned at an anneal temperature of 550°C masking this 
region of the spectrum.
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INTRINSIC FEATURES IN GaAs INTRODUCED BY ELECTRON
IRRADIATION
A series of nominally pure GaAs samples (A326/A to F) cut 
from the A326 material were irradiated with a range of 
doses of 2MeV electrons. Figure 5.20 shows the spectral 
region 20—230cm  ^ in which the induced one-phonon 
absorption can be seen. Figure 5.21 shows the dose 
dependence of this one-phonon absorption. There is no data 
for the A325/E sample included in the results since 
initial inspection of the absorption spectrum of this 
sample showed that it still had free carriers implying 
that it had not received the correct irradiation dose.
It can be seen in figure 5.20 that in addition to the 
one-phonon absorption, a broad feature, with A«8.5cm~^, at 
45cm~^ is induced by the irradiation. The dose dependence 
of the strength of this induced feature is plotted in 
figure 5.22.
To determine if this defect was intrinsic a sample CTl/Y 
(Al and B doped) was irradiated to the same dose as sample 
A325/A. This sample exhibited a feature at 45cm~^ with a 
similar line strength to the one in the A325/A sample. The 
CTl/Y sample was annealed in parallel with the A326/A 
sample in order that the annealing of the irradiation 
induced boron complex B(2) could be studied, with a view 
to correlating the production of this centre with the 
defect giving rise to the feature at 45cm ^ . The data on 
the annealing of the B(2) centre is given in section 5.6.
The A326/A sample was then isochronally annealed in 25°C 
stages from 150°C to 450°C. The induced absorption 
corresponding to the one-phonon density of states
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decreased in a different manner to the neutron irradiated 
material and by 450®C there was no irradiation induced 
structure visible. The annealing curve for this is shown 
in figure 5.23. Only the sample that had received a high 
dose of electrons was annealed, since the other samples 
were expected to anneal with the seime characteristics, but 
with a lower defect concentration, making the spectroscopy 
more difficult.
The effect of the anneal temperature on the strength of 
the feature at 45cm“l is illustrated in figure 5.24. This 
graph shows that the strength of this feature is reduced 
by annealing. It is removed in a similar way to the 
induced one-phonon lattice absorption.
In this series of samples and the Al doped sample CTl/Y, 
there is no evidence for the production of the feature at 
119cm~l- Similarly, in the region above the Reststrahlen 
band, the feature at 328cm~^, if present, was below the 
detection limit. To determine if the reason that neither 
of these features had been observed was due to the samples 
measured having received a dose below the threshold 
required for the production of the defects responsible for 
these features, a sample W36, which had recieved a large 
dose of electrons (TxlOl^e'cm'^) fifteen years previously, 
was measured after annealing to 350®C. It did not exhibit 
the features at 119cm“^ and 328cm  ^ either, showing that 
electron irradiation does not produce the defects 
responsible for these features, even at these high doses.
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Figure 5.20 The induced one-phonon absorption for the 
series of A325 samples after 2MeV electron irradiation. 
The numbers indicate the dose received in units of 
lOlBe'cm-Z. The instrumental resolution was Icm'l.
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Figure 5.21 The strength of the induced one-phonon 
absorption, as measured at 100cm“l, versus 2MeV electron 
irradiation dose.
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Figure 5.22 The dose dependence of the strength of the 
feature at 45cm“i in 2MeV electron irradiated GaAs.
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Figure 5.23 The unannealed fraction of 2MeV electron 
irradiation induced damage, as measured by the strength of 
the absorption at 1 0 0 c m “ l ,  remaining in the GaAs sample 
after a dose of 1 0 ^^e~cm"^.
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Figure 5.24 The strength of the feature at 45cm~l, for a 
sample irradiated with a dose of 10l^cm“^ 2MeV electrons, 
versus anneal temperature.
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 ^ X N ™ I N S I C__FEATURES IN GaP INDUCED BY ELECTRON
IRRADIATION
In order to study intrinsic irradiation damage features 
in GaP, the sample RHBNCl, which was the purest material 
available to us, was irradiated with 2MeV electrons to a 
dose of lO^^cm ^ . After irradiation the IR absorption 
spectrum exhibited a feature at 235cm“l which corresponded 
to a pronounced peak in the one—phonon density of states 
of this material (see figure 5.25).
In the gap mode region (235-300cm“l) the lines 
originating from the boron impurity at 283cm~l and 
284.5cm~^ and respectively) and the unknown
impurities at 256.7cm"^, 262.4cm“  ^ and 264cm“  ^ were still
present. Two additional strong lines at 294cm“l and 
298cm~l and two weaker, previously unreported lines at 
279cm“l and 287.5cm“l were observed following the 
irradiation. These new lines had strengths (aA) of 
0 .7 4 cm " 2  and 1.6cm“^ and widths A of 0.9cm“  ^ and 1.4cm~^ 
respectively. The line at 287.5cm"l was very broad and may 
be a multiplet. The resolution is not limited by the 
spectroscopy which was performed at an instrumental 
resolution of 0 .1 cm“^, but may be due to crystal strain 
induced by the irradiation damage.
The lines at 294cm“l and 298cm“^ previously reported by 
Hayes et al (1969) and Thompson and Newman (1971), had a 
line strength of 8 .6 cm“^ and 9.8cm~^ and a line width of 
1 .3 cmrl and 1 .6 cm“^ respectively and were hence very 
strong broad lines. They have previously been observed in 
a range of samples containing various dopants but only in 
samples which have been subjected to irradiation and they
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have hence been assigned to intrinsic defects. Figure
5.26 shows that the line at 294cm“l appears to just be
resolved into two peaks at 293.7cm-l and 294.2cm-l. 
Although the splitting of this feature appears to be of
the same order as the signal to noise ratio in this
spectral region for a run at an individual anneal 
temperature, it appears consistently at all anneal
temperatures and is therefore assumed to be real.
Unfortunately, the previously reported intrinsic LVM 
features at 419cm~^, 424cm~^ and 430cm“^ (Thompson and
Newman (1971), Thompson et al (1973) and Gledhill et al 
(1981a)) could not be studied in parallel because of the 
poor signal to noise in the spectral region in which they 
occur, due to a) absorption by the bolometer window
material (TPX) and b) strong lattice absorption.
A previously unreported weak resonant mode was observed 
at 149cm“l after irradiation and prior to annealing, with 
a line strength of l.lcm~^ and a width of 2cm~^.
On annealing this sample, the strength of the induced
one-phonon absorption reduced sharply at an anneal
temperature of 250-300°C, as shown in figure 5.27.
The line strengths of the lines at 294cm“^ and 298cm“l 
and the lines at 279cm"l and 287.5cm“l as a function of
anneal temperature are shown in figure 5.28 and 5.29. The 
strengths of the lines at 294cm“l and 279cm“l show a 
similar dependence on the anneal temperature to the
induced one-phonon absorption: their strength decreasing
sharply at the 250—300°C anneal stages. The lines at
298cm~l and 287.5cm“l anneal at a later stage of 400-450°C-
The feature at 149cm”  ^ had a small line strength and
203 .
hence the signal to noise ratio was poor. The annealing 
curve for this feature appears to indicate a complicated 
reduction in the line strength (see figure 5.30). However 
the signal to noise ratio at this spectral region was not 
large enough to be able to detect these changes with 
significant accuracy.
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Figure 5.25 The irradiation induced one-phonon absorption 
and gap mode features in the GaP sample RHBNCl after a 
dose of 1 0 l^e“cm~'2 , compared to the absorption in this 
region by the unirradiated GaP sample RHBNC2. (The small 
very sharp troughs correspond to absorption by residual 
water vapour in the instrument).
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Figure 5.26 The lines at 294cm 1 and 298cm  ^ induced in 
nominally pure electron irradiated GaP, showing the line 
at 294cm“l to be a partially resolved doublet.
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Figure 5.27 The strength of the electron irradiation 
induced one-phonon absorption at 235cm“  ^ in the nominally 
pure GaP sample RHBNCl, after a 2MeV electron dose of 
lO^^cm""^, versus anneal temperature.
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Figure 5.28 The strength of the electron irradiation 
induced lines at 294cm-l and 298cm-l in GaP, versus anneal 
temperature.
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Figure 5.29 The strength of the electron irradiation 
induced lines at 287. 5cm“l and 279cm"-l in GaP versus 
anneal temperature.
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Figure 5.30 The strength of the electron irradiation 
induced resonant mode at 149cm-i in GaP versus anneal 
temperature.
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5.5 THE SILICON IMPURITY IN GaAs
The materials studied in this work that contained silicon 
in detectable concentrations were A949, GA308 and GA557.
Only fast neutron irradiation studies were performed on 
these materials, hence no data is presented in this thesis 
for the effect of electron irradiation on silicon doped 
samples.
The series of three irradiated samples prepared from A949 
material all showed a ^^Siga line strength of 5 .5 cm“^. 
This SiQa line is broadened with increasing neutron dose 
and table 5.8 shows this effect for these three samples. 
No SiAs LVM was observed in these samples until they had 
been annealed to about 400°C. Above this temperature the 
concentration of this defect grew to a maximum at 500°C of 
between 1.4cm“^ (for the low irradiation dose
1.28xl0l^n‘^ cm“2 ) and 2 .2 cm“  ^ (for the high irradiation 
dose 1 0 .3 xl 0 l8 nOcm' 2 ). At these anneal temperatures there 
is a corresponding decrease in the Sig^ line strength that 
can just be detected above the signal to noise, indicating 
that the previously reported silicon site-switching 
occurs. At higher anneal temperatures this process is
reversed. Similar results were obtained for the series of 
neutron irradiated samples cut from the GA308 material.
The Siga line strength in this material was 4.5cm“^.
However, the GA557 sample contained a much higher level 
of silicon (the Siga LVM line strength was 25cm“2) which 
made observation of the site-switching easier. The line 
strength versus anneal temperature of the Siga .^nd Si^s 
LVM' 3  for this sample is shown in figure 5.31.
Unfortunately free carriers returned at an anneal
211.
temperature of 550®C and hence the recovery of the Siga 
and reduction of the Si^s could not be observed at high 
anneal temperatures.
In addition, as the concentration of the Si^s defect 
grew, a feature at 393cm 1 due to [Siga~SiAs] pairs became 
visible. However the Si-X and Si-Y defect complexes were 
not observed at any stage in any of the samples studied in 
this work, which was not unexpected since the silicon 
content even in sample GA557 was insufficient for these 
features to occur (Brozel et al 1979).
High resolution (0.1cm~l) spectroscopy did not reveal the 
isotopic nearest-neighbour splitting of the Si^s LVM in 
any sample until the lattice strain was sufficiently 
reduced; this occurred at anneal temperatures of about 
500*C.
The annealing behaviour of the silicon impurity is in 
complete agreement with the work by Maguire et al (1986). 
The impurity LVM's were only monitored in this work to 
verify that the behaviour reported by these authors 
occurred in the samples studied in this work. This was 
done in order that comparisons could be made between the 
annealing behaviour of this impurity and the intrinsic 
irradiation damage induced features, to facilitate the 
identification of these intrinsic defects.
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Neutron Dose 
(xlol8 nOcm~ 2 )
28siga Line Width 
(cm-1 )
1.28 0.97*
7.62 2.5+
10.3 2.7 +
Table 5.8 The line width of the Z^Siga LVM, after fast 
irradiation to three different doses. The lines were 
measured at an instrumental resolution of 0 .1 cm ^ (*) and
0.5cm-i (+).
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Figure 5.31 The strengths of the SiQa anci Si^s lines as a 
function of anneal temperature in the GA557 sample 
irradiated to a dose of SxlolScm"^ fast neutrons. Free 
carriers returned at the 550°C anneal stage, preventing 
measurements at higher temperatures.
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5.6 THE BORON IMPURITY IN GaAs
The boron impurity occurs in GaAs as a consequence of 
contamination from the boric oxide encapsulant in the LEG 
growth technique or from the use of a boron nitride 
crucible to hold the melt. Hence, the A326, A949 and CTl 
materials all contain boron. Doping by silicon or 
aluminium increases the concentration of the boron 
impurity since they cause the reduction of boric oxide. As 
a result, the A949 and CTl materials had a higher boron 
content.
From the A949 material, samples irradiated to three 
different fast neutron doses were prepared, whilst from 
the CTl material, four different neutron and one electron 
irradiation dose samples were prepared. Hence for the CTl 
material it was possible to study the effects of electron 
and neutron irradiation on the boron impurity.
In the nominally pure A326 material the i ,VM could not
be detected, since it lies in a region of strong lattice 
absorption. However, after neutron irradiation and 
annealing the H b ( 2 ) line at 601cm“l just rose above the 
noise level in a region of low intrinsic lattice 
absorption and had a maximum line strength of 0.24cm  ^
after a dose of 1 0 . 3 xlQl®nOcm“‘^ and at an anneal stage of 
530*C.
After neutron irradiation the samples from the A949 and 
CTl materials exhibited a wealth of boron related LVM s 
above 550cm"l. Similarly in the electron irradiated CTl 
sample there were numerous irradiation induced boron 
related lines. These lines have previously been reported 
by Maguire et al ( 1985) and have been labelled B(3) to
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B(10). However the study of these lines is outside the
scope of this work and only the lines at 601cm~l and
628cm  ^ due to ^^B(2 ) and ^0 b( 2 ) respectively were studied
for the same reason that the Si^a and Si^s LVM's were 
studied; to monitor impurity site-switching.
For the neutron irradiated CTl material the annealing 
curves of the ^^B( 2 ) line strength are shown in figure 
5-32. It will be noticed that unfortunatly some of low
anneal temperature data is missing. This was due to a 
computer storage fault. Studies of the change in ^^Bca 
line strength proved difficult due to the strong 
underlying lattice absorption. However the data available 
shows that the H b ( 2 ) concentration peaks at an anneal 
temperature of between 400°C and 500*C dependent on the 
dose of neutrons received.
For the electron irradiated CTl material the strength of 
the 1 ^6 (2 ) and ^^Boa lines versus anneal temperature are 
shown in figure 5.33. The Hb(2) shows the typical 
site-switching dependence (peaking at a higher anneal 
temperature of 550*C than neutron irradiated material) 
whereas any trend in the strength of the ^^Bga line is 
masked by errors in measuring the line strengths due to 
the strong lattice absorption in this region of the 
spectrum.
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Figure 5.32 The strength of the HB(2) line versus anneal 
temperature in CTl material irradiated to three different 
fast neutron doses.
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5.7 THE CARBON IMPURITY IN GaAs
The carbon impurity was present at least in low 
concentrations in all samples measured in this work as a 
result of contamination during growth. The line strength 
of the C^g line in these samples due to carbon
contamination was typically 0 .5 cm~^ although for the 
nominally pure sample (A452) the level was much lower 
(0.042cm ^ ) . The level of carbon was much greater in the 
carbon doped polycrystalline material GA308. However, the 
Gas LVM line strength was not the same in the samples
irradiated to different doses of fast neutrons. After a 
dose of 2 -8 xl 0 ^^cm“  ^ the line strength was 2 .7 cm“^ but
after a dose of 7. 6 6 xl 0 ^^cm~^ the line strength was only 
2.0cm~^. There were however, additional lines at 577.5cm“l 
and 606cm"^ due to the C(l) complex and the total line 
strength due to C^s and C(l) LVM's in both samples was
equal (within experimental error).
Figures 5.34, 5.35 and 5.36 show that at high resolution
(O.lcm'l) all of these lines have fine structure. The 
structure of the C^s line has previously been reported and 
a theory put forward to explain the line splitting (see 
section 3.1.3). However no fine structure has previously 
been reported for the C(l) lines. Figure 5.35 and 5.36 
clearly show that the line at 606cm"l is a doublet whilst 
the line at 577.5cm~^ may be a multiplet. After a high 
dose of fast neutrons (8 .2 xl 0 l8 cm-2 ) the C^s LVM was too 
diffuse to be measured, as were the C(l) lines if present.
Annealing of the samples irradiated with a low and medium 
dose of fast neutrons showed that the C(l) lines anneal at 
a temperature of 150-200*C with a corresponding recovery
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in the C^g LVM line strength. The annealing curves for 
these lines are shown in figures 5.37 and 5.38. The C^s 
LVM in the sample irradiated to a high neutron dose, 
sharpened during the later anneal stages and no C(l) lines 
were observed at any stage during the annealing.
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5 . 8  THE ALUMINIUM IMPURITY IN GaAs
The aluminium impurity was present in all samples 
prepared from the CTl material. However, the Al^a LVM line 
strength was not the same in all samples since they were 
cut from different regions of the boule. Table 5.9 shows 
the AIq ^ line strengths in the samples cut from this 
material. A small Alg^ LVM with a line strength of 
0.75cm ^ , was also detected in the GA557 sample showing 
that this sample contained a low concentration of 
aluminium impurity.
Since aluminium has not been detected in any other 
configuration than as a substitutional impurity on a Ga 
lattice site, it is ideal for studying the effect of 
radiation and hence lattice strain on the LVM line width 
and frequency.
Figure 5.39 shows the effect of 2MeV electron irradiation 
on the strength and line width of the Alg.^ line. After 
annealing the line strength remains constant but at an 
anneal temperature of 200-300*0 the line width decreases, 
presumably as a consequence of a reduction in lattice 
strain. This assumption is supported by a simultaneous 
reduction of the induced one-phonon absorption at these 
anneal temperatures.
Studies showed that the line was broadened to a much 
greater extent by fast neutron irradiation and the lattice 
strain was reduced linearly over a much greater anneal 
temperature range than for electron irradiation (see 
figure 5.40). Unfortunately during this study the low 
anneal temperature data was lost due to a computer fault, 
but the data available shows that the line width decreases
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linearly with anneal temperature above 350*C.
The shift in position of the Alga LVM to lower 
frequencies after irradiation was small, only O.lcm"^, 
after an irradiation dose of 1 0 l9 cm" 2  2MeV electrons and 
0.35cm“^ after an irradiation dose of 10.3xl0l^cm“^ fast 
neutrons. In view of the small size of these shifts, their 
determination has not been used as a means of studying 
irradiation induced lattice strain.
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Sample Alga line strength
cm~ 2
CTl/Y 9.3
CTl/Z 12.5
CTl/1 ' 
CTl/3 
CTl/5 .
9.7
Table 5.9 The strength of the Alga LVM in the A1 doped 
samples measured in this work-
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Figure 5.39 The strength and line width of the Alga LVM in 
sample CTl/Y, after an irradiation dose of lO^^cm'^ 2MeV 
electrons, versus anneal temperature.
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CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION
Far infrared studies of a wide range of irradiated GaAs 
and GaP samples have been performed. The GaAs samples were 
subjected to either 2MeV electron or fast neutron 
irradiations, but only GaP material which had been 
subjected to 2MeV electron irradiation was studied. The 
object of these studies was to obtain a better 
understanding of the nature of defects caused by 
irradiation damage and their behaviour during the 
annealing process. A particular objective was to determine 
the origin of the resonant modes at 45cm~^ and 119cm~^ in 
neutron irradiated and annealed GaAs, previously reported 
by Gledhill et al (1983).
Defects induced by irradiation modify the FIR absorption 
spectrum of GaAs and GaP. Atoms displaced from their 
lattice positions cause strain throughout the crystal. 
This manifests itself in several ways. The most obvious 
effect is absorption by acoustic phonons, which is 
normally forbidden in an undamaged crystal, but which 
occurs in a damaged crystal due to lowering of crystal 
symmetry and hence relaxation of the selection rules. The 
degree of crystal strain and hence induced one-phonon 
absorption, is dependent on the total number of displaced 
atoms in the crystal. It is assumed therefore, that the 
induced one-phonon absorption is a good measure of the 
crystal damage. The strain in the crystal also causes a 
frequency shift of the LVM's and a broadening of impurity 
LVM's due to a reduction of the symmetry of the impurity 
sites. Hence there are three methods of monitoring the
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total damage in a crystal. Data obtained from these three 
methods should be in general agreement.
THE INDUCED ONE-PHONON ABSORPTION AND LVM LINE 
BROADENING
If the induced one-phonon absorption is considered, its 
structure would not be expected to correspond exactly to 
the calculated one-phonon density of states for the 
unperturbed crystal lattice, but would be expected to take 
the form of a broadened density of states, intermediate 
between the unperturbed crystal and the amorphous 
material. Not knowing the exact form of this broadened 
density of states is a problem that has been encountered 
frequently in this work. For example, when trying to 
measure the resonant features that lie at minima in the 
acoustic region of the one-phonon density of states, 
absorption by lattice modes has to be subtracted. However, 
because the lattice modes are broadened with increasing 
radiation dose and recover with increasing anneal 
temperature, an accurate estimate of the integrated 
absorption of the resonant modes is very difficult.
If the structure of the absorption by GaAs and GaP in the 
spectral region 20-700cm~l is considered, it can be seen 
that the features observed correlate well with structure 
in the one and two-phonon density of states for these 
mater ials.
Considering the spectral region 20-240cm“  ^ in GaAs, it 
can be seen that the unirradiated material exhibits a peak 
at 162cm“l (see figure 5.1) which corresponds to a high 
density of two-phonon summation modes (see figure 2 .8 ) and
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a peak at 230cm  ^ which corresponds with a peak in the 
one-phonon density of states (see figure 2.5). There is 
also a minima at 215cm  ^ which correlates with a minima in 
the one-phonon density of states. After neutron 
irradiation, figure 5.8 shows that there is a growth of 
two main peaks, one at 60cm~l which corresponds to 
absorption by the transverse acoustic mode and another at 
190cm 1 that corresponds to absorption by the longitudinal 
acoustic mode. After electron irradiation, figure 5.20 
shows that there is a small feature at 190cm~^ but very 
little structure at 60cm~^ and it therefore appears that 
the electron irradiation induces absorption mainly by the 
longitudinal acoustic mode, whereas neutron irradiation 
induces absorption by both longitudinal and transverse 
acoustic modes.
Considering the structure of the absorption by GaP in the 
spectral region 20-310cmT^, it can be seen that the 
unirradiated material exhibits a peak at 2 1 2 cm~^ (see 
figure 5.5) which corresponds to a peak in the two-phonon 
density of states for the summation bands (see figure 
2.9). There are also minima at 274cm~l and 293cm~^ that 
correlate well with the two-phonon density of states for 
the summation bands. After electron irradiation, figure 
5.25 shows that there is only one broad peak induced at 
235cm~l which corresponds to absorption by the 
longitudinal acoustic mode (see figure 2.6). There is no 
induced absorption at about lOOcm"! that would correspond 
to absorption by the transverse acoustic mode. This is 
consistent with the results obtained for electron 
irradiated GaAs. The reason for the difference between the
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induced absorption caused by the two types of irradiation 
is not clear.
The strength of the one-phonon induced absorption in GaAs 
saturates with very high dose of fast neutrons (shown in 
figure 5.9). This can be explained by postulating that at 
high irradiation doses the individual regions of damage, 
caused by the incident neutrons, begin to overlap. No such 
saturation has been observed in the electron irradiated
material (see figure 5.21). It may occur but at much
higher irradiation doses than those used in this work.
The annealing data for both GaAs and GaP shows that the 
induced one-phonon absorption, which is due to the lattice 
strain in the crystals, is reduced with anneal
temperature.
In GaAs irradiated with fast neutrons, the induced
absorption reduces linearly from 150°C to 550°C (see 
figure 5.13). In contrast, the absorption induced by 
electron irradiation in this material reduces sharply at 
150*C and has almost disappeared by 350°C (see figure 
5-23). In electron irradiated GaP there is a similar 
annealing behaviour to electron irradiated GaAs although 
the induced absorption does not start to be removed until 
about 230°C (see figure 5.27). This again shows that 
although electron and neutron irradiations both produce 
strain in the crystal, the defects which cause the strain 
are not the same.
Observations of LVM frequencies and line widths are 
another method of studying lattice strain. LVM line widths 
will be increased and the LVM frequencies shifted by 
lattice strain. The simplest impurity centre for
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observations of these effects is AIq ^ in GaAs. The results 
for the studies on this impurity show that in GaAs 
irradiated with 2MeV electrons, there is a decrease in 
line width between 200°C and 300°C; whereas materials 
irradiated with fast neutrons exhibit an almost linear 
decrease over the range of anneal temperatures presented 
in this work (see figures 5.39 and 5.40). The LVM 
frequency shifts were so small that accurate measurments 
were difficult and hence this method of measuring lattice 
strain was not pursued.
The annealing of the induced one-phonon absorption, as 
well as the LVM due to the Alg^ impurity, provide self 
consistent evidence that there is an anneal stage of
200-300*0 in electron irradiated GaAs and GaP, which 
significantly reduces the lattice strain. The identity of 
the defects that anneal at this temperature and which 
cause this reduction can best be determined by comparison 
with other defects which anneal similarly: these are the
site-switching impurities such as silicon and boron, 
irradiation induced defect-impurity complexes and antisite 
def ects.
Arguments were presented in Chapter 3 that the anneal 
stage of 250-300*0 in GaAs, corresponds to the V^g 
becoming mobile, causing the annihilation of B(l) 
complexes, the reduction of EL2 and the onset of impurity 
site-switching. Similarly in GaP, the Vp becomes mobile at
about 250*0 causing the annihilation of B(l) complexes in
this material. We know of no evidence that other defects 
become mobile at this temperature and hence it can be 
argued that this may be the dominant defect responsible
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for relaxation of the lattice strain, as a result of 
annihilation with the simple point defects created by 
electron irradiation. This simple analysis would not be 
appropriate in neutron irradiated material due to the 
complex nature of the defects.
6.2 INTRINSIC DEFECTS IN GaAs
The lattice damage is composed of many simple point 
defects and their complexes. These defects will in general 
have an oscillating dipole moment associated with them and 
hence there is a possibility of observing resonant, gap 
and local modes from them.
Features at 45cm” ,^ 119cm~^ and 328cm“  ^ have been
observed in all GaAs samples irradiated with a sufficient 
dose of fast neutrons. In view of the fact that the 
samples contain different impurities with such large 
variations of impurity concentration, the possibility that 
impurities are involved in these defects has been 
discounted. The fact that the line strengths and positions 
of the features were independent of the amount and type of 
dopant, shows that the defects responsible for these 
features are likely to be independent of the fermi level 
position, and hence insensitive to changes in the charge 
state. Further, it is unlikely that these features are the 
result of induced intrinsic lattice absorption since a) 
there is no peak in the one or two-phonon density of 
states at these frequencies and b) these modes have the 
appearance of (quasi-) localised modes.
In order to attempt to identify the nature of the defects 
giving rise to the modes at 45cm 119cm  ^ and 328cm ^, a
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comparison has been made between the annealing and dose 
characteristics of these defects and a) irradiation 
induced impurity complexes and b) EPR data on antisites.
It can be seen from the annealing characteristics 
(figures 5.15 and 5.16) and dose dependence (figures 5.17 
and 5.18) of the features at 45cm"l and 119cm“l, that 
these modes originate from different defects and hence 
must be considered separately. In view of the large errors 
involved in measuring these features at low anneal 
temperatures, it is possible that the features at 4 5 cm“l 
and 119cm~l are present in the as-irradiated samples, but 
are masked by strong intrinsic lattice absorption. This 
must be remembered when comparing the annealing behaviour 
of these defects with that of other defects induced by 
irradiation damage.
The dependence of the feature at 45cm“l on neutron 
irradiation dose has an interesting form (see figure 
5.17). The strength of this feature peaks at a dose of 
8xlol8nOcm"2, above which it decreases. This would point 
towards the defect responsible for this feature being 
present in the tail regions of the individual neutron 
damage areas, which begin to overlap at high neutron 
irradiation doses. At very high irradiation doses the 
total volume of these tail regions will be reduced as the 
number of damage regions increases, resulting in the 
reducion of the number of these defects in the crystal. 
The feature at 119cm'l does not reach saturation after a 
high dose of neutrons and therefore the defect responsible 
for this may be contained in the core damage regions.
When the annealing curves for the features at 45cm~i and
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119cm ^ were compared with the annealing curves of the 
Asoa antisite induced by neutron irradiation (detected by 
EPR) (shown in figure 3.15) and the silicon and boron 
impurity antisites (shown in figures 3 .3 , 3 . 6  and 3 .8 ), it 
was thought that the defects responsible may be antisite 
defects. Indeed, the annealing curves of all these 
features are very similar and figure 6 . 1  shows the 
similarity of annealing behaviour between the B^s, Si^s 
and the defect causing the feature at 119cm~l.
Figure 3.16 shows that the dose dependence of the AsQa 
antisite defect exhibits a saturation effect but at a much 
lower dose of neutrons than the feature at 4 5 cm~^. 
However, there were similarities and it was initially 
thought that this feature may be the Asg^ antisite and the 
feature at 119cm~J- the Ga^s antisite, since it annealed in 
a similar manner to the B^g and Si^g defects.
The data on the feature at 328cm~^ is more sketchy due to 
large intrinsic lattice absorption and it is therefore 
difficult to make any assignment. However, it is 
interesting to note that van Vechten (1975) has predicted 
a stable anti-structure pair in III-V compounds that would 
produce three local modes in GaP (two gap modes and one 
local mode). The feature at 328cm~l may well correspond to 
a mode from the equivalent structure in GaAs, although 
there is little evidence to support this.
If our assignment of these three features is correct, 
then since they are simple point defects and not large 
complexes, it would be expected that they should also be 
produced by electron irradiation since EPR measurements on 
the AsGa antisite show that this defect is produced by
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Figure 6.1 The similarity between the annealing behaviour 
of SIa s iri neutron irradiated GaAs (reported by
Maguire et al 1985 and 1986) and the feature at 119cm“^ in 
GaAs irradiated with a dose of 1 0 .SxlO^^cnT^ fast neutrons 
(from this work).
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both neutron and electron irradiation. Electron 
irradiation studies were performed after the neutron 
irradiation work and it has cast doubts over our previous 
assignments. GaAs irradiated with 2MeV electrons only 
exhibited a very broad feature at 4 5 cm~^ and its dose 
dependence and annealing behaviour did not correlate well 
with the feature at the same frequency in the neutron 
irradiated material. The dose dependence of this feature 
did not exhibit a saturation effect, which was not 
unexpected for the range of doses studied, since the 
nature of electron irradiation is such that it produces 
less defects per incident particle than neutron 
irradiation. However, the annealing curve for the feature 
at 45cm~^ is very different in the electron irradiated 
material. The feature at 45cm“l is present and very strong 
in unannealed electron irradiated material and is removed 
by the 400°C anneal stage. As mentioned previously, the 
feature at 45cm“^ in neutron irradiated material, may be 
present prior to annealing. The annealing curves for this 
feature in electron and neutron irradiated materials, may 
not be too dissimilar. However, the case for assigning the 
feature at 45cm'i to the same defect in the two types of 
irradiated materials is not strong. The line width of the 
feature in electron irradiated material is at least four 
times that in neutron irradiated material. This difference 
cannot be explained as an increase in line strength, since 
the width at half height of a line does not increase with 
line strength. Hence, even if it is postulated that the 
annealing curves and dose dependence may show 
similarities, this difference in line width shows clearly
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that either more than one defect is involved in the
production of the feature in electron irradiated material 
or the defects responsible for the feature at 4 5 cm~^ in
both types of material are not related.
It is possible that the dose of electrons received by the 
samples was insufficient for the production of the feature 
at 119cm 1. To test this hypothesis, a sample irradiated
to a dose of 7xl0^^e“cm~^ (15 years previously) was
measured. The features at 119cm“^ or 328cm“l were not
observed when the sample was annealed, from which it can 
be concluded that it is unlikely that these features are 
produced by electron irradiation. If the sample did
contain damage corresponding to its initial irradiation 
dose, then the features at 119cm~l and 328cm“^ are more
likely to result from defect complexes than from point 
defects. Care must be taken in relying on the results for 
this sample, since during the 15 years since it had
received this high dose of electron irradiation, it may 
have undergone self-annealing. We were unable to quantify 
this effect since no new samples with such a high dose of 
electrons were available to us.
The assumption that the defects giving rise to the
features at 119cm~l and 328cm“l are complexes, is
consistent with the earlier observation that the defects
responsible for the feature at 119cm~^ were contained in
the core regions of damage created by fast neutron 
irradiations. In these regions the crystal is melted and 
rapidly recrystallized from the outside, trapping many 
complexes of intrinsic point defects.
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6.3 INTRINSIC DEFECTS IN GaP
It was thought that an analogous study of irradiated GaP 
might help identify these defects since intrinsic defects 
had already been studied in this material. Neutron 
irradiation studies of GaP were not possible since neutron 
irradiated GaP is radio-active with a long half-life. The 
studies were therefore restricted to electron irradiated 
material. Only a restricted range of material was 
available for this work, since there are few industrial 
companies growing GaP and in general the quality of the
crystals is inferior to that of GaAs, both as regards 
crystal strain and inadvertant doping. GaP material with a 
high impurity content of suitable thickness was not 
available for studies of the effect of irradiation on
impurities in parallel with those on GaAs.
After electron irradiation of a sample of the purest GaP 
material available to us, in addition to the one-phonon 
absorption already mentioned, four gap mode features and a 
feature at 149cm~^ (attributed to a resonant mode) were 
observed (see figure 5.25).
If the frequency ratio of the feature at 119cm“l in GaAs 
and 149cmrl in GaP is compared to the frequency ratio of 
the Bga resonant mode in these two materials, table 6 . 1  
shows that there is a remarkably similarity. This would 
suggest that they are analogous features. However, the 
feature at 149cm“l in GaP is produced by electron 
irradiation while the feature at 119cm“l in GaAs is only 
pj;-oduced by neutron irradiation. In addition, the
annealing curves for the strengths of the features at 
119cm~l in GaAs and 149cm~l in GaP are different (see
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Defect
Resonant mode frequency 
w (cm"l) Rat io 
cj(GaP):w(GaAs )GaAs
125
GaP
BGa 
Intr ins ic
158 1.25
119 149 1.25
Table 6 . 1 The similarity in the frequency ratios between 
the resonant mode of the impurity and the features at
119cm“l and 149cm"^ in GaAs and GaP respectively.
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figure 5.15 and 5.30). Hence, the similarity in frequency 
ratios would appear to be a coincidence. The annealing 
curve of the strength of the feature at 149cm“l (see 
figure 5.30) is very different to the annealing curve of 
the gap mode features (see figure 5.28 and 5.29) and the 
one-phonon absorption (see figure 5.27). The strength of 
the feature 149cm"^ appears to anneal linearly over a wide 
temperature range. This would suggest that the defect 
responsible for this mode is not a simple point defect. 
However, in view of the poor signal to noise ratio of the 
data available for this feature, further discussions on 
its possible origins would be unproductive.
The intrinsic gap mode and local mode features which have 
been observed previously in irradiated GaP and have been 
predicted theoretically by van Vechten (1975). He 
predicted that anti-structure pairs would give rise to 
modes in GaP and not GaAs due to the mass difference 
between the P and Ga atoms being greater than that between 
As and Ga atoms.
The lines at 294cm"^ and 298cm"l (originally called P(l) 
lines in the work by Thompson and Newman (1971) because it 
was thought that a P atom was involved) were observed to 
be very strong and have similar line strengths, whereas 
the line strengths of the lower frequency lines at 279cm"i 
and 287.5cm"l were much smaller. The defects that give 
rise to the features at 294cm"^ and 298cm"i have been 
labelled intrinsic because their line strengths were 
larger than lines from any impurity LVM present. This was 
also true in previous work when they were observed in 
samples with varied impurity concentrations (Thompson et
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ai (1973), Gledhill et al (1981a) and Woodhead and Newman 
(1982)). The defects that give rise to the features at 
279cm ^ and 287.5cm“l have been labelled intrinsic by 
comparing their annealing behaviour to that of the lines 
at 294cm ^ and 298cm“^. The strengths of the lines at 
287.5cm  ^ and 298cm"l are both reduced at a similar anneal 
temperature (400-500°C). The same is true for the lines at 
279cm  ^ and 294cm~^ (200-300°C). The anneal temperature of 
200-300*C corresponds to the temperature at which the Vp 
becomes mobile (by comparison with the destruction of the 
B(l) complex). The defect that gives rise to these two gap 
modes at 279cm“^ and 294cm“l, is likely therefore to be a 
defect involving a P atom, either in a Pj^  configuration or 
as a Pca ‘ The label P(i) which was found to be 
inappropriate for both the lines at 294cm"^ and 298cm"^, 
would be a more suitable label for these lines. The 
annealing of the strength of the lines at 287.5cm"l and 
298cm"l at 4Q0-500®C corresponds to the temperature at 
which the Vq ^ becomes mobile (by comparison with the 
switching of the B(2) to Bga)• This would therefore 
suggest that the defect responsible for these modes 
involves a Ga^ or a Ga^s and the defect can therefore be 
labelled Ga(l), which will be justified later.
The lines at 287.5cm"^ and 294cm"l appear to be partially 
resolved doublets. In view of their large line widths, the 
possibility that the other lines at 279cm“  ^ and 298cm"l 
have unresolved structure cannot be ruled out. If the 
lines at 287.5cm"i and 298cm"l involve a Ga atom then 
there should be two modes of vibration corresponding to 
the two Ga isotopes. The splitting is expected to be even
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smaller than the splitting of the gap mode, since the
ratio of ’7lGa:B9Q^ is smaller than H b :10b . This would 
appear to be consistent with the widths of these lines.
Unfortunately, as mentioned previously, it was not 
possible to compare the annealing of the intrinsic 
irradiation induced LVM lines above the Reststrahlen 
region, due to strong lattice absorption and absorption by 
the bolometer window material. However, it has previously 
been reported by Thompson et al (1973) that the lines they 
observed at 419cm"l and 424cm"l (which they labelled Ga(l) 
lines), annealed at 250°C. This is a similar temperature 
to the lines at 279cm"l and 294cm~l. The model put forward 
for the Ga(l) lines by Woodhead and Newman (1982) was 
either a Gap antisite or the [Gaj-Pi] di-interstitial. 
This agrees with the structure put forward for the gap 
mode lines that have been labelled Ga(l) in this work and 
these lines may therefore arise from the same defect.
There have been no assignment of any of these gap modes 
to the anti-structure defects predicted by van Vechten 
(1975). This is because the expected annealing behaviour 
of these anti-structure defects is not expected to fit the 
annealing behaviour of the gap mode features observed in 
this work.
It is apparent from this work, that the study of GaP has 
not significantly aided the identification of the 
irradiation induced features in GaAs, but is worthy of 
further study in its own right. There is however a 
correlation between the one-phonon absorption induced by 
electron irradiations in the two materials, but otherwise 
relationships between features, if present, are not
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obvious.
6 -A THE EFFECT OF NEUTRON IRRADIATION ON THE CARBON
IMPURITY IN GaAs
After a high dose of neutrons, the C^s LVM is extremely 
difficult to measure because it is diffuse and lies in a 
region of two-phonon lattice absorption. However, at lower 
doses, figure 5.34 shows that the fine structure is 
significantly changed. This change cannot be explained 
solely in terms of a broadening of the structure seen in 
the unirradiated material (see figure 3 .9 ), since there is 
a large central peak at 582.6cm~^.
A change in the C^s line shape with an increasing dose of 
electron irradiation has been reported by Shanabrook et al 
(1984). They attributed this to movement of the fermi 
level, causing a variation in the number of C^s defects in 
the single negative charge state and not to defects 
induced by the irradiation reacting with the carbon 
acceptor. They claimed that the C^s LVM was made up of two 
components, one from the negative charge state and one 
from the neutral charge state and hence a shift in fermi 
level position would cause a variation in the contribution 
of each of these to the total line shape.
The G As LVM in neutron irradiated material (shown in 
figure 5.34) is broadened. The line width A=0.74cm"i as 
opposed to A=0.65cm"l in the unirradiated material (from 
figure 3.9). Because of this, the fine structure that 
Shanabrook et al reported, if present, will obviously be 
broaden out. Therefore, the two central peaks at 
582.575cm“  ^ and 582.678cm"l reported by Shanabrook et al.
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may be the origin of the peak at 582.6cm~l observed in 
this work. However, we are unable to investigate this 
effect in more detail because of the limited material 
available to us.
As well as the change in the C^g LVM line shape, modes 
arising from defects labelled C(l) are created by the 
irradiation. These modes have previously been reported by 
Thompson et al (1973). We have confirmed the results of 
the previous workers which showed that these defects 
contain only one carbon atom, since the combined line 
strength of the C^g and C(l) LVM's remains constant. The 
model put forward for this defect by Newman and Woodhead 
(1984) was of a C^g trapping an As^. This may appear at 
first sight to be similar to the B(l) centre, however, 
there are two important differences. The boron atom is 
surrounded by As atoms whereas the carbon atom is 
surrounded by Ga atoms. Also, the interstitial complexes 
have different symmetry, as deduced from the number of 
modes observed. If the fine structure of these modes is 
studied, it can be seen that the line at 506cm~^ is a 
doublet, whilst the line at 577.5cm~l is a multiplet. The 
model proposed for the C(l) centre is shown in figure 6.2, 
in which the C atom and the As ^ lie along the line of the 
C-Ga bond. (The displaced C atom and the As i could be 
interchanged without changing the symmetry, but the 
configuration shown is thought to be more likely.) The 
doublet at 606cm“l results from the vibration of the 
carbon atom along the bond line (longitudinal mode), the 
increase in frequency being consistent with a decrease in 
bond length. The doublet arises from the two possibilities
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Ga
Ga
Ga
Ga
Figure 6.2 The model for the C(l) centre. The dashed line 
shows the bonding of the C^s-
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for the mass of the adjacent Ga atom. The strengths of the 
components of this doublet are (within experimental error) 
in the ratio of the isotopic abundances of Ga 
(^^Ga;^^Ga=l.5) , with the more abundant light atom giving 
rise to the higher frequency component of the doublet. The 
other modes of vibration (transverse) of this centre would 
involve displacements towards and away from the three Ga 
nearest-neighbours which will give rise to line structure 
due to the isotopic distribution of the Ga atoms. The 
decrease in frequency of this mode (577.5cm~^) compared to 
the C^s mode (583cm~-^) is expected due to the increase in 
the length of the C-Ga bonds.
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CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSIONS
As was expected, the results of this work show that there 
are fundamental differences between the defects created by 
electron and neutron irradiation. The defects created by 
electron irradiation are simple point defects and the main 
bulk of the defects that cause lattice strain are removed 
in both GaAs and GaP at anneal temperatures of between 
200°C and 300*C. It is proposed that the defects which 
become mobile at this temperature are or V p , but there
is no clear mechanism for the process. There is no such 
annealing stage for the defect clusters created by neutron 
irradiation, since many species of intrinsic point defects 
will be involved.
This work has shown that the simple point defects created 
by electron irradiation cause the induction of IR 
absorption by the LA phonon only, whereas the complexes 
formed by neutron irradiation induces absorption by both 
the and TA phonons. The reasons why only complex
defects induce absorption by the TA phonon is not 
understood.
In addition to the induced one-phonon absorption, this 
work has shown that electron and neutron irradiation of 
GaAs and GaP causes the induction of absorption by modes 
of vibration of intrinsic defects, many of which have not 
been observed previously. The strengths of these features 
depends strongly on the anneal temperature.
In GaAs, features at 119cm“^ and 328cm"l have only been 
observed in neutron irradiated material and the defects
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responsible for these modes have therefore been assigned 
to complexes. A feature at 45cm~^ has been observed in 
both electron and neutron irradiated GaAs, but the 
annealing behaviour, dose dependence and line width of the 
feature in the two types of material cannot be correlated. 
Hence, either two separate defects are responsible for the 
features in the two materials, or in the electron 
irradiated GaAs there are two defects responsible for this 
feature, only one of which correlates to the same defect 
in the neutron irradiated material.
Although the behaviour of the defects in GaAs with anneal 
temperature and irradiation dose is fairly well 
characterised, a more specific assignment of the defects 
responsible for the modes observed is not possible.
In GaP a resonant mode at 149cm~^ and four gap mode lines 
have been observed due to intrinsic defects. Of these four 
gap mode lines, only two of lines at 294cm“^ and 298cm“^ 
have previously been reported. The lines at 279cm~^ and 
294cm“^ have been labelled P(l) lines since it is thought 
that the defect responsible for these lines involves a P 
atom, whereas the lines at 287.5cm"^ and 298cm"l have been 
labelled Ga(l) lines since it is thought that the centre 
responsible for these lines involves a Ga atom.
Since only one GaP sample irradiated with electrons was 
studied, far more work needs to be done to characterise 
the behaviour of the defects reported in this work.
Finally, a model for the carbon impurity complex C(l), 
induced by neutron irradiation, has been proposed in this 
work. It consists of a bonded As and C atom sharing an As 
lattice site. This di-atom is aligned along the [111]
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direction, giving the centre trigonal symmetry, which 
accounts for the modes observed.
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FURTHER WORK
To have a chance of assigning defects to the features at 
45cm 119cm~^ and 328cm"^ in irradiated GaAs, isochronal 
annealing studies will need to be performed to enable the 
calculation of the activation energy of these defects. 
However, this would require the irradiation of samples 
with fast neutrons and reactor facilities are no longer 
readily available. Also the study of a sample irradiated 
to a high dose (>10^^cm~^) of electrons, would be 
necessary to ensure that the assumptions made that defects 
responsible for the features at 119cm~l and 328cm“l are 
not produced by electron irradiation and that absorption 
by the TA phonon is not induced by electron irradiation, 
are correct.
Irradiation damage in elemental semi-conductors that have 
a similar structure to GaAs, such as diamond, germanium 
and silicon, should be studied to see if these materials 
exhibit a difference in induced one-phonon structure in 
electron and neutron irradiated material. The study of 
these materials would be simpler, since only two types of 
intrinsic point defects are possible.
We know of no comprehensive calculations for the modes of 
vibration of intrinsic defects in III-V compounds which 
could resolve the ambiguity of any assignments of defects 
in GaAs.
The work on GaP in this thesis needs to be extended. In 
order to characterise the defects, material irradiated 
with a range of doses of electrons needs to be studied. 
Simultaneous measurements of local, gap and resonant modes
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are required to determine whether for instance, the Ga(l) 
lines reported in this work, are the gap modes 
corresponding to the defects responsible for the LVM's 
labelled Ga(l) lines by Thompson et al (1973) and whether 
all the modes reported here, specifically the resonant 
mode at 149cm“^, are intrinsic in origin.
For the work presented in this thesis on the C(l) modes 
in GaAs, a model has been presented but calculations of 
the frequencies of the modes of vibration of this centre 
have not yet been performed. In addition, observation of 
unexplained structure on the C^s LVM after neutron 
irradiation shows that there is more than just a 
broadening effect, due to lattice strain, affecting this 
mode. This needs to be invesigated further.
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ABSTRACT
GaAs h a s  b e e n  s u b je c te d  t o  f a s t  n e u t r o n  i r r a d i a t i o n s  t o  d o s e s  up  t o
2 X 1 0 ^ ^  cm“ ^ and  s u b s e q u e n t  a n n e a ls  u p  t o  5 5 0 °C . I n f r a r e d  s p e c t r a
(2 0  -  TOO c m 'M  m e a s u re d  a t  20K show a b s o r p t io n  w h ic h  i s  s i m i l a r  i n
s t r u c t u r e  t o  t h e  o n e -p h o n o n  d e n s i t y  o f  s t a t e s  and  i s  re m o ve d  b y  a n n e a l in g .
R e s o n a n c e s  a t  cm“  ^ a n d  1 19  cm~* e m erg e  d u r in g  t h e  a n n e a l in g  a nd  a r e
a s c r ib e d  t o  d i f f e r e n t  i n t r i n s i c  d e f e c t  c e n t r e s .  C o m p a r is o n s  w i t h  S i  and
B s i t e  s w i t c h in g  i n d i c a t e  t h a t  t h e  1 19  cm~^ f e a t u r e  c o u ld  b e  d ue  t o  th e
G a, a n t i s i t e  d e f e c t .
As
1 )  INTRODUCTION
When s e m ic o n d u c to r  c r y s t a l s  a r e  i r r a d i a t e d  w i t h  f a s t  n e u t r o n s  c o n s id e r a b le  
l a t t i c e  d is o r d e r  r e s u l t s  l e a d in g  t o  o n e -p h o n o n  a b s o r p t io n  i n  t h e  s p e c t r a l  r e g io n  
u p  t o  t h e  m axim um  l a t t i c e  f r e q u e n c y .  T h e  in d u c e d  a b s o r p t io n  i s  d u e  t o  t h e  
b re a k d o w n  o f  t r a n s l a t i o n a l  s y m m e try  a nd  t h e  c o n s e q u e n t r e l a x a t i o n  o f  t h e  
s e le c t i o n  r u le s  r e l a t i n g  t o  c o n s e r v a t io n  o f  w ave  v e c t o r .  S uch  o b s e r v a t io n s  
h a v e  b e e n  made f o r  d ia m o n d  a n d  s i l i c o n  b y  s e v e r a l  w o r k e r s  C l , 2 ,3 1  f o r  GaP [ L I  
and GaAs [ $ ] .  I n  g e n e r a l  t h e  in d u c e d  a b s o r p t io n  s p e c t ru m  i s  e x p e c te d  t o  h a v e  
f e a t u r e s  i n  canm on w i t h  t h e  o n e  p h o n o n  d e n s i t y  o f  s t a t e s  ( f i g u r e  l ) .  I n  
a d d i t i o n  t o  t h e  c o n t in u u m ,  r e l a t i v e l y  s h a r p  a b s o r p t io n  l i n e s  ca n  a r i s e  fro m  
s p e c i f i c  d e f e c t s  h a v in g  n a t u r a l  f r e q u e n c ie s  o f  v i b r a t i o n  i n  r e g io n s  w h e re  th e  
d e n s i t y  o f  s t a t e s  i s  lo w  C61. E x a m p le s  o f  s u c h  re s o n a n c e s  a r e  fo u n d  f o r  B 
im p u r i t y  i n  GaAs a t  1 25  cm~^ C ? ] ,  B i n  GaP a t  1 58  cm“  ^ C83, B i n  S i  ^
a t  227 c m 'l  C9 I ,  P i n  S i  a t  U U l cm-1 ^  [ 9 , 1 0 3  a nd  As i n  S i  a t  366 cm“  ^ [ 9 3 .  
N e u tro n  r a d i a t i o n  o f  GaAs i s  kn ow n  t o  g e n e r a te  As d e f e c t s  as r e v e a le d  b y  EPR 
[1 1 ,1 2 3  and  i t  i s  p o s s ib le  t h a t  g a l l i u m  a n t i s i t e  d e f e c t s  a r e  a ls o  p r o d u c e d ,  
a l t h o u g h  t h e y  a r e  n o t  r e v e a le d  b y  EPR o r  b y  a n y  o t h e r  t e c h n iq u e .  S uch  a n t i s i t e  
d e f e c t s  w i l l  r e s e m b le  i m p u r i t y  c e n t r e s  f o r  w h ic h  t h e r e  i s  no  s i g n i f i c a n t  m ass 
ch a n g e  b u t  f o r  w h ic h  t h e  b o n d in g  i s  m o d i f i e d .  I t  i s  f e a s ib l e  t h a t  s u c h  d e f e c t s  
c o u ld  g iv e  r i s e  t o  re s o n a n c e s  i n  t h e  same w ay a s  P i n  S i .
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FIGURE 1 . The  IR  a b s o r p t io n  s p e c t ru m  
o f  p u re  u n i r r a d ia t e d  GaAs — ( S o l i d  l i n e ) .  
The o n e -p h o n o n  d e n s i t y  o f  s t a t e s  
ta k e n  fro m  C l8 ]  -  ( h is t o g r a m ) .
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FIGURE 2 . O n e -p h o n o n  a b s o r p t io n  
in d u c e d  b y  f a s t  n e u t r o n s  i n  G aA s. 
N um bers  i n d i c a t e  d o s e  i n  u n i t s  o f
10 .-2 ( R e s o lu t io n  cm  ^ ) .
I n  t h i s  p a p e r  we p r e s e n t  c o m p re h e n s iv e  d a t a  f o r  o n e -p h o n o n  a b s o r p t io n  
i n  GaAs i r r a d i a t e d  w i t h  v a r io u s  d o s e s  o f  f a s t  n e u t r o n s  a nd  s u b s e q u e n t ly  a n n e a le d  
i n  30°C  s ta g e s  u p  t o  5 5 0 °C . I t  w i l l  b e  show n t h a t  re s o n a n c e s ,  as d is c u s s e d  
a b o v e , a r e  in d e e d  p r o d u c e d .  Th e  d e t a i l s  o f  t h e  d o s e  d e p e n d e n c e s  a nd  a n n e a l in g  
b e h a v io u r  o f  t h e s e  f e a t u r e s  a r e  d is c u s s e d  i n  r e l a t i o n  t o  p r e v io u s  m e a s u re m e n ts  
o f  t h e  dam age p r o c e s s ,  d e r iv e d  f ro m  t h e  o b s e r v a t io n s  o f  l o c a l i s e d  v i b r a t i o n a l  
mode ( LVM) a b s o r p t io n  fr o m  S i  and B i m p u r i t i e s  C l 3 , l L ]  a n d  EPR [ 1 5 ]  m e a s u re m e n ts .
2 )  EXPERIMENTAL D ETAILS
A l l  t h e  s p e c im e n s  u s e d  i n  t h i s  s tu d y  w e re  s l i c e s  o f  GaAs a p p r o x im a t e ly  
2 mm t h i c k  c u t  f r o m  o ne  o f  f i v e  i n g o t s .  One i n g o t  (G A 5 5 T ) w as g ro w n  b y  t h e  
h o r i z o n t a l  B r id g m a n  te c h n iq u e  i n  w h ic h  t h e  o n ly  i m p u r i t y  p r e s e n t  i n  a  c o n c e n ­
t r a t i o n  i n  e x c e s s  o f  10^®  cm~^ was S i  w h ic h  h a d  a  c o n c e n t r a t i o n  o f  2 % 10 ^® cm“  ^
m a k in g  i t  s t r o n g ly  n - t y p e .  S l i c e s  f r o m  f o u r  LEG c r y s t a l s  w e re  a ls o  e x a m in e d ; 
o f  th e s e  t h e  f i r s t  (A 3 2 6 )  w as u n d o p e d  a n d  s e m i - i n s u l a t i n g ,  t h e  s e c o n d  (A 9 ^ 9 )  
and  t h i r d  (S B 1 1 5 ) C l6 ]  w e re  d o p e d  w i t h  s i l i c o n  a n d  w e re  n - t y p e  w i t h  c a r r i e r  
c o n c e n t r a t io n s  o f  5 *  1 0 ^ ^  cm ^ a n d  2 x 10^® cm ® r e s p e c t i v e l y .  A n a ly s i s  
show ed  t h a t  s a m p le s  c u t  f r o m  th e s e  in g o t s  c o n t a in e d  E as  a n  i n a d v e r t e n t  
c o n ta m in a n t  i n  a p p r o x im a t e ly  t h e  same c o n c e n t r a t i o n  a s  t h e  S i .  Th e  r e m a in in g  
LEG c r y s t a l  ( G T l)  c o n t a in e d  A 1 a n d  B i n  c o n c e n t r a t i o n s  o f  3 . 6  x lo ^ ?  cm~^ 
and  1 .2  X 10 ^® cm“ ® r e s p e c t i v e l y  a nd  w as p - t y p e  w i t h  a  c a r r i e r  c o n c e n t r a t i o n  
o f  IQ l®  c m -3 .
S a m p le s  fro m  e a c h  c r y s t a l  w e re  i r r a d i a t e d  w i t h  f a s t  n e u t r o n s  i n  t h e  H e r a ld  
r e a c t o r  a t  AWRE ( A ld e r m a s to n )  t o  d o s e s  b e tw e e n  3 .0  x 1 0 ^ ^  a n d  1 .8  x 10^®  n °  cm"^ 
a t  a  f l u x  o f  5 *  10^2 n °  cm“ ^ s “  ^ a nd  a  t e m p e r a t u r e  o f  kO °G . The  i r r a d i a t e d  
m a t e r ia l  was s t o r e d  t o  a l l o w  r e s id u a l  r a d i o a c t i v i t y  t o  d e c a y  and  th e n  e tc h e d  t o  
re m ove  s u r f a c e  c o n t a m in a t io n .
Th e  s a m p le s  w e re  a n n e a le d  i s o c h r o n a l l y  f o r  20  m in u te s  i n  30°G  s ta g e s  i n  a 
s ta n d a r d  fu r n a c e  w i t h  t h e  s a m p le s  i n  s i l i c a  tu b e s  a nd  t h e  i n f r a r e d  a b s o r p t io n  
s p e c t r a  o f  t h e  s a m p le s  re m e a s u re d  a t  e a c h  s t a g e .  S p e c t r a  w e re  r e c o r d e d  i n  
th e  ra n g e  20 t o  7 00  cm "^ u s in g  e i t h e r  a  h i g h l y  m o d i f i e d  G ru b b -P a rs o n s /N P L  
c u b e - in t e r f e r o m e t e r  o r  a  B r u k e r  113V F T IR  s p e c t r o m e t e r .  T h e  B r u k e r  in s t r u m e n t  
i s  c a p a b le  o f  m uch h ig h e r  r e s o l u t i o n  m e a s u re m e n ts  ( 0 .0 3  c m ~ ^ ) th a n  t h e  cu b e
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i n t e r f e r o m e t e r  ( 0 . 5  cra~M  b u t  s in c e  t h e  s p e c t r a  p r e s e n te d  h e r e  w e re  m e a s u re d  a t  
r e s o lu t i o n s  1 cm~^ s i m i l a r  r e s u l t s  w e re  o b ta in e d  on  b o t h  i n s t r u m e n t s . A 
l i q u i d  He c o o le d  G e -b o lo m e te r  w as u s e d  as  d e t e c t o r  w i t h  t h e  s a m p le s  m o u n te d  
e i t h e r  on  a w h e e l d i r e c t l y  i n  f r o n t  o f  t h e  d e t e c t i n g  e le m e n t w h e re  t h e y  w o u ld  
h a v e  b e e n  a t  a te m p e r a tu r e  c lo s e  t o  20K  o r  o n  a  c o ld  f i n g e r  c r y o s t a t  i n  t h e  
s a m p le  ch a m b e r f o r  m e a s u re m e n ts  a t  l i q u i d  n i t r o g e n  te m p e r a t u r e  o r  ro om  
te m p e r a tu r e .
I t  i s  im p o r t a n t  t o  s t r e s s  t h a t  t h e  s a m p le s  u s e d  i n  t h i s  i n v e s t i g a t i o n  w e re  
s l i c e s  im m e d ia te ly  a d ja c e n t  t o  th o s e  u s e d  i n  o u r  p r e v io u s  LVM a n d  EPR 
in v e s t i g a t i o n s  a nd  t h e y  w e re  i r r a d i a t e d  i n  common b a tc h e s  C l3 ,  1 ^ ,  1 5 3 .
3 ) RESULTS
Th e  F T IR  s p e c t r a  show  t h a t  t h e  in d u c e d  a b s o r p t io n  in c r e a s e s  m o n o t o n ic a l l y  
w i t h  i n c r e a s in g  r a d i a t i o n  d o s e  ( f i g u r e s  2 ,  3 )  a n d  d o e s  in d e e d  show  m any 
f e a t u r e s  r e la t e d  t o  th e  d e n s i t y  o f  s t a t e s  p a r t i c u l a r l y  i n  t h e  a c o u s t ic  r e g io n  
( f i g u r e  1 ) .
E
§
I
R « d m t « n  d o # #  I r P c m '* )
FIGURE 3 . S t r e n g th  o f  t h e  o n e -p h o n o n  
a b s o r p t io n  a t  100 cm"^ v e r s u s  d o s e  
o f  f a s t  n e u t r o n s .  I t  i s  assum ed  
t h a t  t h e  a b s o r p t io n  a t  t h i s  
f r e q u e n c y  i s  p r o p o r t i o n a l  t o  th e  
t o t a l  dam age i n  t h e  s a m p le .
W#v#nwm6#f (on**)
FIGURE U. T h e  s p e c t r a  o f  n e u t r o n  
i r r a d i a t e d  a n d  a n n e a le d  G aA s. 
F ig u r e s  i n d i c a t e  t h e  a n n e a l 
te m p e r a tu r e s  ( i n s t r u m e n t a l  
r e s o l u t i o n  U cm“ M .
The  s a t u r a t i o n  b e h a v io u r  ( f i g u r e  3 )  i s  s i m i l a r  t o  s a t u r a t i o n  e f f e c t s  o b s e rv e d  
f o r  t h e  s i n g l e t  EPR s p e c t ru m  [ 15]  a nd  i s  i n t e r p r e t e d  as  b e in g  d u e  t o  t h e  
p r o g r e s s iv e  o v e r la p  o f  h ig h l y  d is o r d e r e d  r e g io n s  o f  c r y s t a l  a t  t h e  s i t e s  o f  
p r im a r y  c o l l i s i o n s  w h e re  a b o u t  a  th o u s a n d  a to m s  w i l l  b e  d is p la c e d .  T o  w i t h i n  
e x p e r im e n t a l  a c c u r a c y  a l l  t h e  m e a s u re d  s p e c t r a  (2 0 - 3 0 0  c m " ^ ) a r e  in d e p e n d e n t  o f  
d o p a n ts  p r e s e n t  i n  t h e  s a m p le s .  E x c e p t io n s  w e re  B d o p e d  s a m p le s  w h ic h  show ed
T h e  s t r e n g t h  o f  t h i s  f e a t u r e  h as  p r e v io u s lya  Bp re s o n a n c e  a t  125  cm ^ C T3.
b e e n * c o r r e la t e d  w i t h  t h e  s t r e n g t h  o f  t h e  LVM l i n e s  o f  B a to m s  o n  Ga l a t t i c e  
s i t e s .
Ik, 16 ]
S a m p le s  w i t h  A l ,  B a nd  S i  sh ow e d  LVM l i n e s  a s  r e p o r t e d  e ls e w h e r e  C l3 ,
Th e  p r e s e n t  s t im p le s  w e re  th e n  a n n e a le d  i s o c h r o n a l l y  a n d  t h e  dam age w as 
p r o g r e s s i v e l y  re m o ve d  as show n b y  t h e  m o n o to n ie  d e c re a s e  o f  t h e  s t r e n g t h  o f  t h e  
in d u c e d  a b s o r p t io n  a t  1 00  cm  ^ ( f i g u r e s  U , 5 ) .  A f t e r  a  f i n a l  a n n e a l a t  550°C  
t h e  dam age i s  c o m p le te ly  re m o v e d  a c c o r d in g  t o  t h i s  c r i t e r i o n  ( f i g u r e  5 ) .
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I n  n - t y p e  s a m p le s  d o p e d  w i t h  S i  t h e r e  was a  r e t u r n  o f  f r e e  c a r r i e r  a b s o r p t io n  a t  
t h i s  s ta g e  a nd  t h e  w id t h  a n d  p o s i t i o n  o f  LVM l i n e s  w e re  r e s t o r e d  t o  t h e  v a lu e s  
fo u n d  i n  s a m p le s  c o m p e n s a te d  b y  m in im a l  d o s e s  o f  2MeV e le c t r o n  i r r a d i a t i o n  [ $ ] .
A c l o s e r  e x a m in a t io n  o f  f i g u r e  U show s t h a t  a d d i t i o n a l ,  f e a t u r e s  a r e  f i r s t  
g e n e r a te d  b y  t h e  a n n e a l in g  p r o c e s s  o n ly  t o  b e  re m o v e d  b y  t h e  h ig h  te m p e r a tu r e  
a n n e a ls . The  f r e q u e n c ie s  a t  w h ic h  t h e y  o c c u r ,  U5 cra~^ a n d  I I 9 cm“  ^ , 
c o r r e s p o n d  t o  r e g io n s  w h e re  t h e  o n e -p h o n o n  d e n s i t y  o f  s t a t e s  i s  v i r t u a l l y  z e r o .
A f t e r  t h e  a n n e a l in g  s ta g e  a t  3 50 °C  ( f i g u r e  6 )  th e s e  b a n d s  h ad  a  h a l f  w id t h  
o f  3 cm ^ . F ig u r e  6 show s an  e x p a n d e d  v ie w  o f  t h e  s p e c t r a l  r e g io n  n e a r  
120 cm  ^ f r o m  w h ic h  i t  i s  s e e n  t h a t  t h e  119  cm~^ b a n d  i s  c l e a r l y  r e s o lv e d  f ro m  
t h e  125 cm  ^ a b s o r p t io n  d u e  t o  T h is  d ia g ra m  show s t h e  1 19  cm  ^ b a n d  t o  b e
p r e s e n t  i n  t h e  n o m in a l l y  p u r e  s a m p le . (T h e  L 9 cm~^ b a n d  was a ls o  p r e s e n t  i n  
t h i s  s a m p le ) . The  s t r e n g t h  o f  t h e  a b s o r p t io n  i n  th e s e  f e a t u r e s  w as u n c h a n g e d  
when th e  s a m p le s  w e re  e x a m in e d  a t  h ig h e r  te m p e r a tu r e s  ; c o n s e q u e n t ly  t h e  tw o  
b an d s  a r e  a s c r ib e d  t o  v i b r a t i o n a l  r e s o n a n c e s  a r i s i n g  f r o m  i n t r i n s i c  d e f e c t s .  
R a d ia t io n  i s  an  e s s e n t ia l  r e q u i r e m e n t  f o r  t h e i r  p r o d u c t io n  s in c e  t h e  a n n e a l in g  
o f  an  u n i r r a d ia t e d  c o n t r o l  s a m p le  p ro d u c e d  no  s u c h  f e a t u r e s .
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FIGURE 5 . T h e  u n a n n e a le d  p e r c e n ta g e  
o f  n e u t r o n  in d u c e d  d am a g e , as  
m e a s u re d  b y  t h e  s t r e n g t h  o f  t h e  
a b s o r p t io n  a t  1 0 0  c m ~ ^ , r e m a in in g  
i n  s p e c im e n s  o f  GaAs v e r s u s  
a n n e a l in g  te m p e r a t u r e .
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FIGURE 6 .  A b s o r p t io n  s p e c t r a  o f  
v a r io u s  GaAs s a m p le s  w h ic h  h a d  
r e c e iv e d  a  d o s e  o f  1 0 ^ ^  n e u t r o n s  
cm“ ^ a nd  h a d  b e e n  s u b s e q u e n t ly  
a n n e a le d  t o  350^ 0 , ( i n s t r u m e n t a l  
r e s o l u t i o n  1 cm
D i f f i c u l t i e s  a r o s e  i n  e s t im a t in g  t h e  s t r e n g t h s  o f  t h e s e  b a n d s  f o r  t h e  
f o l l o w in g  r e a s o n s .  F i r s t l y ,  t h e  d e n s i t y  o f  s t a t e s  i s  m o d i f i e d  b y  r a d i a t i o n  
le a d in g  t o  a  b r o a d e n in g  o f  s p e c t r a l  s t r u c t u r e  i n  u n a n n e a le d  o r  p a r t i a l l y  
a n n e a le d  s a m p le s  C 5 , 173 . S e c o n d ly ,  b o th  b a n d s  a p p e a r  i n  s p e c t r a l  r e g io n s  
w h e re  t h e  b a c k g ro u n d  i s  n o t  f l a t ,  m a k in g  a  s u b t r a c t i o n  p r o c e s s  im p r e c is e .
I n  s p i t e  o f  th e s e  d i f f i c u l t i e s  i t  i s  c l e a r  t h a t  tw o  d i s t i n c t  t y p e s  o f  c e n t r e  
a re  in v o lv e d .  Th e  m axim um  s t r e n g t h  o f  t h e  I 5 cm“  ^ b a n d  i s  i n s e n s i t i v e  t o  t h e  
i n i t i a l  r a d i a t i o n  d o s e  o v e r  t h e  ra n g e  o f  d o s e s  e x a m in e d . I t  r e a c h e s  a
maximum s t r e n g t h  n e a r  t h e  3 0 0  C a n n e a l s ta g e  a f t e r  w h ic h  i t  p r o g r e s s i v e l y  
d e c re a s e d  t o  z e r o  s t r e n g t h  a t  t h e  500°C  s ta g e .  ( i t  s h o u ld  b e  n o te d  t h a t  
th e  v e r y  l a r g e  u n c e r t a i n t i e s  i n  t h e  m e a s u re m e n t o f  t h e  s t r e n g t h  o f  t h i s  f e a t u r e
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i n  t h e  e a r l y  a n n e a l in g  s ta g e s  d o e s  n o t  p r e c lu d e  t h e  p o s s i b i l i t y  t h a t  t h e  
d e f e c t  c e n t r e  i s  p r e s e n t  i n  t h e  u n a n n e a le d  s a m p le s ) .  On th e  o t h e r  h a n d , t h e  
m axim um  s t r e n g t h  o f  t h e  1 1 9  cm~^ f e a t u r e  ( f i g u r e  T )  in c r e a s e s  w i t h  in c r e a s in g  
i n i t i a l  r a d i a t i o n  d o s e  i n  a  s i m i l a r  w ay t o  t h e  d o s e  d e p e n d e n c e  o f  t h e  dam age 
( f i g u r e  3 ) .  The  a n n e a l in g  te m p e r a tu r e  a t  w h ic h  t h e  a b s o r p t io n  w as a  m axim um  
d e c re a s e d  f ro m  LOO°C f o r  a  s a m p le  d o s e  o f  1 ,3  x 10^® n °  cmT? t o  320°C  f o r  t h e  
h ig h e s t  d o s e  o f  1 . 8  x lO ^ S  n °  c m "^ ,
I4) DISCUSSION a nd  CONCLUSION
I n  t h i s  i n v e s t i g a t i o n  we h a v e  show n f o r  t h e  f i r s t  t im e  t h a t  dam age 
p ro d u c e d  b y  f a s t  n e u t r o n  i r r a d i a t i o n  f o l lo w e d  b y  a n n e a l in g  p ro d u c e s  tw o  
r e s o n a n t  m odes w h ic h  o r i g i n a t e  f r o m  d i s t i n c t  ■intrins'ic d e f e c t  c e n t r e s .
The  U5 cm” * f e a t u r e  show s l i t t l e  d o s e  d e p e n d e n c e , re a c h e s  a  m axim um  s t r e n g t h  
n e a r  300 °C  a n d  a n n e a ls  o u t  b y  5 0 0 °C . T h e  l a c k  o f  a  d o s e  d e p e n d e n c e  c l o s e l y  
re s e m b le s  t h a t  o f  t h e  c o n c e n t r a t i o n  o f  As a n t i s i t e  d e f e c t s  o b s e rv e d  b y  EPR 
i n  th e s e  same s a m p le s  [ I 5] .  H o w e ve r t h e r e  i s  a  d i f f e r e n c e  i n  t h e  a n n e a l 
te m p e r a tu r e s  a t  w h ic h  t h e  c o n c e n t r a t i o n s  o f  d e f e c t s  a r e  a  m axim um  (3 0 0 °C  f o r  IR  
and  LOO°C f o r  E P R ).
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FIGURE 7 . The  s t r e n g t h s  o f  t h e  
r e s o n a n t  mode a t  119 cm” * , v e r s u s  
a n n e a l t e m p e r a tu r e  f o r  s a m p le s  
h a v in g  r e c e iv e d  v a r io u s  d o s e s  o f  
n e u t r o n s  i n  u n i t s  o f  10*® cm” 2 .
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FIGURE 8 .  T h e  s t r e n g t h s  o f  B , 
2 8 - -  .  ^  AsS i  s *  a nd  G ^  ■ i n  LEG 
s a m p le s  a s  a  f u n c t i o n  o f  
i s o c h r o n a l  a n n e a l t e m p e r a t u r e .  
A l l  s a m p le s  h a d  r e c e iv e d  a  d o s e  
o f  10*®  n °  cm” 2
T h e  119 cm * a b s o r p t io n  i s  d o s e  d e p e n d e n t a nd  t h e  v a r i a t i o n  o f  i t s
s t r e n g t h  f o l l o w in g  t h e  i s o c h r o n a l  h e a t  t r e a tm e n t s  i s  s i m i l a r  t o  t h a t  fo u n d
f o r  B a n d  S i  as  r e v e a le d  b y  LVM s p e c t r a  ( f i g u r e  8 )  C l3 ] .  B and  
AS As 0&
S ig ^  i m p u r i t y  a to m s  s t a r t  t o  ju m p  t o  A s l a t t i c e  s i t e s  a t  te m p e r a tu r e s  ^
a ro u n d  2 $ 0 °C  so  t h a t  t h e  c o n c e n t r a t i o n s  o f  B a n d  S i^ ^  r e a c h  m a x im a  a t  UOO C
a nd  500°C  r e s p e c t i v e l y .  S u b s e q u e n t ly  t h e  i m p u r i t i e s  r e t u r n  t o  Ga l a t t i c e
s i t e s .  Th e  e x t e n t  o f  t h i s  s i t e  s w i t c h in g  i s  d o s e  d e p e n d e n t a nd  t h e
te m p e r a tu r e  a t  w h ic h  t h e  m axim um  s w i t c h in g  i s  a c h ie v e d  d e c re a s e s  w i t h
in c r e a s in g  i n i t i a l  n e u t r o n  d o s e .  T h is  b e h a v io u r  was e x p la in e d  b y  a s s u m in g
t h a t  A s v a c a n c ie s  w e re  l i b e r a t e d  f r o m  l a r g e r  d e f e c t  c l u s t e r s  i n  t h e  e a r l i e r
s ta g e s  o f  t h e  h e a t in g  p r o c e s s  w h i l e  Ga v a c a n c ie s  becom e a v a i l a b l e  a t  h ig h e r
te m p e r a tu r e s .  F o r  s i t e  s w i t c h i n g  t o  o c c u r  i t  i s  im p o r t a n t  t o  r e c o g n is e
t h a t  v a c a n t  s i t e s  m u s t becom e a v a i l a b l e .
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I n  v ie w  o f  t h e  s i m i l a r i t i e s  show n i n  f i g u r e  8 i t  i s  now  s u g g e s te d  t h a t  s i t e
s w i t c h in g  o f  Ga h o s t  l a t t i c e  a to m s  c a n  a ls o  o c c u r  t o  p ro d u c e  Ga a n t i s i t e
d e f e c t s  a nd  t h a t  th e s e  d e f e c t s  p r o d u c e  t h e  1 19  cm” * b a n d . T h e ^ in t e g r a t e d
a b s o r p t io n  o f  t h i s  b a n d  w as 5 cm~^ f o r  a  s a m p le  i r r a d i a t e d  t o  a  d o s e  o f
1 .8  X 10*®  n °  cm” ^ a nd  a n n e a le d  a t  3 5 0 °C . I f  t h e  c a l i b r a t i o n  r e l a t i n g  t h e
a b s o r p t io n  t o  t h e  c o n c e n t r a t i o n  o f  d e f e c t s  p r e s e n t  w e re  assum ed  t o  b e  t h e  same
as t h a t  d e te r m in e d  f o r  t h e  B b a n d  a t  1 25  cm "* [ ? ] ,  th e n  t h e  n u m b e r o f  Ga
d e f e c t s  w o u ld  b e  3 x1 0 *®  c m " 3 . *  I t  i s  i n t e r e s t i n g  t o  n o te  t h a t  t h i s  c o n c e n t r a t io n
i s  t h e  same as t h e  n um b e r o f  A s ^ ^  d e f e c t s  as  m e a s u re d  b y  EPR C15J .  I t  m ig h t
b e  e x p e c te d  t h a t  t h e  c o n c e n t r a t i o n s  o f  t h e  tw o  s p e c ie s  o f  a n t i s i t e  d e f e c t  w o u ld
be  v e r y  s i m i l a r .  O u r p r i n c i p a l  c o n c lu s io n  i s  t h e r e f o r e  t h a t  t h e  1 19  cm” *
f e a t u r e  c o u ld  w e l l  b e  i d e n t i f i e d  w i t h  G a . a n t i s i t e  d e f e c t .
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